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HOME- 
The Music Review, published by Clayton F. 
Hummy, has suspended publication. 
Rafael Jqskfpt will accompany the Chicago 
Orchestra during its Western tour, at least a por¬ 
tion of it. 
Mr. Edward Baxter Perry, knowfi to so many 
of our readers, has a very full season with his 
lecture rentals. 
The American Symphony Orchestra, which 
was founded last season, announces three concerts 
for the present season. 
Dvorak's opera on the subject of “ Hiawatha ” 
is so far advanced that it will probably be heard in 
New York this winter. •»r\ 
The 6th annual convention of the V. M. T. A., 
held at Harrisburg in December, was a very in¬ 
teresting and successful meeting^ 
Leopold Godowsky, a Russian pianist, is win¬ 
ning golden opinions by his playing in his recitals 
in Philadelphia. He is arousingmuch enthusiasm. 
Walter DAMROscH’sipera “ The Scarlet Let 
ter,” 'or rather the excerpts from it recently, given 
in New York, have created a favorable impression, 
and the consensus of opinion is that it is & strong 
work. 
Mr. Emil Leibling, the Chicago pianist, has 
instituted a novelty\in managing the proverbial 
late-comer to his recitals. He locks the doors at 
the first number, and keeps them locked until he 
has finished. 
, Mrs. Bloosifibld-Zeiblir, an American pian¬ 
ist, after a most remarkably successful tour abroad 
has returned home. Her recognition by the most 
eminent of the Old World critics and authorities 
is most gratifying to American pride. 
Staveniiagen, whose reputation a9 a pianist 
was very highly rated, has not made the impres¬ 
sion expected, on account, it is said, of the piano 
he uses. No matter how great the artist, he must 
have the proper tools with which to do his work. 
A hopefcl sign of the growth of true musical 
culture is the increasing number of lectures, given 
by eminent critics, on the various phases of musi¬ 
cal science and art. This means of disseminating 
musical knowledge is being widely utilized by 
schools and private teachers. 
Handeljs “ hfessiah ,u was recently performed 
at Buenos Ayres for the first time in South 
America, with a chorus of 300 and an orchestra of 
50 performers. Special trains were run, the house 
was sold out an hour and a half after the opening 
of the box office, and the proceeds were $7|500. 
The N. Y. Recorder is authority for the statenggnt 
that the prisoners in the Kings County PenTfcllV 
tmry are allowed to play upon certain musical 
instruments or to sing at certain times. ' As the 
choice of pieces is naturally varied, the effect upon 
the listener may be imagined as something 
ludicrous. 
Do American piano teachers ever get letters like 
the following communication, which was received 
by a vocal teacher, and published in London 
Truthf “Will you be good enough to let me 
know your charge for voice production? X have 
no singing voice, but I would be willing' to pay 
you well if'you can produce one for me, because 
singers earn a good deal more than I can make in 
the tripe trade here."^ 
The Beethoven Society at Bonn has raised and 
spent $30,000 in buying and improving the house 
in which the great composer was bora, and in. 
making a collection of documents relating to him. 
Pkobably the largest sum ever taken in at the_ 
performance of an operetta was in Vienna the 
rfther evening, When Strauss’ 'u-Fledermaus ” at 
the Imperial Opera yielded 13,000 florins, nearly 
16,000, 
A committee has been forpaed for the purpose of 
raising funds for the erection of a monument to 
Franz Liszt at Weimar, where the master rendered 
such distinguished and enduring servioes to muai- • 
cal art. 
Vox Bulow’s letters are to be published by his 
wife.' 
The annual sale of ^janos in London is 35,000 
instruments. y 
Othello has brought to Verdi royalties to tide 
amount of 11,000 francs, which he has given to 
charity. ‘ „r . 
The Paris Opera directors have decided to put 
hereafter* new work of Wagner's on their reper¬ 
tory every year. 
Ebenezbr Prout, familiar to the readers of Th* 
^tudi by his works on Theory, including Musical 
Form, has been elected to the chair of Music of 
the University of Dublin. He is in his 60th year. 
It is stated that the opera- in Italy is still in a 
declining condition, and,that during the present' 
season only about thirty-five theatres throughout 
the peninsula will be occupied with this form of. 
entertainment. This is the smallest number for 
many years. 
A monument to Hans’ von Bulow is proposed by - 
a long.list of admirers, beginning with Helmholtz, 
dead since his name was put on the list, and end¬ 
ing with Brahms. It is to be placed in Hamburg,, 
the “city where the closing years’’ of Billow's 
life werdrspent. 
Waorkr’s “ Meistereinger ” has now passed its 
hundredth performance In Berlin. Twenty-four 
years ago, on April 1, 1870, the first performance 
of this work was received with storms of yells, 
biases, and stamping, so that literally for minutes 
at a time not a sound of music could be heard. 
Yet another musician of world-wide reputation - 
is gone. Benjamin Godard, cpmposer, known by 
his graceful piano pieces, songs, etc., died at 
Cannes, Jan. 11th. He was a facile writer, but 
did not fulfil the promises of his youth. He, 
however, held an Important place ainong the 
minnn masters of French music. 
AT the autopsy of-Rubinstein it was found that 
the froptal bone of his skull was remarkably thick 
—half a centimetre—a phenomenon usually ob¬ 
served only in idiots, and which is apt to retard 
the development of the brain. On the other hand, 
the brain itself was unusually large and .well 
developed. Men of science consider this an 
.unusual anomaly. '• 
Paderewski's Polish Opera is to be produced by 
Sir Augustus Harris if‘np-eafa get the composer s 
consent. Its first performance is to be in Hun- farian, at Pesth, under Mr. Nikisch, to be followed 
y a German version iu Dresden under Schuch. 
The opera is in fopr acts It is completed.in piano 
score, and Mr. PAdereWski ia at "present engaged 
in its orchestration—an art in which he is a 
master, as his oonoerto has proved. 
30 y 
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THE ETTJDE. 
[For The Etude.] j 
ON THE RHYTHMIC ELEMENT OF MUSICAL 
FORM 
BY GKO. C> GOW. 
Much stress iB rightly laid now-a-days upon the study 
of musical-form. The pupil ia urged to analyze the 
music he studies as to its rhythmic and thematic content, 
. and he is promised therefrom a broader and richer con¬ 
ception of the meaning of the music and a livelier en¬ 
joyment of its beauty. When, however, the average 
scholar undertakes the task without the direct supervi- 
4 Sion of a master of the art, he is apt to be swamped 
wholly or partially by what seem to him the excessive 
irregularities of nearly every composition. The defi¬ 
nitions with which he is armed, of period, section, phrase, 
motive, theme, subject, episode, etc., never quite fit to 
the case in hand ; so that he reaches the end of the music 
with, at best, a suspicion that he may be mistaken^ at 
some points of his analysis. 
Now it is undoubtedly true that musical forms often 
.admit of so much flexibility of treatment as to render 
their analysis a little difficnltto an nnpracticed ear. Bnt 
the real obstacle-in the way of ready apprehension of the 
structure of a composition is far more apt to be that the 
student does not clearly-understand the nature and func¬ 
tion of rhythm. 
Rhythm may be described as follows:— 
When the same or similar things happbn at regular 
intervals a sufficient number of times, there is established 
in the mind an expectation that they will contjnne to 
happen at the same regular intervals. To this feeling 
of recurrence we give the name sense of rhythm; to the 
recurrence itself which satisfies this feeling we give the 
name rhythm. Musical rhythm is but one expression of 
the aniversal Taw of recurrence, which in the last analysis 
.lies at the bottom of all unity of life. Apart from it we 
should have no Bense of expectancy, with its wonderful 
power to caurfe pain or create pleasure. It is a ruling 
motive and instrument of all art. 
The rhythms of music are more or less involved, but 
the means taken to express them are exceedingly simple. 
The first requirement for the production off a rhythm 
is the mental division of time, as it passes, into regular 
■ successive segments within which, once in so often, the 
rhythmic recurrence takes place. We may call these 
segment^ time-units.* And since one Can count or mark 
by the hand the passage of time, often the slightly inac- 
.curate designations counts, beats, or pulses are given to 
, the sections of time themselves. 
In the illustrations which follow, time-units will be in¬ 
dicated by even dashes, thus:-- - --- _ 
This division of time into units is not sufficient in it- 
'—‘■\sftlf to make a rhythm, but only serves as the basis of 
the rhythm. Therrhythm is created by grouping the units. 
The simplest groups in music are formed of time-units 
by twos or by threes. Thus: (-> (- -) (—) (- -), or 
- 
The means taken to make the grouping, i.e., to estab¬ 
lish this rhythm on the ear, is the use of extra, stress, 
called accent, upon the tones which begin the recurrent 
unit that markB the group. This unit may be first, * 
second (or third), in the group, but mustfie the same in 
each group. For example:— * 
MENDELSSOHN.—Spring Song*.~v 
besides the aocent, often extra length is given to the 
tone or tones which begin the accented unit. The ubo 
of suitable harmonies upon the accent also helps to 
create the rhythmic feeling. Sometimes, even, a silence 
(rest) at th^-unit usually accented will draw attention to 
itself enough to produce the rhythmic feeling. For ex¬ 
ample :— 
JENSEN, Wedding Music. 
\ 8CHUMANN, Op. 12, No. 
v4 V Presto, f 
e.- -)(>■_ -)(>- _)(> i_) 
The rhythmio £roup, thus established, continues 
throughout the piece. Sometimes this iB the only accent- 
rhythm of the music, and the music, is then said to be in 
simple accent-rhythm. But often the rhythm above 
described is the basis of still larger rhythmic groupings, 
made by compounding these groups through use of still 
stronger emphasis upon the recurrent accent of that 
simple group which is differentiated in order to define 
the larger rhythm. Thus, the simple rhythm (->-) 
(->-) etc., may be compounded by additional accent 
into [(->-)(->-)] [(-J-)(->-)] etc. For example, 
in another grouping £( >„)(>„)] 
MOZART.—Sonatar. 
t ^ .- 
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These larger groupings may be called compound 
accent-rhythms. - And still further compoundings by 
yet more emphatic accents may be called double-com¬ 
pound accent-rhythms. -For. example:— 
In the samQ. way the double-compound formed of sim¬ 
ple groupB of twos compounded by threes and finally by 
ttoos has 6 for the numerator of the time-signature; 
while the double-compound with simple twos com¬ 
pounded by twos and finally by threes has only 8 for the 
numerator. For example of the latter:— 
BACH, Prelude vill, Well Tempered Clavier. 
-r 
CHOPiN, Op. 9, No. 2. 
e - )e lie' 
RUBINSTEIN, Op. 8, No. 2. 
mm 
(_ >_)(_ >_k_ >_k_ > j 
It will be observed, from the above examples, that, 
" V? .— -- 
• Throughout this article advantage is taken of the absolute lack 
of UDlfonplty in the use of terms ainong writers on Form, to present 
a consistent and easily understood Beri«« of rhythmie terms that aefera 
to the.present writer worthy of general adoption. 
The notation of accent-rhythm, bo-far as it is done, is 
by drawing a vertical line, called a bar, acrossltlrt stafF 
juBt before the strongest rhythmic accent. The section 
of music included between two of these bars is called4 
measure, and ia^equal in length to the rhythmic group. 
The counts or beats of the measure are numbered from 
the bar. Hence when the rhythmic group does not have 
its string accent on the first unit, since the bar comes 
then in the middlejof the group, the music starts and 
finishes with an incomplete measure. Thus, the rhyth¬ 
mic group (->-) of the Rubinstein example above is 
counted three, ohe, two / and the first measure bar cpmes 
after the second note. In simple rhythm each accent is 
notated by t^e bar before it But in compound rhythm, 
unfortunately,'thexaia no indication, in the music itself, 
of the simple groups which are combined, since the bar 
atands only before the strongest accent. At the begin¬ 
ning of the music,however, there is placed on the staff, 
after the key-signature, a fraction called the time-signa¬ 
ture, the numerator of which tells whether the rhythmic 
group is simple, compound, or double-compound ; with 
the. following exception, namely, that the time-signature 
does not indicate the nature of the compound-rhythm in 
cases where a simple group of twos is compounded by 
threes, or by twos and again by threes. The rule is that 
when twos and threes both enter into the .compound, 
subdivisions of threes are ignored in the signature. 
Thus, if a simple group of threes is compounded by twos 
the numerator of the time-signature iB 0; but if a Bimple 
group of twos is compounded by threes the numerator is 
8. For example, the two following illustrations have 
each six ut^ts (counts) to the measure, but the time-sig¬ 
natures differ according to the rule just given :— 
Double-compound rhythm is not in frequent use, ex¬ 
cept possibly that of twelve nnits to the groups The 
care necessary in distinguishing the three gradations of 
force that are requisite to preserve the doubly compound 
character of the rhythm discourages its use except in 
very slow tempo. And larger compounds than these by 
means of accent are practically impossible. 
But the rhythmic feeling iB but partially satisfied with 
such small groupings alone as are made ia this way. 
Accent-rhythms are yet again- grouped into larger 
rhythms through the cadence. This consists of such & 
manipulation of chords and melody as to produce a 
sense of restfuluess at the end of the section of rhusic 
desired to be set off into the cadence-group. For a 
study of the particular chords used, their place in the 
final measure of the cadence-group, what constitutes 
,?c.0^jparatiye strength or weakness in the cadence, etc., 
see any standard work on Harmony. 
Simple cadence-groupB are usually formed by uniting 
the accent-rhythms that have been chosenTor the com¬ 
position, whether Bimple or compound, into a larger 
group of twos or of fours which closes with the cadence' 
It is very rare that an odd number of accent-groups, i. e., 
three or five, is ohoseo as basis of the cadence groups, 
although such grouping is technically correct. Simple 
accent-groups are ordinarily joined by fours to form the 
cadence-group, while compound accent-groups often 
nnite by twos. 
-The music thus rhythmically divided by cadences 
every second or fourth measure ia"grouped into still 
larger rhythms again through the use of a regular grada¬ 
tion of strength in the cadences themselves. Thus, 
simple cadence-groups are combined into compound 
cadence-groups by having stronger cadences every 
second, or, somewhat rarely, every third instance, the 
% strong cadence always ending the compound group. 
Double compound cadence-groups are formed out of 
. •**> 
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compound cadenoe groaps by still more conclusive 
cadences at the end of the second or third compound 
group. 
By the firne the end of a double compound cadence- 
group is reached, in most cases the moBic will have fin¬ 
ished the utteranoe of What may be called a single com¬ 
plete mt&ical thought; so that the final strong cadence 
serves to declare a atop spmewhat analogous to the clo&$ 
of a sentence; One such musical thought, uttered in 
rhythmical form and brought to an adequate conclusion 
by a strong cadence, iB technically called a period. A 
period may be completed even within the limit of a sin¬ 
gle extended cadence-group ; but however formed, out 
of a simple cadence-group, a compound cadence-group, 
or, as is more usual, out of a double-compound cadence- 
group, the musical period iB complete in itself and fur- 
nishea the goal of the second mode of rhythmic group¬ 
ing, that by cadences. > 
The following illustrations will serve for examples of 
cadence-groups and period structure. 
Period from Haydn Sonata, No. 8. Peters’ edition, 
constructed as follows 1 
Simple accent-group = (->). 
Compound accent-group = (->-> ). 
Simple cadence-group== £(->->)(->->)]•" 
Compound cadence-group = twice the simple cadence- 
group. 
Double compound oadence group, making the period, 
. = twice the compound cadence group. 
Presto. 
Hymn tune (period) by Sir Arthur Sullivan, con¬ 
structed as follows;— &&. _ 
Simple accent-group = (>—). 
Simple cadence group = foir accent-groups. 
Compound cadence-group, making the period, = three 
simple cadence-groups. * 
The next method of formation of rhythms iB by the 
grouping of periods into what are technically oalled 
forma. The period is the basis of form, just as the 
accent-group is the basis of cadence-rhythm,, and the 
time-unit is the basis of accent-rhythm. If the student 
has mastered the rbythmfts Btracriir<N*f the period as 
above given there remains bat a\ consideration of the 
melodio structure of the cadence-groups of a period, 
before be is able to intelligently approach the subject oi 
form proper. It i* not the purpose of this article to 
discuss mejody. Almost all that need be said, however, 
as to the law of balance and . contrast in the different 
cadence-grqUps of a period may be easily deduced by 
reading and classifying-. the melodies of an ordinary 
hymn and tune book, which rarely extend beyond the 
limits of one or two regularly constructed periods. The 
new factor in the rhythmic structure of musical forms is 
the increased importance put upon the law of variety. 
Under accent-rhythms and cadence-rhythms nothing 
has been said about the means taken to avoid the mo¬ 
notony of the rhythmic impression,'since the limits of 
this article would not permit, and since alterations and 
additions in common use are easily understood and of 
no great moment.'“--Bjit^the problem of form brings the 
law of variety at once toUEeforefrbnt. The question is 
how to obtain a larger rhythmic grouping that shall be 
obvious, and yet avoid the piling up of mechanical sec¬ 
tions, an effect which is already sufficiently marked by 
the regular rhythmic accent, regular cadence, and regu¬ 
lar periodizing. In the case of dance and march music 
this mechanical process is an advantage rather than 
otherwise ; so that the problem do^s not arise. Dances 
and marches add regular period to period, constructing 
the larger groups which constitute the form by utilizing 
similarity and contrast of melody and key to produce 
the desired effect. In other music than this, however, 
the problem nearly alwayB arises and is answered in a 
great number of waf ff. These in general consist either 
in the use of unperiodic material distributed\bout a 
nucleus of regular periods,.the unperiodic material in 
some cases abandoning even the regular flow of cadence- 
groups, but almost never the'regular accent-rhythm, or 
ig the extension or contraction of some of the otherwise 
regular cadence-groups of a period. When unperiodic 
material is found, the nature of the melody must be 
trusted to indicate where the regular periods begin and 
end. And, in fact, the larger the form the more is reli¬ 
ance placed upon special melodieB, called themes or 
.►subjects, to make clear the periodic structure. Among 
the many forms possible the artist must! choose that 
which will best suit the character of the idea he wishes 
to express, and composers are constantly experimenting 
in forms. The systematic study of Form, therefore, 
consists mainly in familiarizing oneself with those actual 
formfc which have been used successfully by past writers 
and have won a place for themselves in the literature of 
music. An adequate understanding of the larger forms 
involves a knowledge of the principles of tonality,, and 
■ of thematic treatment, «aa%well .as of rhythm. But the 
object of this article is accomplished if a clear vievrhas 
been given of the' successive steps of rhythmic stracture 
up to the an of rhythm in Form, and if the nature and 
purpose of the rhythmic irregularities found in most 
forms are apparent. 
The reader must be relied upon to supply his own il¬ 
lustrations of this last paragraph. While the following 
table can pefh&ps serve to summarize the discussion, 
and may be found convenient in rhythmic analysis. 
Table, ' # . f | 
Simple accent-rhythms == time-units by twos or threes. 
Compound accent rhythms = simple rhythms by twos or 
threes. 
Double-compound accent-rhythms = compound rhythms 
by twos or threes. 
. * 7 . _ v. 
Simple cadence-groups = accent-rhythms, (simple or 
compound) by twos or fours) rarely by threes or by 
fives. 
Compound cadence-groups = simple cadence-groups by 
twos, rarely by threes. 
Double compound cadence-groups = compound ca- 
denoe-groups by twos or tfirees. 
A Period = the complete rhythmical expression of a 
single musical thought. 
Musical Forms (of many sorts) ;= combinations of 
periods, with or without certain modification^ in the 
period structure, or the addition of unperiodic material 
supplemental to the regular periods. 
THE AMATEUR MUSICAL SOCIETIES. 
ACCOUNTS OF MUSICAL SOCIETIES, PROGRAMS, NOTES OF 
WORE, LISTS OF BOOXB, QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS* 
All communications to the Department should be addressed to Corn. 
Stanton Buown, 134 St. Mary Street, Indiana polls, Ind. 
To the listener, facts about composers anil composi¬ 
tions make programs more' intelligible and interesting. 
Hearing the best music properly, beftmgfl to a musical 
education, and is becoming -more and more to be re¬ 
garded as indispensable to the education of every culti¬ 
vated person. At the present time it iih-infpossible for 
the people in this country to receive that training, bat it 
is certainly true that people always like the-best musio 
when they know what it means. Music has been set 
apart for the few to study and enjoy, but it more and 
more deserves its name of 44 universal language.” \^e 
are learning that it is to be studied and enjoyed as thh 
other arts are, and the sentimentalizing about “the 
divine art ” is giving way to such vigorous and refresh¬ 
ing ideas as those expressed by Dr. Hanchett in the 
August Etude. Let us regard musio with common 
sense as a factor of .education and as an art. 
In order to “ explain ” music it is necessary to tell a 
story to fit every composition, bnt unless a musical crea¬ 
tion is the result of an idea and contains an idea for 
the listener, it had better be relegated to the waste¬ 
basket ; and if there is an idea there is foundation for 
speech. 
The need is to make the_ listener’s mind receptive. 
The Amateur Musical. Society is one place where ex¬ 
planations of this sort are especially in order, as the 
performances, lacking the finish and interpretation 
of the artist, are well supplemented by words which 
assist the imagination of the hearers. And to give such 
explanation, the members must be up in history* biog¬ 
raphy, and musical form. Hence the need of books. • 
Suggestions as to helpful, books and programs illus¬ 
trating the earliest periods of musical history are espe-r 
cially requested for this column. __ r 
The Club of Musical Research and Progress. 
A letter from Mrs. Helen Baker of La Salle, Illinois, 
-tells of the successful-organization of her pupils into a 
club “ for the Study of Music, its Meaning and Mission.” 
The teacher Ib the director of the work, preparing the 
topics for each meeting. At roll call Schumann’s “ Buies 
for Young Musicians ” are given by the pupils.- This 
exercise is followed by questions in history, theory, and 
biography. The blackboard is used by the teacner to 
explain and illustrate the subjects under discussion. 
The enthusiasm among the pupils for the work, the in¬ 
terest in reading aboot music, and the understanding of 
theory has been most gratifying. They wish to be ranked 
among the lovers of music. 
A December program is as follows:— 
Questions on Intervals; Sketch of Mozart’s Life and 
Works; Illustration, Op. 6, Theme and Variations; 
Sketch of Beethoven; Illustrations, Selections from Son¬ 
atas ; Cramer, Book I, Nos. 1, 7,12 ; Weber,44 Oberon: ” 
Czerny, Op. 299, Book I, Nos. 1 and 4, Op. 740, Book 
I. No. 2; Recitation on Music; Merz, Four-hand Study; 
Kuliak, Octave Study E 
The teacher finds that 6tudes have become delightful 
under this plan, and offers this account of her work 
hoping that it may contain a helpful hint for another 
teacher who desires to create a real interest in music 
among her pupils. 
The Program of the 44 Cecilian Society ” ofDaluth, 
Mian., has some very interesting features. 
As the program would occupy considerable space, the 
extracts printed will, with thk. addition of the general 
subjeots, give an adequate idea of the work. 
Motto.—My Language is understood all over the 
wo/ld.r—Haydn. > • 
Music of Various Nations. I. October 12. 1. Recital 
—Miscellaneous Program. II. Ootober 26. 2. Music 
of Russia, Beginnings of Russian Music: (a) The 
Biliuas or Folk 8ongs; (6) Religious Hymns and 
Chants; 8ome Russian Musicians and Composers; 
Present-State of Mqsio in Russia, Musical Societies, 
eto. III. November'®*'-' 8.'"Recital*—Russian Music. 
4. Music of Russia. 6. Recital—Russian Music; 6. 
Musio of Spain and Mexico. 7. Recital—Miscellane- 
ousProgram. VIII. January 25. Musio of Scandina¬ 
via. 8. Characteristics of Scandinavian music. 9. 
Scandinavian composers. Sweden: Soderman, Ball¬ 
et rom, Lindblad, Geijer, Normann, Tredbom, Hallen, 
Ljogren, Logo, Helena Munklett, Elfrida Andree. 
Norway : Greig, Nordraak, Agathe-Backer- Grondahl, 
Svendsen, Kjerulf. Denmark: Gade, Hartmann, 
Lange-MUller. 10. Scandinavian Folk Songs. 11. 
Scandinavian Artists. 12. Recital—Scandinavian 
Musio. 18. Music of Oriental Countries. 14: Recital 
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THE BUGBEAR OP METHOD, 
BY DR.'HENRY G. HANOHETT. 
taves ” contains more points in regard to tonch and 
tone-coloring, almost, than it does in regard to octave 
playing, if only he can find and apply them ; and that 
when the goal—a musical interpretation of some beauti- 
A question comes to me from a teacher in California ful work—is clearly before the pupil the technical steps 
who desires to know if Kuliak’s Method for the piano is to that goal will be taken with far greater alacrity and 
out of date, and especially if Kullak’s Method of Octaves benefit than when these steps are presented aa mere 
is still tho standard j and.in general what are the differ- portions of a 44 method.” Great teachers may write 
ences between some of the older and the more modern, methods but they d0 not use them, at least not as their 
methods. These questions indicate a belief in, and ad- • ^jjjSpila after them will. The pupil knbws how h£was 
herence to mere method which, I fear, are very preva- treated and very likely treats hie" pupils in tarn along 
lent among the music teachers of the country and which 
indicate a lack both of clear thinking and of independ¬ 
ence that are not encouraging, or would not be were it 
nQt for the element of hopefulness given to the situation 
by the numerous questions that constantly crop out in 
Aauch a publication as the Etude. Intelligent questions 
are the infallible sign of mental activity, which is the 
precursor of independent thinking. 
tneasame 
tries to imitate, has a different plan for each individual 
who applies to him, and for each year in the progress 
of his own work. 
The differences between methods are the differences 
between teachers, and these are'-hard to generalize 
about because there are so many ways of getting at the 
Rut the difference between the modern and the 
The concert grand pianoforte of to-day is the climax older conception of what the student of the piano should 
of a Jong series of instruments of the same general class be mhde to learn can be easier told. The modern 
beginning in the clavicytherium many years ago. As teacher thinks more pf the end and less of the means, 
ihe instrument has improved, new effects have suggested He agrees with his progressive contemporary of the 
themselves and new possibilities have opened before the “grammar school that it is better to teach German and 
performers, and as the flayers have advanced in tech- let the-'pupil have a language ready for business or 
nical skill new facilities have been added to their means 
of expression by the inventive skill of instrument 
makers. Each new epoch-making pianist Beema to the 
uninitiated to be gifted with almost superhuman powers, 
but after he has ‘^shown how the thing can be done ” 
others quickly find* that they too can accomplish what 
at first seemed impossible in . the way of execution. 
Every teacher of the. instrument tries to show his pupils 
travel when he has acquired his “ mental discipline,’^ 
than it is to teach LatinTor the sake of mental discipline" 
and aa a “ preparation ” for German or some other lan¬ 
guage afterward, when the pupil iB pretty sure to find 
hilKime too much occupied to allow of his undertaking 
the study without some sacrifice that might.-have been 
avoided. The modern piano teacher has concluded that 
it is pretty small business to make a pupil spend hoars- n i n n m o u Binau u e u aa w ao n u » uu uuuib
how all that he knows of the art of piano playing can be in the aggregate, in holding down four keys while work- 
acquired, and if he gets a new idea or learns a new ac- ing the ring finger up and down, up and down* when no 
complishment the chances are ten to one that he will composer has thought it'worth his while to write a de- 
simply add it to all that he knevfr, or did, or taught be- cent piece of music in which such a maneuver is of the 
fore, not distinguishing the items in his course that are slightest use. The modern teacher is .getting further 
duplicated by. this plan. In thiB way, after a few years and further away from the five-finger exercise ; he is 
of progress, “methods” become loaded with an ever thinking less and less of the eternal grind on scales and 
increasing amount of rubbish or useless material whifch arpeggios ; he is even questioning whether all the so- 
is apt to be retained.by the younger teachers out of re- called standard 6thdes are necessary ; but he..is givibg 
spect for the opinions of their masters from whom they his gupil just as good a command of the keyboard as did 
learned it. Presently some pedagogic genius will arise any'of the dry pedants of the past, 
who, by cutting off a' lot of waste material and combin- ^ . 
ing many- exercises into few, will clear the spad some¬ 
what and allow room and time for further advance. We TO PUPILS, 
used to bear of eight and ten hours a day of practice as 
the' price of excellence in piano playing. Who now-a-S/ 
days would dare suggest the necessity of Buch a terrible 
ordeal fpr even the highest flights of virtuosity? Yet 
piano-play ing is to-day a more difficult and exacting art 
than ever before in the world’s history. We have sim¬ 
ply learned to avoid a lot of time-wasting drudgery. 
Now the systematic and orderly arrangement of the 
various exercises and studies necessary to the accom¬ 
plishment of all there is of^piano-playing, constitutes a 
method. But there is and can be no cast-iron method 
Many call themselves music pupils who fail to appre¬ 
ciate what pupils’ duties are. Here are some of them:— 
fee polite to your teacher and always show him proper 
respect. 
Be obedient, patient, and cheerful. 
Always tell the*ruth about your lessons: 
Speak kindly of your teacher. 
Ask no questions in the lesson which have no refer¬ 
ence to music. • «- 
Cultivate kind feelings toward all your fellow students. 
ffifoWh whiolfwverybodj must go to reach the goal of Indulge neither in jealousy nor rivalry, 
virtuosity. Certain teachers have published sets ex¬ 
ercises for the accomplishment of portions of the work, 
but I risk little in saying that none of them follow thejj^ 
own methods exactly in the case of any pupil.- The 
teacher’s business is to know in what good piano-playing 
consists, what are the steps to its attainment' and the 
defects’-of eaqh pupil at his present stage of advance¬ 
ment, aqd then to select for ea,ch pupil the items neces- 
f^ry, and next in order, in the course toward the goAl. 
Always be promptly on time for your lesson. 
Always study your lessons as well as you can. 
Play nothing but the lesson assigned yon until you 
have mastered it. 
Neglect not your five-finger exercises and scales.. 
Play them first and play them daily. 
Keep your music in good order. 
Wasl? your hands before you take a lesson. 
Pay striot attention to what the teacher says, and 
Remember the teacher benefits-you; be grateful for 
what he does, y 
Leave when the leskon is over; do not loiter in-the 
teacher’s room. 
v- 
The best teacher is lie who can distinguish best the next when practicing follow his instructions, 
step in advance for each pnpil as he presents himself, 
can analyze the work Jo be done into the smallest, most 
distinct and orderly elements, and select the most direct 
and economical means of acquiring those elements. 
Such a teacher will be apt to avoid most of the printed 
methods for his pupils although he may find much food 
in them for himself, but he will study the motions to be - 
made, the rhythms and forces and velocities with which When a few years ago, a boy made his appearance in 
they must be made, and he will combine these as bis ^he Vienna Concert Halls, the publitf as well as the crit; 
RAFAEL JOSEFPY. 
sense of the word, a master whose name is famous, and 
who will compare favorably with the greatest artists in 
the world. ‘ „ < 
To compare Joseffy with any of the present piano 
virtaosos, would do hiife injustice; he is phenomenal, 
and while his brilliant talent in former years showed a 
m&rvelotis force and impetuosity,’ he now captivates -by 
his delicacy and expression. * The aforetime rough 
diamond has been carefully cut and polished, and now 
displays' such wonderful fire and brilliancy aa to»glicit 
the unqualified admiration of both laymen and critics. 
Joseffy was born in Miskolcz, Hungary, in 1852. His 
first teacher .was the renowned Moscheles, in Leipzig, 
who waB succeeded by the equally successful Tausig. 
What talent can acquire with years of ardent study, 
genius will accomplish with rapidity. Joseffy’s name 
became celebrated after having made but one 4;^ 
through Holland and Germany. On the occasion of his ^ 
appearance in^Vienna, a well known critic said: “At 
his first concert Joseffy proved himself a great/pianist, 
destined to inherit the fame of Rubinstein. Aside fttffn 
his fabulously brilliant technique, he plays with rare ex¬ 
pression, and evinces an extraordinary versatility of 
conception. With equal force he produces the pecnjiar - 
effects of the classic-BtCch, the tender Chopin, the senti¬ 
mental MdndelsaohnJ^id the impetuous Liszt. - 
“ What but few pianists could rjpk hitherto—to give a 
complete concert by themselves—Joseffy has accomp¬ 
lished, and showers of applause he drew forth from hia’ 
large audiences. How many pianists are there who 
would undertake to fill the programme of a whole even¬ 
ing .with their own playing ? and yet, the audience, far 
from being fatigued, were held spellbound ; and with 
each fresh number were duly electrified by the grand 
achievements of the artist. The softness and elasticity, 
the whispering, the eleganed and sparkling of Joseffy'B 
fioraiures*and runs cannot be described. Such brilliant 
delicacy, such elegant fluency, such tender shading, has 
not been heard'since the time of Tausig and Liszt.” % 
Such was the unanimous opinion of the Vienna critics 
regarding thiB Piano Hero. 
Since the great artist has been in this country, he has 
greatly enlarged his already extensive r&ptrtoixeladdihg 
the past season several great Concertos, ao\ong which 
may be named the A minor Concerto. by-Robert Schu¬ 
mann ; Liszt’s 2d Concerto (too rarejy heard); 
Adolphe Henselt’s tremendously difficult Piano 
certo 5 Beethoven’s in G major ; Saint-Saen’s 2d 
certo and Rubinstein’s in G major and D minor, besides 
a large number o.f smaller pieces. This will be Joaeffy’s 
la^t season in America r he will visit San Francisco, 8t., 
Louis, Chicago, New Orleans, Louisville, Cincinnati, 
Detroitr^Milwaukee, Indianapolis, Pittsburg and most 
of the larger Eastern cities. 
pupil requires till the work is done. And such a teacher 
will be apt to find that age does not Hurt g6od material 
or novelty insure merit. He will be apt to discove) l hat 
Bach is the best author yet known for use in the cultiva¬ 
tion of finger technic; that Kullak’s “■ Method for Oc* 
ice felt, that without making a decided success then, that 
boy would yet be great. His technical ability waa at 
once acknowledged as well as the energy with which he 
used his instrument'‘yet he lacked sympathy. But now 
Rafael>>Joseffyjjra a master, and that too in the truest 
—The -enjoyment of a work of art, is by no means a 
passive state; a correct understanding, and with it the 
highest enjoyment, conpist in our recreating for ourselves, 
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THE ETUDE. 
PER80NAL MAGNETISM OF RUBINSTEIN. 
The great personal magnetism arid power to hold the 
attention of an audience which Rubinstein possessed 
was well illustrated during a performance he gave some 
years ago in Leipsic. While'playing a Chopin sonata 
he twice in succession struck false octaves at the end of 
a phrase, producing a most strange effect. He was 
surrounded at the time by men steeped in music. Such 
a slip from any one else wonld have provoked glances 
and ootighs and iidgetings innumerable from his critical 
audience. As it was, not a head turned, not an eye 
looked away from the great man; and the audience* 
spell bound;- heard him to the close and then burst into 
thunderous applause. Before such an audience this 
showed the effect of the magnetism of the man in a 
most striking manner. 
those catchy, trivial, sentimental and yet very clever it is needful to go through all that makes a pianist. Iii 
songs and piano pieces which have a short run and be- fact it still remains, and will to the end of time, the 
come temporarily the “rage,” oftentimes from some test of pianism, that one .is able to move the fingers with ’ 
intrinsic merit, and always because they hit^&ckiiy, a the lightness of the humming-bird’s wings and with the 
characteristic mood of the average human being. same speed. N</ one thing is supremely necessary in 
playing the piano. To secure velocity there should be 
To B. M.—Your letter contains not one but three or first a due degree of slow, solid practice, with minute 
- four questions. I will endeavor to dispatch them in attention to details. Then there should be a sudden 
order and as clearly as the requisite conciseiffi83 will transition to taking the whole passage as one co-ordinated 
permit. First, then, as to the appoggiatura; your teacher idea. It is usually better to make s stealthy-advance 
was probably right nine times in ten when he required toward this state of velocity by increasing the rate one N 
you to play it strongly upon the beat and immediately notch at a time along the metronome ;~but sometimes 
against the. bass note, and yet there^re many instances there is an advantage in making a sudden dash at it aa^ 
in which your musical instinct, much to your credit, dis- if clearing a five-barred gate. This latter mode ia best 
tinctly divined ..where this makes a barbarous ^n<T bung- if a pupil’s difficulty arises’ from over-caution and gnaw- 
ling sort of rhythm. The root .of the trouble lieffTnthia; ing Belfcriticism. ’ 
'Mo. 
LETTERS TO PUPILS. 
BY JOHN 8. VAN CLEVIS. 
To W. M.—The pedal should, in my opinion, be taught 
to even to beginners. \_If you, contrary the advice of 
your teacher, persisted in using it without knowing how, 
you were guilty of an artistic sin for which you are now 
paying the penalty. No one can use the pedal correctly 
without instruction. One would think that the musical 
ear of any sensitive person ought to.warn them away 
from those miserable blurs which are so common in the 
lower gokdes of piano playing ; but the fact is. that the 
ear does not seem to be a sufficient guide. Just as 
nature undoubtedly meant'the hppetite to suggest what 
the appoggiatttra and the grace note are really separate 
things. In the eighteenth century it was a silly rule 
that a sharp dissonance, such as a major seventh, should 
not be.'written upon the down beat This is a specimen 
of the “ twqedle dpj^rtvte.q^le^dee ” with which human 
society has been plagued from'the beginning, that is, a' 
thing often is one thjng and is calfod^another. Now if 
a sharp dissonance is required ou an acceutgd beat why 
in the name of reason wasn't it written so, aaycmwill 
ask, and I"echo “why?” Musical printing is full of all 
sorts of barbarous' inconsistencies and the most needed 
reformation in musicte a complete change, by the weed¬ 
ing oat of jast such absurdities which confuse the mind 
of the pupil, obscure the ideas of the composer and 
plague us teachers out of our wits. A fine example of 
this old-time foolishness is found in the duet sonata for 
piano and violin by Mozart, called the Strinasacchi 
sonata. There is a melody'in which the violin notes are 
printed, G first space above, E flat fourth space, C third 
MEN VS. WOMEN TEACHERS. 
Thh complaint that there dre too many deficient music 
teachers is a just one. There are, however, those who 
charge all professional ills and shortcomings to lady 
music teachers, intimating at the same time that woman 
is not qualified to teach music. Doubtless there are 
many ladies who had better handle a needle than teach, 
music; not because they are Radies, but simply because 
they are not prepkfCd to teach. There are many men 
who are just as little qualified to instruct, not because 
they are men, bat because they lack the necessary quali¬ 
fications of a good music teacher. Very few ladies ex¬ 
pect to make teaching their calling for life, hence they 
fail to take that interest in the welfare of thi profession 
uuivu.*, .uuuauiuuij IUC UJj CLllD l/ OUg COt nuttll * * I - -  —— . . , , - . J t 
we should eat, and when and how much, but as we BPa«, each a quarter, which constitutes the super-tonic'- whl0“ man do> who. exPcct alw4J8 10 dCTote themselves 
know that ninety-nine people in a hundred do not eat 
correctly, so is it in this matter of the musical ear and 
- the deft action of the assisting foot in piano playing. 
The rules for the pedal can be made-either very general 
or extremely complex (the former will meet all ordin¬ 
ary exigencies of moderately complex music, but the 
latffer-are necessary in the delivery of the highest works) 
and some idea of them ought to be imparted to every 
beginner. My own opinion is thatthe different ele¬ 
ments such as pitch, rhythm, accents, phrasing, tempo, 
and the' like, should each be carefully studied'in any new 
lesson, one at a time, and finally the uaaof the pedal, 
which is an adjunct both to tone-quality and to phrasing. 
To H. De W. S.—You ask me to define the difference 
between classical and popular music, and you open np-a- 
profound Bnbject. 
The word 11 classic ” itself means suitable for classes, 
that is, designed for schools, because a model of its 
kind. This may perhaps serve as a good working defi¬ 
nition of what may be always included under the term 
; “ classical” music. Anything which is a model after 
its kind, as we read in the creation of the plants in 
Genesis, may be called classical, and yef^the term usu- 
allyhas a more restricted sense, more particularly in 
those formB of music which are based upon the sonata 
idea. What that is would take an essay to explain. I 
will say in brief, however, that the classical masters are 
understood to mean the three great Viennese composers, 
Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven, the first of whom cre¬ 
ated the sonata, completing its emergence from the suite, 
the second, Mozart, finished and rounded the form, 
while Beethoven stretched and even broke its form by 
the plethora of meaning which he crowded into it. Any 
new school in art is called radical or an innovation, 
and thereby in opposition.to the classical, which is in 
^each epoch that which has become conventional and 
~ba8 come to be regarded as the highest possible. Yet 
what ia innovation in one generation is the classical ;of 
the next. Ab to popular muBic, the term has no real 
meaning at all, because some of the very finest and 
most intrinsically Beautiful classical musicris extremely 
popular in that it is admired by a vast number of persons 
of various degrees of intelligence. For instanoe, the 
music of Wagner ia more strictly .popular musio than 
the flash songs which infest every season like a swarm 
of flies. The ternj as ordinarily used, however, meanB 
chbrd in.B^flat. Now over this there are three appoggih- 
tura eighth notes printed, namely A above the G, F 
above the E .flat and D above the C. Thus the measure 
looks like three ^mall eighths and three large quarters- 
Of course you are puzzled. It really sounds exactly 
like six ordinary eighths. How absurd it is to print 
things in this way. This is what is called, however, a 
long grace note. As art develops it becomes more 
florid and then driginates ornaments that have more 
notes in them, two, three, Sometimes four or five. 
Oftentimes thes^ sound beautifully if placed exactly 
against the bass/jyjtrtfaere are many instances in which 
some tone lal 
center; this 
out anflt distingui 
to the work of musical instruction. Women look upon 
teaching but too often as a temporary work, designed to 
aid them mentally and financially. Again, too d&qy 
ladies regard teaching as mere telling or showing whar 
they themselves have learned, hence very many enter 
the profession who are not in the least qualified to give 
rational instruction. That a great dqal of injury Whine 
to the profession by>this conditiotPof things cannot be 
denied, not even by ladies themselves. Many remedies 
have been recommended, such as teachersVprotective-V. 
unions, glassification of teachers, etc., hut pqne of these * 
plans have as yet been adopted, for the simple ree&oo 
group ia the important inelodio that n0 maa laa an? failh >“ an7 good results . 
a . - AMM.M . 1. i. r_.. ... ' i 1 1. .. .M A a n. A. AHA _ .. ____ _ J 
arising therefrom. The two remedies at our command 
are, first, to educate the teacher and to induce him to 
rise to a higher level, and the second ia to educate the 
masses as to the qualifications of good teachers and 
good teaching, eo that the people themselves may judge 
as to who is a good teacher and who is not The first 
object may be reached through the press, through nor¬ 
mal schools and teachers’ associations. The second 
object can only be reached by the' aid of the press, 
flometimeB things impossible. There iB a feme™’pas- trough iectnrea and good concerts. Musical journals 
sage in the first movement of Beethoven’s opus 13, the should aim to edacate the masses on the subject of musiv' 
Sonata Pathetiqoe, where it is impossible to play the “** instruction, on the characteristics of teachers and* 
notes in this manner, and the mordanted notes form in ^6 requirements of their worh. 
effect a series of rapid triplets. It would have been The tea<*er shoold possess knowledge and skill, but 
much better had Beethoven simply printed them as he ala0 n<!ed8 ““‘oral gifts which cannot be acquired, 
the lack of which neither singing nor playing can sup- 
'our musical perception must sin- 
The instance you mention 
the Grieg Bridal Procession ia 
an excellent <jase in point. You are perfectly right, the 
rhyjhm is utjferly ruined unless you play the first two 
notes before the bass with a strong accent, on the third 
tone. 
, The mordent^should usually be played with the accent 
on the third note, that is two notes before the beat, but 
triplets. Without commenting expressly on the exam¬ 
ple which yoq cite from Liszt and the piece of music in 
the October Ercpi^ Pwill say in general that your criti¬ 
cisms are coyect. * -’*■ 
In the slow movement of Beethoven Op. 109, there are 
several passages where Billow requires the grape notes 
to be played just like an arpeggio chord before the first 
tone,,and this.is perfectly correct, for it is only a way of 
nqting down an arpeggio chord in which each tone is to 
be taken slowly and have a recognized rhythmical valne, 
but it would have been much better if Beethoven had 
written each tone with the exact value which it required. 
Taken in general, I consider nearly'all the forms of ex¬ 
pressing embellishments as^absurdities. 
You ask how you can teach your pupil a howto play runs 
and eadenzas brilliantly and smoothly, and if Blow, think¬ 
ing practice is all that is necessary. I should say that 
that is by no means all that ia necessary. In order to 
play a cadenza with lightness, fluency, and refinement, 
plant. Teaching is an art, a science ; the teacher mnst 
be a scientist and an artist, two no common require¬ 
ments. Only of those that are well educated, practical 
teaefagga can we expect a proper appreciation of a 
tougher's work and a true devotion to the profession. 
Only he who advances, he who is ambitious to rise in 
his profession, will be a living member of a profession, 
while he who is sluggish, mechanical, and selfish cannot 
reasonably be expected to do anything toward the ad¬ 
vancement of others. Instead of being ap. aid to, he is 
a dead weight upon the progress of the profession. Let 
teachers strive to progress. Let ladies specially do all 
in their power to advance themselves by reading good 
books and musical journals and studying carefully the 
best methods of instruction.—BrainarcFs Musical 
World. '_. 
~ Without imagination no perfection in art ia possible. 
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LETTERS 'TO TEACHERS. 
&T W. 8. B. MATHEWS. 
t^range of its 100 exercises. But time has sifted it, and 
shown that life is too short to give so large a fraction pf 
it to Clementi. Hence we have the selections of the 
Tausig copy, in which the-order is changed and the 
_ total number of exercises greatly reduced. These* how- 
.. m a1. v .. , - , ever, are very difficult, and T do not believe that they 
profitably given below the eighth or ninth grades. 
Also what pieces would be suitable for the same ? I he latter preferably. Moreover, I have never yet been 
How do you recommend the stndy of ' Clementi’s able to* find a student able^^o-practice these studies of 
Grades adParnassum ? Is it well to give-in the fourth the Gradus systematicallw-and to fine finish without 
and fifth grades the easiest exercises or give them en- , . , . k4 n , u . ^ , . , 
tirely as finishing studies?" Gracia. losing heart. After a half dozen the student wants 
something else. Hence, I believe in beginning upon 
The questions are so imperfect in form that I cannot them in perhaps the ninth grade, and I would prefer to 
even pretend to &QBW$r them properly. To begin with about four studies in that' grade, thon about four 
the Bach inventions:—I usually give the first,lourth, 
eighth, eleventh and fourteenth in the fourth grade, and 
no others at all. . I, have these four worked thoroughly, 
memorized and played well, and this takes quite a good 
’ deal of time; but it Becures the object for which I use 
Bach, namely, for the mental habit of following thematic 
and contrapuntal musical thought, and for the finger 
ability to play it in its proper spirit. Of course more 
may be used advanlageously, bat then we are trying to 
do many things, and the object the pupil has in view is 
to play brilliantly and with deep feeling. Now this 
music of Bach is not in-the modern spirit, and many of 
the invention mave very little interest, and generally 
''when they a^e played successfully they degenerate into 
exercises me: 
accomplished 
in the tenth, and leave another half dozen for post¬ 
graduate work. This is my idea of Clementi. They are 
not finishing studies in the face meaning of the term. 
They do not finish style, but enlarge the techpic and 
add to it. facility in a classical direction. This is their 
office, in which I doubt whether they are surpassed. 
Later, in post-graduate work, the Clementi studies in¬ 
tercalate with those of Bach and Chopin and pieces by 
Schumann and Liszt. If a student works diligently in 
these great representative directions, carrying each one 
to a good finish, he cannot fail of making improvement 
in every direction, provided the musical spirit governs 
and controls his work. This is the idea. Hence, to 
come back to the question, I think that a teacher using 
lyf and the object of .Bach study is not the Standard Grades, and supplementing theta accord- 
iut merely a certain (and really valuable) iu£ to the special needs of the pupil (if afiy) will get 
kind of finger facility. along better and accomplish more than if going through 
*. .The three-part Inventions stand upon a still^ligher entire sets of any one author, least of all, of authors 
plane, as regards difficulty, ahd I doubt whether any who already are more than half superannuated through 
fifth gifade student could work out any jingle'one of the transition of style. My judgment iB that you have 
them to my satisfaction in less than about a month’s probably overdone in both directions! I may be wrong: 
time—certainly not in less than t&o weeks. By this I you can determine the question by considering how the 
mean that when tbe first difficulties of -fingering and fol- student plays modem works, what is the state of his 
lowing the voices have been overcome, we have the far musical interest (is it vivid ?) and his courage.' If these 
more serious matter of imparting melodic quality to the ’ are all in working grade, I am probably wrong, and you 
playing, in suchjens^ that every little phrase has its own are more nearly right} but the place you mention, fourth’ 
swell and diminuendo, and the middle voice quite as grade, is wide of the mark. A student able to play 
much as the outer ones, io^ffnte of its changing so often these studies is able to take such pieces as the following 
from one hand to anoTEw. I doubt whether a good list, and to play any one or all of them well from mem- 
artist who happened to conceive the idea of putting one ory, ifyonaekit:—Handel, ‘‘ Harmonious Blacksmith; n 
. 6f these things upon a programme, would get over the Schubert, “Fair Roeamon.de Variations,” opus 142, 
preparation of it under some hours’ practice spread over No 2 ; Schumann, u Spring SoDg,”~,‘ Slumber Song,” 
at least a month. The merely musical is difficult here,- “Forest Scenes,” “ Novellettefr,u “ Kreialeriana,’ 
the technical takes a great deal of work, and to add to 
these the deeper qualities^ appealing touch and melo¬ 
dic feeling takeB much studj^nd time. Hence when a 
teacher tells me that a pupil has done so much within 
apparently tbe low grade of progress implied by the 
question, I am not merely skeptical, but positively infi¬ 
del. I do not believe that it is possible for a student to 
do the whole of these things in the spirit I mention, ex- 
* cept as easy diversions of the tenth grade^and they 
would not be so very easy even there. 
etc.; Chopin, Impromptu in A flat, studies opus 10, 
Nos. 8, 12, and 5, Fantasia Impromptu, opus 60, Noc¬ 
turnes in G minor, opus 87, perhaps in G major, opus 
87, etc.; Liszt, the “ Gondeliera,” “Nightingale,” 
Schubert-Liezt Songs, etc. In short these studies go 
with pieces of a high range, each one to be treated first 
as a study and then worked as a tone poem. 
I-have received my first copy of the Etude and am 
much pleased with it. < 
T_. . , -, - .... , ... PieaBe explain the difference between the portamento 
1 may De met by the suggestion that when a pupil is touch and the finger Btaccato ? 
taken out pf the swim of the world-stream (as Schopen- 2. The bracket'Tiked in the baas part of the first piece 
hauer would say) and held isolated before BachVregard-.^n the November Etude? 
leBB ofpaBsiDR centuries, hia inner lifebt might be opeoed " ' * ’ 
toward Bach even within the elementary limitations to ' * 
which Bach supposed himSelfconforming. But even in The so-called ■** portamento” touch is in one sense a . 
this case Ldoubt, for I do not believe that true and deep staccato, but not in its primary sense. A touch consists 
feeling will come into the playing of a student nowadays of two elements, an “attack” and .a “pressure for 
^except through music of modern life, which represents, maintaining.” A legato'tone takes an attack, and the 
the heart throbs of the present time. It is only-later, pressure continues until it is transferred to thd following 
when maturity has advanced, that tbe student witi be finger-key. In a legato phrase, performed with the 
able to infuse into older compositions enough of the fingers, the hand rides upon ‘the melody fingers from the 
modern intensity to make them agreeable and impres- time it is placed upon the. first tone of the phrase until ^ 
the end, when with the last tone it is released, either 
The question regarding the Gradus stands upon simi- momentarily ok after maintaining the tone to its jproper 
lar footing. Clementi was a great virtuoso. He had all duration'. A legato can be performed by carrying the 
the technic that is beaded for Beethoven, so far as the tone with foot, by means of the pedal, as often happens ; 
letter of Beethoven goes. ^ There is a deeper technic in but the^senae of sustaining is indispena^WeTo&ltin this 
Beethoven, a modern intensity^ which Beethoven was instance it is sustained by the foot. Tospea^of “using 
in advance and was the forerun^ of later writers. For the pedal ” as one would use a cane or an umbrella, is 
this the proper touch and spirit is best learned from misleading. The pedal lies in the very center of the 
Schumann and Chopin, both of whom took “departures playing idea, and cannot be divorced from it, but must 
from points of the many-sided genius of Beethoven, come into it even in the early uses of the piano, and be , 
4 Clementi Gradus was originally-intended to contain employed legitimately in the very first pieces. This, 
all that a good pianist ought to know, not alone technic, however/iB a digression. . 
but also style and cantabile playing. Hence the vast Now a staocato touch is one which has no maintain¬ 
ing pressure but the tone tenxftifates instantly after being 
produced. This is the finger’s view of it •>. but not the 
musical view of it. A tone Which has absolutely no^ 
maintaining quality is hot a tone within the view of the 
ear. Hence almost or quite~all staccato tones must 
have given them a resonance prolonging them a little, 
and the staccato standp finally more as a sort of indi¬ 
vidualization, and a lightening effect, than as a mere 
shortening and detaching. Hence in many staccato 
passages there is enough use of pedal to relieve the tone 
of the dryness which it has when it is made aB short as 
the firigeir will make it if it is not retained upon the 
finger-key at all. But to fcrolon£"the tone a very trifljj 
by maintaining the finder upon the key nearly always 
gives rise to a heavy and lifeless quality of tone. There 
is*'great difference between a, tone made by a sweeping 
finger, and a very trifle of pedal, and a tone in which 
the finger first falls dead upon the key and after^being 
kept there for an instant is taken off. The former is 
^avic^M^laatio; the latter dead and heavy. 
Tlie'“ portamento touch is indicated by short lines 
over the notes or lines and dots, or dots under a slur. 
It is intended to represent an individualization of tonqx. 
without depriving them of sustaining quality. If-one 
were to play several notes of a Beale slowly with the 
same finger, making the breaks as slight as possible, 
the result, if well done, would be this effect. Now 
a finger staocato is a touch made by drawing the point 
of the finger toward the palm of the hand, the fin¬ 
ger not lingering at all upon the keys—and this it will 
be seen is not the portamento. Probably Dr. Mason . 
would draw the point of the finger inward a little, even 
in the portamento, and improve 'the quality thereby. 
Bat if so it would not go to the extent of depriving the 
tone of its sustaining quality. A portamento series of 
tones is a legato series in which the tones are slightly 
separated and at the same'time individualized. I be¬ 
lieve the quality of individualization is more-important 
in this tone-form than the quality of separation. One 
may have a whole row of individuals whose elbows 
touch but-who are nevertheless individuals. It is not a 
question of space between, but of soul life within. 
At beat all directions upon points of this character 
have to be taken with a bit of salt 
The brace below the notes indicates the duration of 
the pedaling. The expression “ coll 8 . . . ’f'jfodicates 
“with octayes” above if above the notes, or'fbelow if 
.written below the notes. The former applies in Ireble; 
the latter iiFbass. 
MACHINE PUPILS. 
•\ f — When will average music teachers respect the individu¬ 
ality of their pupils? This is a question‘easier asked 
than answered. The majority of amateurs study musio 
as an accomplishment and for the pleasure it gives ; 
they have no desire to rival professional musicians, and 
sometimes their ambition does not extend bey6nd acquir¬ 
ing the skill to play Bimple tunes. But through the laws 
of what theory are they all pressed in tha same mould T 
The number of students now studying music is very great 
and the large majority are turned out maehine players ; 
they are copyists and not interpreters ; they play as their 
teachers play; they can count.time but they cannot 
analyze; they can play>wha£<i1r written, as a curiosity 
hunter can copy a hieroglyph; t^oy give the form with¬ 
out the meaning. 
If-a musical education is valuable it is valuable so far 
as it develops the msthetic taste of the student, places 
in his hands the tools and the knowledge of tools which 
will allow him to (explore and to understand for himself. 
Note playifi^and note knowledge do not belong to eveu 
the rudiments ^of musical education, they deserve no 
better title than foolfth superfluities. Unfortunately a 
large amount of conservatory te&ching-i* 
nature; the individuality of the student is neglected, the 
same things are taught to a number of pupH^and they 
are taught in the same way. Each pupil.will play a 
Beethoven sonata as all other students play it; the inten¬ 
tion, expressed or implied, is to efface the- personal 
equation, and yet it is this personal equation which is the 
sign and the test of the highest art. 
THfE 
FIANOTORTE TEAOHIN0 AND TEAOHEES. 
4 
DT FB AS KLIN TAYLOR. 
As one who has been almost exclusively engaged in 
pianoforte teaching for more than thirty years, and who 
has thought much upon the subject, I may, perhaps, be 
allowed to write down some of my opinions as to what 
teaching and teachers ought to be. The first requisites 
for the piano are touch and technic. Mnsio, addressed 
as it is to the sense of hearing, may fitly be compared to 
a language, and in learning any language one of the first 
essentials is pronunciation. One may be fnlly impressed 
with the beauties of a fine passage of poetry or prose, 
but if one is nnable to pronounce properly the language 
in which it is written it will be impossible to speak the 
passage so aB to affect the hearer agreeably. Technic 
is the pronunciation of music, and the same conditions 
govern, the delivery of both a musical and a literary 
composition. Again, music is a language which cannot 
be used for purposes of ordinary conversation, but, 
served almost entirely for the delivery of written com¬ 
position’s, and, therefore, tone-production, and what 
the average pupil to play reasonably well in time. I pleasure in-his pnpil will be at its height, and his pre¬ 
think these difficulties may be lessened to a great extent vious labors will have found their reward, 
if a proper view of the relation of note-values is incul- .' 
cated. If the pnpil is merely taught that semiquavers '*** 
are to be played twice as quiokly as quavers, and derqig^ 
semiquavers four times as quickly, he will, unless he 
EDITOBIAL BOTES. 
has a paturally good air for rhylhm, be very likely to 
miss the proportion and play the shorter values too 
fast or not fasti* enough. Bdt if he is made ij> .observe 
that in a group of varying note-lengths certain notes 
fall at regular intervals, that is. to say, at the beats or 
half-beats which he is accustomed to count, and if he 
plays these notes, and these only, at first, until the 
rhythm is impressed upon his ear, he will have little 
difficulty in afterward filling in the intermediate spaces 
with the motes belonging to them. Time is to the ear 
what space is to the eye, and the task of playing a vari¬ 
ety of note-lengths within a given time and with doe 
proportion, is analogous to that of m&rkiDg ont a given 
space into divisions of varying length, whioh would be 
A term of lessons from a good teacher will not do a- 
pnpil as much good as attending a fine concert where 
first-class tf&tista can be heard. However, only at cer¬ 
tain points of attainment and with certain pupils is thiB 
true. Those pupils who hear little fine music, those 
who are discouraged but fairly well advanced, those 
who are ambitions, those pnpils who have no true idea 
of what real moaical art is like, and the pnpils who have 
too great an opinion of their own attainments arejhe 
ones to attend as many good concerts as they can. All 
pnpils who. attend good concerts will get inspiration and 
refinement of taste, and, better yet, an artistic ideal, a 
pattern by which to measure their own work. 
beBt accomplished by first dividing the whole space into # * * * * 
• convenient .umber of equl portion., after which the , Oomaaw artiste always have a first-class instrument 
fiihng m of the required subdivision, would be far easier or a Bae Toic(Si eeBtainl fsr bett6r thaD the aver per. 
‘""T"’’ ‘“T1""’ “4" then would be the case if the eye had to taken the formflr or ong claMed aB home tal e(8. 
may be called the elocution of musio, will be.a neces- whole undivided space, and judge the proportions of the There ar8 many commanitieB thathave bsen g0 Jed %ah 
s,ty. A pianist wdti^ra good touch but deficient tech- smaller divisions unassisted. second, if not fifth-rate instruments. And an instrument 
Another infportatit point, properly a branch of tech¬ 
nic, is the art of correct part flaying in fugues, etc. 
Here the training must be very gradual and much time 
must be spent on the easiest possible exercises until 
every note can be sustained for its full value without 
confusion and with strict observance of legato, before 
attempting even the moderate difficulties of, say, Bach’s 
Inventions. '" Balance of tou6, that is, the due promi- 
nence or subordinatifip of the -various parts, can also regarding musical education are correct. Unfortunately, 
^7me“8„ . “g"e8’. ’, “ the8e V interested persons who are in mbre orless of a “ fossil -- 
state will oppose and work against the young and pro- 
nio resembles a speaker who has an agreeable voice, but 
who is not sufficiently practiced in his language (by 
which for the purposes of our comparison a foreign 
language most be understood—we have no “ mother 
tongue ” in mnaic) to avoift hesitation and mispronun¬ 
ciations, while a player possessing a large amount of 
technic but a bad touch may be compared to a Bpeaker 
who speaks fluently but with a harsh ^xoice, or indis¬ 
tinctly or nearly inaudibly. Perhaps the pianist is even 
more dependent on touch than the orator is on voice- 
that is in-good tune is more rare than those that are of 
good tone quality, therefore the instrument heaYd at such 
a concert Raises the standard of the instrument for that 
community. A first-class concert before such an audi¬ 
ence does missionary work in many ways. Also, heYe 
is an opportunity for the ambitions teacher to make an 
advance in his art in securing a fine pianist, vocalist, or ' 
violinist, thds showing that his own ideas and position 
production, but. I hardly know if this is„80. Surely not always difficult,-the wqy must be prepared by the study 
the least part of the charm of Sarah Bernhardt’s presence of such works as Mendelssohn’s “Songs Without 
lies in the beautiful and musicaL quality of her voice. Words,^which form a most valuable series of Btudies- 
A good teacher, then, will first direct his attention to in this direction, 
the pronunciation uf the musical language, the tech- The"successfhl teacher, then, must have at his com- 
nic, but will by no means neglect the other and equally mand all'the means indicated above, and many others, 
important matter, the production of good tone; the two with which to help the pupil through his numerous 
nw?st be developed together. I have frequently met difficulties, but, apart from all this, there is the personal 
with .pupils whose previous training has been too exclu- elemeut^o be considered. 
sively directed to the advancement o^fechnic, and I 
have found it far more difficult to improve the touch and 
tone than to increase the executive powers of others, 
whose- touch is better than their technic. 
This is hardly the .place ill which to endeavor^o 
formulate rules for the acquirement of a good technic, 
but one important, because frequently neglected, point 
in technical training may perhaps be especially men¬ 
tioned. This is the education of the left hand. Many, 
players having a fair general technic are still very 
weak in the left hand, with the consequence that the 
music is insufficiently supported by the bass, the effect 
of the modulations is weakened, and the left-hand pas¬ 
sages are imperfectly rendered. 
The cause of this is that the left hand suffers under 
certain disadvantages. For one thing, pianoforte music 
Of course, no imperfectly educated musician can be 
a good teacher, but P&m sure that it is possible for one 
possessing all the requisite knowledge and the best 
intentions to provfi^an unflfcfcceeefalbhe, and this from 
the lack of certain qualifications which are, to my 
thinking, essential to success. -The first of these, seems 
to be that he should love historic, that his chief interest 
should lie in studying the various abilities and disabili¬ 
ties of his pupils, and Ms chief reward in noting their 
successes. When I hear a teacher railing at the hard 
fate which condemns him to-give lessons, and declaring 
that he would never give another if he were not oom* 
pelled, I know that1 he cannot be a really good 
teacher. ^ \ „ 
That the teachey must be patient goes without saying; 
gressive teacher, but a concert by acknowledged artists 
will help secare him in his more advanced position. 
-The practice that a pupil has in playing for listeners 
at a pupils’ musicale is valuable, but teachers often over¬ 
look the facts that pupils hear one another with critical v 
attention and with a feeling of femnlation. They hear 
and take to themselves the best that. is done by each " 
performe^ and from it all they get a measurable uplifting 
of taste and standard. They do not like to be the poorest 
performer, and, on the other hand, they do like to please 
their audience, and for the first time in their experience 
the worth and value of careful practice on details, and 
the necessity of learning a piece till there is no feeling 
of hesitancy in any of .its passages, will appear to them 
with force at such a recital. • They there learn tg see 
many things that have been taught them from the 
teacher's standpoint, and ever afterward they are betteT 
pnpils, practicing arid working on a higher plane and 
for a purpose. 
^*Tbs grade of work among a teacher’s pupils is still 
farther raised and taste much unproved by having some 
he must have a good temper, which should remain good 
generally contains much more work-for the right hand even when severely tried, and, above all, he must pos 
than for the left, and the right naturally gets the seas the faculty of putting himself in his pupil’s place of l$is best pupils work up standard and classic four-hand 
most practice. Another cause is that >the leffTIand is and realizing his difficulties as though they were his music. This gives musical effects that are beyond any- 
own, that he may the better help him ttfovercome them, thing that any of his pnpils could do with a solo, and, 
Of course, he must bfe sufficiently an executant to be furthermore, he can do much to prepare his pupils for, 
able to illustrate his instructions practically. Example ap intelligent appreciation of first-class music by artists ’ 
is better than precept. - when they get an opportunity to hear it, and also an ac- 
With regard to Ithe^estowal of praise or censure, quiaintance with larger works by the greAt masters as 
mistake^ are possible ^'opposite directions. Papjfe>2tefcrd at symphony concerts. Not the least value in 
vary very much in temperament, and the indiscriminate ' pupils’ musicaleeps the elevation of taste and standard 
and frequent praising of a talented and forward pupil among one’s patrons, among the teacher’s community, 
doea as much harm as the withholding of awords 
of encouragement from 'One who is less apt and more 
diffident. The teaoher should not boaarCffFtw- Sarcasm 
is a weapon too frequently made use of by young 
teachers, I think, [as. a sort of mild revenge, for the 
worries which the pupils innocently inflict on them ; 
but it does the pupil mo good. • Moreover, teachers 
should always recollect that criticism, sarcastio or 
otherwise, is not teaching. When the time comes for 
far less obedient-to the will than the right. If one sees 
& glass falling from a table, one naturally puts out the 
right hand, not the' left, to save it, and it is this daily 
and lifelong‘ education of the right hand which has 
brought about a disproportion in the powers of the 
two hands, which it must be the task of the teacher to 
redress. 
The next requirement of the pupil (if there can be a 
next where all the details Irhich go to for© a successful 
result must be continually and assiduously watched by 
the teacher) is rhythm, in which are included time and 
accent. I think this is the weak point with moat pupils. 
Even advanced" pupils make continual mistakes in this 
respect, riot only in d.fficulties such as combined 
rhythms of three or five notes again st^-twq*, but in 
simpler matters also, curtailing the values of rests, 
hurrying when a change of notation oocurs from slower 
And this is worth far more than most teachers stop to 
consider, because it tends to induce parents to have their 
ohildren study musio more earnestly and longer, and to 
demand a better class of musio as well as of teaching. 
—I have taken the trouble to compose singing musio 
for the piano, for I think music ought to touch the heart. 
- - - , -s---r -o- -——-. The piano player who'merely thrun^s and drums, with no 
to more rapid notes, and so on, while every teacher of little oPno actual teaching to be necessary, then^ptelli- regard to feeling, cannot succeed in this,'according to 
fcegmhers will acknowledge the difficulty of teaching gent criticism becomes valuable, and then the teacher’s my ideas.—Bach. * 
36 THE ET|JI)E, 
OAN EXPRESSION BE CULTIVATED? grasp the emotional trend of the music he is learning, so There .is, po doubt, a strong sensual element ifi the 
that the meaning of the different marks of expression musician’s enjoyment of mnsic^ but*.he iffnot content 
are quite patent to his mind. with this alone: his finely strung nature pro’tdsta against 
It is with some diffidence that wfe approach the quea- Every effort should be made to enable the pupil to‘ en- yielding completely to the influence of music which h© Sn of whether expression in musrc can be taughtttf ter into the composer's intentions, and even when this suspects of having * merely’&pbemeral holdron his emo- 
) executant, for in all the arts the teaching craze is almost impossible, owing to the dullness of intuition tions. He tastes it, as it were, and enjoys its flavor, 
reifens supreme, and yet we are not overburdened with and sympathy, more is gained by^the experiment, so far but la careful to stop short when.tjiere is danger of in-, 
talent. We have art schools which,'as the nurseries of as cultivation is concerned,- than by the correct playing toxication, for that,brings on headache and other unde¬ 
talent, are singular-failures ;^we have large music schools of shallow fireworks compositions. It is here that the sirable discomforts. He enjoys music as an art, 'as 
which have forced the standard of mediocrity as high as teacher of music finds his greatest difficulty. The par- something in itself grand and Bfcautifui^jnot as a stimu- 
possible without giving us any more geniuses, or^even enta pay him tq teach their children how to play, and~»fent nor an anodyne. That music can act in both these 
f, men of talent; and in gefleral one is conscious that not how to" feel, and unless, his pupils can show some 
education of all kinds is more or less of a failure so far solid fruit in exchange for the fee (some showy duet with 
as the multiplication of talent, is concerned. But then os tfiuch sincerity of expression as the verses of a society 
this is only true of those arts, or certain branches of poet), he tfill be accounted a failure as a teacher of 
them, which require creative talent. n - -music. Is it to be wondered at, therefore, that the pro- 
On the lower pl^ne of interpretation, on the other feasor should make it his chief aim to cultivate technical 
hand, much can be done in the way of cultivating power skill when he knows quite well that his employers de- 
and flexibility of expression. But at the same time it mand it?- It is a pity this should be so, for, as a factor 
must be admitted that the ordinary teacher of music, . in education, music of the shallow, Bhowy kind has not 
perhaps owing to an indifference bred of despair, is apt the slightest value, whereas much might be done by a 
judicious cultivation of feeling through the means of 
music.—Musical Standard. 
capacities has already)been said, but the thnaici&n'%eldom 
uses it in either. The simile between music and wine 
tc leave expression severely alone, and to confine his 
guidance almost solely to the perfection of techilic; 
while the parents'of children are in so many cases such 
ill judges of musical feeling, and, in common with the 
reBt of the world, are go inclined to fall down and wor¬ 
ship digital and vocal dexterity, that a dashing and bril* 
a liant style of playing or singiDg is considered more of an 
accomplishment than artistic and emotional expression. 
Of one thing we may be c€ri&in, unless music be taught 
from the point of view of cultivation of feeling and its Many people seem to think that music is music, and 
MUSIO AND MUSIO LOVERS. 
BY W. P. APTHOBP. 
J! 
is an old one, and there is more trqth in it than some 
recent theorists would have us believe; it does not 
cover the whole ground, but it covers part of it very 
well. There is an enjoyment of wine that is not en¬ 
tirely sensual, for"it calls into play the powers of com¬ 
parison and judgment. The connoisseur and the boor 
enjoy it in qdite different ways; the pleasure the one 
gets from fourth-rate whisky is not that vtihich the other 
gets from fine Romance-Conti. The connoisseur de¬ 
lights in the wine itself, in it* flavor and bouquet, the 
boor revels in its effect; and the latter enjoyment to a 
certain extent precludes the possibility of the former. 
Substituting music for wine, we have a good example 
of the relative points of view of the musician and ibe 
musical layman. The difference between them lies not 
* so much in the class of music they respectively enjoy as 
in the waf they eDjdy it. 
The first thing most -people notice in a singer is 
the 
sings 
well; he will answer, “ Yes, I think he has a beautiful 
voice;” or else, “No, his voice is wretched.” The 
absurd questions one hears pat every day, such as, ”Do 
you prefer instrumental or vocal music?” and the 
equally unmusical statements, like, “ I hate an orches¬ 
tra, but I adore a brass baud,”—the more pallid termB 
all tend 
expression, the art is of no account as a factor in civili- there is an end of it! A musician may be inveigled whether he has a fine voice or not, and their opinion of 
zation—of no more account than lawn tennis or. bicycle into talking about music vith a man v&o astonishes him his merit is commonly based on Us quality. Ask the 
riding. more and more every minute by the opinions he ex- fir8t person, you meet if he thinks Signor X 
It may be asked, however. How can you cultivate ex- presses—all of them of a general and sweeping descrip- 
pression unless feeling is present, for is not the former ^on—dawns upon him, after a while? that, in- 
tlje outward manifestation of the latter ? The answer iP- stead of thinking of Beethoven symphonies, Handel 
obvious; you must cultivate- feeling. Of course we. oratorios, oY Chopin nocturnes, his friend’s real point 
know it is possible by incessant drilling to make an of departure is “Silver Threads Among theT Gold.” 
otherwise unemotional person simulate some kind of Not long ago I was invited to meet a man who had been 
emotion, and this is done almost every day in the case described tome as devoted heart aqd soul to mu&c ; I Ufa and dislike are seldom used in such cases, 
of singers and actors; bdt though this simulation, if it fam not sure hostess in pesse did nU promise me I to show how great the power of were^malfty of sound 
be yell done, is better than nothing at all, it ia'-oot quite should, find that he sfid I Rad much in'common. The is, and how strongly it affects the nitfifical likings and 
what we mean, because it is only of importance 80 far formalities of introduction once gone through with, my dislikings of mosf peopte. This is also proved by the 
as audiences are concerned, and has no value asa faotor interesting new acqnaintance-and I soon fell to discuss- singular popularity of instruments of novel or otherwise 
in education. J the relative esoeUenoe of orchestral performance striking sonority', such as the xylophone, Glockenspiel, 
Now it is perfectly true -thatfa phlegmatic nature, is here and in Germany. Surprised at the disparaging set of finger-bowls, flowerpotophone, and What not. 
naturally unemotional, but our point is Ithat nothing is view he toot ofthe condition of instrumental music in Some peopie will hardly notice a tune when played on a 
doije to lessen this natural deficiency, although every this conntry, I was just about to point tojwhat I cousid- pianoforte or by an orchestra, but will go into ecstasies 
effort is made to inculcate ,t bought, or thaUwhich takes ered a rather shining example, Mh^Tifomas's orchestra over the same tune—especially if it hoof a grandiose 
its place, in a mentally stupid person. The connection in New. York, when he forestalled my) arguments by and majeatic character—when played on the mouth har- 
betweeo feeling and thought is such a close one that the telling me of the. rare delight he had experienced in monica ; experto rrede, I have seen it myself I 
most eminent of 'psychologists confess that they find it listening to a little .band of five playiDg popular-melodies The theme of Bach’s G minor fogue is not, of and by 
difficult to define where one ends and the other begins, durinjftbe table d’hfite dinner at a hotel in Cologne. I itself,, so stimulating as the melody of Verdi’s “ Di 
so subtlyVs the one bound up with the oljher. It would was forced to admit that peptic mnsic'of that sort was quella pira;" yet Bach’s apparently homely phrase 
therefore seem a very desirable thing that the emotional perhaps better oared for in Germany than elsewhere t contains in itself the “ potency and power ” of the whole 
faculties of ^hildren should be cultivated quite ap much That whioh wa call genius in general—genius’scAfech- glorious G minor fngoe, whereas Verdi’s tune contains 
as the mental; indeed we hardly see what is gained by fweg, ae the Germans put it—is nqt so great a rarity in 
educating the mental without also cultivating the emo- composers as might be supposed; what is far more of a 
tional Bide of a child’s, nature. Now music is of all the rarity is distinctly and specifically musical genius. 
arts the one which most directly appeals to the feelings, Richard'Wagner, for example, is a man of nnqnestipna- 
and therefore in the case of a nature which is naturally bly great power, of very uncommon genius; yet we cany .... ____ 
attracted by music no better medium can be found by not help feeling, when studying hia compositions, quite waft him lazily into luxurious hasheesh dreams of _ 
. means o< which the feelings can be cultivated. But is. as surely as we know it from his autobiography, that it Mahomet's Paradise ; it brings with it the wholesome 
this done? We hove our children tanght mosie because—was largely owing to circumstances that ho applied his oxygen necessary to his complete vitality. So soon as 
the civilization.of our drawing ro^ms demands it, and genius to music. We can imagine his attaining to equal he fa rin' the presence of a mighty composition,' he 
we almost entirely look upon it & a mere accomplish- eminence in other walks of life. Bot, in listening to a pluoges into the music, heart and soul, and his whole 
ment, very desirable in the case of girls, because it gives Mozart quartette, wo are sure Mozart was hot only a being is aroused ter vigorous action. - 
them an additional value in the marriage market. born genius, but a born musjcian. To be sure, the dif- - ... 
The teacher of music can do much to foster the emo- ference in speciaPmusical training between'the two men - ” ~ 
tional possibilities of his pupil by sympathy and cordial- is hot to be overlooked, and is all in Mozart’s favor ; ^ DON'T beljeve in 41 accidental ” .mistakes 11 Mems 
ity, and on the other hand, he can help to ruin those but, if Wagner’s genius hacPhad the specifically musical came’ Meme effete" aafa a French proverb. If the 
possibilities by dryly insisting on perfection of teohnio quality, of Mo'zart’s, we cannot imagine his resting'con- cause oi yonr blnD<Jer is carelessness or insufficient 
unilfuminated-by the light of feeling. Many teachers tent until, he had acquired an equal degree of musical P.ractice> tbf> effect will remain so long, until you 
have an idea'that this technical education is the main onlture. If Mozart had been a manpfJSEegner’B quite st.ri™ t0 rem0Te the cause. TBferefore, do not allow a 
the potency and power of absolutely nothing beyond its 
own screeching self. 
Music is not an alcohol to intoxicate the mnsician, an 
anodyne to bring mere momentary forgetfulness of the 
day’s cares acd troubles, nor a senBe-killing potion to 
WAT . Inr.t v a Itim ntu K oKoauk rleae n „ 
thing in music, and for months and months they tHII phenomenal general culture, no do^^This music would execution to pass with the excuse, “ Oh, that was 
keep their pupils working away at dull, lifeless studies, have shown the effects of it; but th^ difference between only ‘ accidental,’ and-jit will occur no more I ” Rely 
until the ©usic lesson becomes a thing of utter weariness, the men would still r^*ain : we should still have Mozart 
Of course, technical education is a necessity, but it seizing everything bjr its; musical side, making all he had 
should always be made subservient to the end of music, observed and learned go to further musical ends ; 
the expression*of emotion. The pupil should never be whereas, in Wagner, we feeMhat his music iB the ser- 
allowed to play or sing forte or piano just because it is vant crisis culture, that.the operation in his case is pre- 
bo marked in a composition, but he should be led to ciBely the opposite to that in Mozart’s. 
ujDon it that it will occur time aDd again, for a bad habit 
indulged in once, will stick fast, so that it becomes 
difficult to get rid of it.—Dr. Karl Fuch. ** 
!—“Anecdotes of Great Musicians” is just the thing . 
to interest your pupils, old and yonng, in the study of 
musical biography. v 
N21764 Andante Cantabile 
from SONATA PATHETIQUE Op;13. 




S)tfo one, to the best of our knowledge,has yet pointed _ " ted by the sensitiveness of the musical ear1, 
out the striking similarity between this movement and b )Th'is first Middle section of the Hondo for\sjic/t is the 
that of One of the greatest Adagios from the Master’s last form of this'd da e in man he taken somewhat mnr/t  6h   
period, namely, the Adagio from the Ninth Symphony, 
composed a quarter of a century later. The ittierprelation 
of both dema?ids an equally inspired mood^Jhejperforrn- 
er should strive to“make his fingers STng” ana^may 
per haps Require a more frequent use of.the pedal ~ 
than is here indicated, which must however be dicta- 
Copyright i8U5 by Theo. Presser. 4. 
fo  q  t is?A gio y b  t t o e 
Andante, i.ongoing” 'but no more than is necessary 
to avoid dragging and therefore only in a few places. 
C.)The turn t% this, a fid the fqllowing measure, 
should nqt begin with the sixteenth note of the blrss; 
but immediately after, 




30 A tasteful executionof this ornament is not pos¬ 
sible in strict time. The shortening of the first tfco 
main notes C a?id B flat xh just as impracticable 
as shifting the inverted Mordent^M^o the preceding 
measure as an unaccented Apoggiaturs^Atf measure 
must be extended bv the additional thirty -second'note. 
\b)In the repetitioti^of .the'theme at this place the left 
>• ' 1764-.4 
V 
hand may be allowed the more expressive part, and 
on the whole,a somewhat brighter shade of the mel¬ 
ody in contrast with the fallowing more gloomy 
middle section. % 
C)The ascending and diminished fifth in this case 
may be regarded as a question to which the succeed¬ 




. . ..., 
aXrf little hastening in tht} and the following rneas 
«rj9, is adttisableyalso to retard in the third\ the for¬ 
mer on account of the interruption of the har¬ 
mony. and the latter on account of (he varied mod¬ 
ulation, which is quite free from every thing' indi¬ 
cating agitation odThatte. 
b)The triplet should he brought out quite distinct, '~ 
though quite subordinated to the melody. 
v c)-Exactness in playing the thirty-second notes of 
fhe melody in^ =thiji. case would dislocate the parts 
therefore it is qy^te proper that they hr. played with 
the last note of the triplet. 
..\.Jf* 
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di)Jlx6cute similar to a triplet. 
b)The shading in this passage in the original,is not 
the same as in the two pleasures before* The Dim¬ 
inuendo starts toithC and not A^flat as marked here. 
The latter shading ex lefts ion of the Crescendo is 
» 1764 -4 • *•’ 
- . ^ 
iLmore tenderly passionate ” as Bichard Wagner re - 
marks in his Interpretation of Beethoven. 
C)hfark closely the 'Slurring in this figure and the 
t~ following measures the six notes if slurred to¬ 
gether . would sound trivial. 
r 
f 
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Sl) The melody is engraved in large notes. Where there' b ).The arpeggio ed chords are played by turning the 
are large ?tofes for the left hand make them, second- right Ifandpalm-side up as the finger pass from the 
ary in power to those of the right. 
Copyright 1895 by 'Theo. Presser. 4 
lower to the higher notes of the chord. 
•I 
■M 
C)Let these chords be played from arm pressurefhe 
wrist bending to a low position as the fingers come 
in contact with the keys .If the arms find wrists are 
1763-4 * .. 
perfectly loose the effect will be grhiid and organ like. 
d)^ light melody touch is best here. Let the finger 
pull dbwn the keys. ^ 
* 
/ 
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Blaek Hussars Polka 
( SHWARZE H ITS AREN POLKA.) 
RICHARD GOERDELER. 
Tempo di Polka. ^ 
if '^pTFJ~ 
ritardando P ad libitum 
Copyright, 1996,bjr Theo.Presser 
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MUBIO STUDY FOB BOYS. '*• 
BT T. U BIOKABY. 
Bomb time ago^Jn an article which "was fortunate 
enough to find a place in the columns of The Etude, I 
■aid that next to “recitals” there was bat one subject 
I had more at heart, at the same time promising to air 
that particular subject later. Mr. Herbst in the June 
1 issue forestalled me, however, in his short but suggestive 
article on “Music 8tudy for Boys.” The more I think 
of the matter, the greater importance it aesnmes, and 
therefore I am constrained to advocate the more general 
use of music as a part of a boy’s education, at the same 
time trusting that others will take np the subject and not 
soon allow it to drop. I would like to see ajcolumn in 
every issue of every nunc magazine in America devoted 
to “Music for Boys.* It is a sweeping assertion, but 
I make it without fear of contradiction, that we will 
never become a truly musical nation bo long as music 
study is so largely relegated to the female part of the 
community. I have noticed that in the musical papers 
and articles the music teacher and pupil' are almost in¬ 
variably spoken of in the feminine gender. The greater 
portion of the students at the conservatories and music 
schools are girls and young women. In looking over 
several scores of-advertisements of schools and colleges 
for boys and girls, only one boys’ school makes any pro¬ 
vision for music, while in the notices of girls’ schools, 
music is always mentioned as a special inducement. We 
can only infer that the managers of these institutions 
oonaider music a necessity in female colleges only. 
With the private teachers it is the samST*; their time is 
mostly spent in teaching girls, an Occupation delightful 
enough in itself, but one which is too often a waste of 
time and energy, and productive of no resalt save being 
a source of income to the teacher. Now it may be well 
for me to say right here, that I do not mean to insinuate 
that any girl pupil should be deprived iff a music lesson : 
I have not taught for fifteen years without discovering thht 
the music lesson for many girls is the hour of the week 
to them. On the contrary, I should be pleated to have 
every earnest, ambitious, faithful girl pupil take two les¬ 
sons where she now takes one; the world would be better 
for it. But we. owe something to our boys. It is not 
just nor right that they should be denied one of the 
greatest pleasures under heaven, and that their sisters 
Bbould be given all the opportunities for learning music. 
The injustice is all the greater when it is considered that 
boys learn music more quickly and thoroughly than girls, 
and in ninety-nine cases oat of’a hundred will make 
more use of such music as they learn. It is an undeni¬ 
able fact that a large propprtion of oar girls give up 
music entirely after leaving school, or discontinuing 
lessons. How many girls continue their music study 
after marriage? In the msjority of cases, unless she is 
wealthy, social and household duties preclude all possi¬ 
bility of practice. All teachers of-any experience will 
admit the truth of this. 
I had not been in the teachers’ ranks long before I 
discovered that the boys were neglected in tms particu¬ 
lar. Hence “Give the boys’a chance ” U a phrase on 
which I have rung the changes for years. I have talked 
it up in my community whenever and wherever an 
opportunity occurred. I have written articles on the 
Babject for my town {tapers again and again. As a 
result over forty per cent, of my classes are boys and 
yonng men. They are more enthusiastic than girls^ 
They practice better, and are more musical, for a boy 
without any talent Whatever will not study musio at all, 
while a girl will frequently (alas! too frequently) go on 
forever, because perhaps she is persuaded -that it is 
“ the thing ” to do. „ * 
I might say here that when I speak of music study for 
boys I mean, first, a general knowledge of musical 
theory and history, to enable them to listen intelligently 
to music, for the greatest pleasure is not always ex¬ 
tracted from magic by those who make it, and second, a 
special knowledge of Borne instrument (not necessarily. 




recognized orchestral instrument, as violin, viola, ’cello, Many of these are as' good piano teachers as any man 
donble-bass, cornet, clarionet, flate, oboe or bassoon, could possibly be. But I am now speaking of music 
I never advocate the study of the piat/o for boys unless * teachers^ which means a great deal more than I can say 
they show a very unusual^ talent for music and a special here. A successful music teacher needs'to be a man,*'* 
liking for that instrument. . and a strong one at that. When we teach our boys 
s ***** music, we will be able to get men teachers, but not till 
theft. Further, the mission of music, whatever it is, 
Further, boys and young men needjnusic more than never be fulfilled so long as mpsio is kept, from haljf 
their siBters. Girls naturally stay at hWe. BoyBwill *h0 population. As a final remark-^! will say that we~\ 
noty as a rule. But I-have noticed that boys who play always need the intelligent, skillful, and faithful 
well can be found at home very much oftener than femal^ teacher. But there are many things which only 
_others; they will never lack company, for a musical a man can do successfully in teaching music, 
family is always an attractive one. When the musical Give the boy* a ahance. 
boys do go out of an evening the chances are that they •- _. •» 
will merely go to sojne other musical home andjjlay . ' 
there, or attend an orchestra, band, quartette or choir FROM A TEACHER’S NOTE BOOK, 
practice, for the use of orchestraci instruments is beqftm- 
ing pretty general in most of our churches. Over and 
above all this is the consideration that the refining and' 
elevating tendencies of music are'such, that as a general 
thing a boy who loves music and studies it to some effect Pupils should play the scaleB with staccato touch 
will really have no inclination to seek unworthy Com- they have learned them legato) for then they 
panions or degrading pleasures. Again, boys, as a gen- bave to keep QP wrist and hand in proper position 5 
eral rule, show a greater and more intelligent appreciate besides this early develops a good, crisp touch. / 
.tlon of music than girls. The latter “afdore” Beetho- ^ a n°te rest, bat likewise a finger 
ven, “ jnst dote ” Schumann, and weep over “ Chopin,” 5 80 the fingers should be raised entirely from the 
and say he is “too sweet for anything.” Beethoven keys. Indeed, it is a good plan to. have the pupil cut • 
said, “ Sentiment is well for women, but music should before the rest in order to call special attention 
-J 
BY 0. W. TULLWOOD. 
strike fire from the soul of man.” How shall music to it. It needs constant vigilance tt> preVent the msjor- 
strike fire from man’s soul if musio is carefully kept ity of pupils from acquiriug a careless habit of slighting 
from him ?- * the time value of the rests. 
— * * * * * 1 The different ways in'which pupils come to their les- 
sons are often an indication of their industry, aptitude, 
The instruments best adapted for boys’ use are, as I and ambition, pr the lack 0/.these virtues. Often the 
stated above, orchestral instruments. The piano makes pupil will enter the Studio"in a lackadaisical, indolent 
such demands on the time of its devotees, that it is riot manner that generally presages a poor, half hearted, 
to be recommended except in special cases. On the and half prepared lesson. A brisk entrance, a cheerful 
other .instruments respectable results are apparent in a good afternoon, a prompt removal of wraps, and at once • 
couple of years. Of course to jjptfain virtuosity on the seating herself at the instrument, is an encouraging sign 
violinwill require as many years of hard work aa the and ^"characteristic of the wide awake, talented, and 
piano. But no one can deny that, all things being equal, progressive pupil. Here comes one fifteen minutes late, 
a boy will have much more to show for a year’s work on profuse with excuses, dawdles (if allowed to) over re- 
the violin, than he would for a similar time on the piano, moving hat and wraps, and delays as long as possible 
The greatest advantage possessed by the smaller instrn- Agoing to the piano; that is^he lazy pupil, and the teacher 
mentsis their portability. When a boy leaves home, he needs, at once, to summon all his stock of patience on * 
can carry his instrument with him. It will be a good instant duty. To questions about the practice oftech-’ 
companion to him for the first few weeks that he is nical exercises and studies the invariable answer is, “ I 
among strangers, and after he becomes acquainted it will forgot.” A new piece will, perhaps, awaken a<spasmo- 
be'a passport for him into the safest and pleasantest com- die interest; but any technical difficulties will occasion 
pany, and will enable him to .spend his evenings in such the usual indifference and desire to shirk work. How 
a way that bloodshot eyes and throbbing brain will never many such pupils all teachers have to endare, and the 
follow, and, to quote Mr. Herbst “ He is sure to be fond parents expect them to become brilliant pianists, 
sought after aud welcomed and well received, wherever If they fail the teacher is to blarney bat never the pupil, 
he goes.” if lessons are given at the pupil’s residence these faults 
It iS. a matter of great surprise tome that parents are much more exasperating. The teacher is waiting in 
have not thought of music in this light more/ I am con- the music room ; the young Miss takes an unusually long 
vinced, however, that our teachers are largely to blame time to perform her toilet 5 or mamma has Bent her on — 
for it. I know of one teacher of National and European an errand and the teaoher must perforce wait her return, 
reputation, at pr^ent in the. East, who dislikes male They seem to regard the teacher’s whole time for that 
pupil* 80 much th'at he makes it so unpleasant for any day at the disposal of thiaone pupil. And if the teacher 
unfortunate boy who comes to him Tor lessons that he deducts the- time lost from the lesson hour there are 
(the pupil) soon leaves. My authority for this was a black looks and often insinuations that they are beiDg 
lady, and one of the beat pupils of the teacher in ques* defraude^d. 
I know of a case in a brother teacher’s experience, 
where the mother of a child came and gave the teacher 
an indignant lecture because he had dismissed the pupil 
one minute before the end of the hour. If four pupils 
are fifteen minutes late that means a whole hour lost, 
and where is the payment for that honr unless the 
te&Cher deducts it (rour each pupil’s hour? The music 
teaoher can realize,' as* no other, the truth of the old 
adage, “Time is money.” 
tion. I trust there are not many teachers who are 
guilty of such injustice. . / 
The ignorance of fathers militates sadly against the 
successful work of the teacher. The father pays the fulls, 
and grambles; and no wonder. He is paying out his hard- 
earned moipey and not only knows not what he is paying 
for, but does not know what he wants. And between pay¬ 
ments His apathy is wo^se than his opposition would be. 
When boys are given the advantage of some musical edu¬ 
cation this state of things will.necessarily cease, and the 
work of the teacher will be lighter and pleasanter, and 
• “ Amateurs give us so much trouble because they are 
oreatures of twofold character; necessary and useful, 
scores of intelligent men will .have*, pleasure in musio when with a sincere interest they combine unassnmiDgjj 
where one does now. Besides this, the more talepted boys reticence 5 but contemptible, and to be disparaged, when 
would naturally drift into the ranks of-the music teach¬ 
ers. And until these ranks contain more male teachers 
we cannot expect anything but that our country should 
remain fin unmusical one. . I say this with no reflection 
on the many excellent and hard-working lady teachers. 
they are “bloated with vanity and conceit, anxious to 
push themselves forward- and give advice. There are 
few artists whom I respeot more than, a first-rate 
amateur, and there are few that I respect less than a 






DEVELOP THE MUSICAL; BOUL. 
BY OHJdB. OVIDS BLACSSLSK. 
Don’t take a piece in band unless yon mean to master ward was at the head of the Russian Musical Society, 
it: if your technic,is inadequate, put the piece aside In 1862 he founded the.St. Petersburg Conservatory of . 
until you are able to copQ,with it; don’t boggle at what Music and remained director until 1867. • Then he went 
is beyond your present powers. % on a series of ooncert tours for three years. In 1872 KB11 
Don't be in the pitiful position, when asked to play came to America, returning in the spring of 1878, He 
of having to reply, “ Oh, I haven’t brought any music made money in the United States and an abiding fame, 
with me.” Carry a few good pieces in, yoor head. Until 1887 he would not hold official position in St. 
Don’t wait for repeated requests before you consent Petersburg, but Davidoff retiring that year, he once more 
I hateoften noticed in reading The EtudU that very 
little, if anything, is said about musical philosophy. * 
It is so easy to drift away from the real thing itself 
to that which represents it. We are so easy satisfied . , , w. - - —■-„—,— 
with the artificial that we forget the soul of things.'7 Per- to pIay> Tbe 6001,0 wiU bfr exP®cted jou the more accepted the directorship of the Conservatory 
you need pressure, and you may prove a sore disap¬ 
pointment. * _ ■ , 
Don't be dejected at slow progress. ~ k 
Don’t be conceited at quick progress. 
Don’t attempt to tune your own piano; you will surely 
make a mess of it 
Don’t make a whatnot of your piano. ‘ 
Don’t practice your five-fipger exercises always in the 
tenor part of the keyboard—give the bass a turn, and so 
equalize the wear on the instrument 
Don’t forget, in practicing, that an ounce of technical 
haps it iff because' of the rough body under which it is 
concealed. So let the reader of this article understand 
at once that I am Bpeaking about the soul of the musi- 
oian, out of whioh we expect the essence of true music 
to risq. If the pupil lack fire or vital action, he needs 
some ofte to help him in concentrating and building up 
of the' vital forces. 
If the "pupil lack elnotion, not that defiant power 
which compels an audiendfc to admire, but warmth of \ 
-feeling which melts the icy hearts and brings peace to 
the troubled soul. If he lack this, tlffifrhe needs some 
one, who knows ftje way of unfolding the spiritual nature. 
But what if the pupil lacks that one great power, that 
of creation, where shall he go to study ? Who can 
unfold th© poet’s soul ? ;f 
If these are the needs of tEepupil we mufet be ready 
for the work. But I.fear we, as teachers, often forget 
or neglect the scienc^of the musical soul. The teach¬ 
ing of methods, teohnic, strict harmony, etc., seems to 
act like a refrigerator in freezing out all germs of feel¬ 
ing and life. • ■ Thb death of the great pianist and composer, Anton 
'True, some survive and come to life in later years, Rubblflteini ha8 keen much felt. He generally enjoyed 
providing some one comes along with power enough to health, but latterly he had complained of insom- 
raise the dead. n*a an<* PaiQ* in the chest. HU wife consequently asked 
But this is not right, and it is our own fault, simply Dr* Woinfe* the famU7 P^cian, to examine her hus- 
because we do not like to be called romantic,—perhapB ban<*' 
not the reason with all, but something similar, I fear.. -^nton Rubinstein,- however, refused to submit to ex- 
Jjhere are laws for concentrating the vital forces and nmioation, neither would he take any medicine except 
unfolding the many powers of the soul. Why not inves- a few drops valerian. IJe would scarcely allow the 
tigate the matter and see if we cannot be the means of doctor to 10 the beating of J»ia heart through his 
bringing hefore the world more true musicians, full of wa’fltcoat* ^en the doctor said that the heart beat ir* 
In 1889 his fiftieth anniversary was celebrated. The 
Emperor gave him an annual pension of 8000 roubles, 
and he was made an honorary citizen, and the title of 
honorary dqctor of St. Petersburg was conferred upon 
him. His last artistic feat was the playing of sevei} his¬ 
torical piano recitals, which displayed his enormous 
versatility, powers of interpretation, technic and mem¬ 
ory. Latterly he has resided in Dresden, although his 
constitutional restlessness made him ever a wanderer. 
He gave away a fortune, and his extra vagance'hsa caused 
him much embarrassment. Hia life was a aeries of ar-. 
studies is worth a pound of pieces, if the quality of the ti*tic triumphs. A widow and family survive him. The 
practice be right. 
Don’t regard your exercises as a dreary imposition; 
you can’t be an artist without taking pains. ‘ 
—Keyboard. 
RUBINSTEIN'S pAlEER. 
immediate cause of his death was heart failure. He 
leaves no artistic descendants, for Eirgen d’Albertis as 
yet too much under Brahma’ influence for us to cast the 
horoscope of his artistic future. . 
TAU.LTB of beginners. 
BA FID PLAYIKO IK PRIMARY GRADES,—PLAY 8LOWLY 
IF YOU HOP* TO PLAY FA8T. 
emotion and power as w/sll as mental or Mechanical 
automatons. Tir my experience I find those who have 
advanced into mental or mechanical things beyond the 
soul development are very hard to teach, and it is almost 
impossible to reach their emotional nature. J believe 
regularly Rubinstein laughed and said 
“ Come and have a game of whist.” 
The game lasted till aftfer eleven o’clock, and Rubin¬ 
stein, after taking a glass of sherry, retired to his bed¬ 
room. Two hours later his wife, hearing groans and 
the musical nature is unfolded, technic is mnch easier 
attained. Then let us study the laws which govern the 
soul. 
every teacher will agree with me in saying that where criea the room, ran in and found her husband 
standing behind the door, his body half wrapped in the 
quilt, and murmuring :— 
“A doctor! Help! I am suffocating.” 
She induced him to lie down aod sent in haste for 
medical assistance, and chafed his hands aud feet, but 
all was of no avail, he died in a.'convulsive fit very shortly 
after. 
Anton Gregor Rubinstein was not born November 80 
DONT’S FOR YOUNG PIANISTS. 
Don’t begin to learn the piano if you don’t mean to D___ 
stick to it, and^-unless you hope to live a quarter of a (t8th, Russian style), 1880, but November 28 (16th 
n*ntnrr a ftar- /inmmarinlnn t-> • tf i \ . ... ' ’ century after co encing, 
Don't leave off sticking to it because your neighbors 
complain ^neighbors are impossible people mostly. 
Don’t play on a decrepit piano—it is stupefactive. 
Don’t Buy a cheap new one-r-it is sheer prodigality. 
Don’t engage a cheap teacher?—unfesS^ou can afford 
to pay him to look on. Then he might learn some¬ 
thing. 
Don’t have an expensive teacher unless he’s some- 
RusBian style), 1829, This was only diaqpvered in 1889, 
at the time of the-great jubilee festival given in hia honor 
in Russia. An official copy of the entry of hia birth was 
found at WechwoUnez in Russian Bessarabia, his birth¬ 
place. So all theVbiographical dictionaries are wrong. 
His parents were Jewish, hia father of Polish and shis 
mother of German descent. But he was early baptised 
a Christian in company with his grandfather dnring a 
period of Russian persecution. His father having i’v No -ic- i-iuu VI AVUBBWU , m i n Ha i ttX 
thing more than expensive? Many-of them are—they’re pencil factory ia'MoscoNf, the family moved there, and : m?1B10 
until he was seven years old he studied piano with his 
mother, who must have been a 60und*'musician. Then 
tva11u . . , — , - be wen^ under the tuition of VilloiDg, and with him in 
Don t neglect your scales, or when weighed you’ll be 1839 went to Paris. He heard Chopin and Liszt play, 
and succumbed completely to the latter’s influence, who, 
aT.A. L i   1 ■ J .• ... AA 
One of the faults of piano pupilB in primary grades is 
too rapid playing. Once acquired, great difficulties will 
follow. This ft the fault of the teacher. It is surprising 
how few teachers fully appreciate the necessity of 
slower practice Or playing. The foundation of runs 
and passages of velocity is slow practicing, apd the 
beauty can be obtained in no other way. n Play slowly 
if you ever hope to play fast.” ^Itjs an easy task for a 
teacher to start out with beginners on the slow move- * 
ment, bnt decidedly difficult to make fast players over 
into alow players. Papils find it irksome to play every 
note slowly and surely after having flayed them as last 
as the fingers could work. It is not Hafe to attow a 
pupil to^play otherwise than slowly during the first 
three grades, except a few pieces that are especially 
well learned, and after this only by degrees. . * 
Scales and exercises. are the most important for be¬ 
ginners ; and they should be taught without notes, to 
ai|ow the pupil to watch the position of the bfllrd and 
movements of fingers. If any finger is found weak, it 
must do twice the work of the stronger ones, so as to 
acquire an even touch. In four months a pupil of or¬ 
dinary ability should play and understand folly all the 
major and perhaps also the minor scales; and yet not 
one out of ten accoinpliahes thus much. Whose fault is 
it 7 The teacher’s, without doubt. 
To know how to teach scales and to exercise the 
greatest strictness are two excellent rules. One word 
in regard to teaching. A thorough knowledge of the 
teaching art is requisite, and certain fundamental rales 
must be upheld. per 
. idiots. 
v Don’t have an idiot—that is, don't be an idiot. ' 
Don’t try to teach your m^ter—dismiss him. 
Don’t neglec 
found wanting. 
pQn'tsjiend much tfme in adjusting y0ur seat—your after hearing him play, advised him to go lo Germany! 
Dou? r: ,807 70U dOW“ * at &1L Tte” he 00 • c°icert tour through HolUud, Bug- 
haven't :/! ” T"„ " 0t- 1 Soandtnavia, and" Germany; al„aya under the stern 
naven t practiced for ever so long.” Ten to qne it will *-***-- w:n.!__ • « . .. 
be self evident. v 
aon is any more fitted to teach 
ic qn^the foundation of having learned the notps 
arid ‘‘ a few pieces,” than one having mastered ABC 
and read a few books is fitted to teaoh school. With 
few exceptions all pupils commence their, lessons with 
Vooal amateur teachers, with whom they study until a 
“final finish ” is necessary, then, going to a high school 
or conservatory of mnsic, are generally surprised to fiod 
they must begin at the (oohdation again in order to be 
“ finished off.”—Record. ' * 
tuition of Villoing, arid.returned to Moscow in 1848. 
His brother, Nikolai, a very remarkable pianist, but 
-“fae are too ajft in this rushing, pushing century t-v ...... ... , . - “ » nr oi . Ou t- 
.he pre.?uc7oTrhr°e< * 7 7°Dr8elf 0r!,t ^ °Ter,h*d0"ed »7 brother’s reputa.iou, went of ours, with its iu.trum.nU that only require wilding 
Don’t Dlav with dirtv hnnHs- k Wlla Anton and the family to Berlin^whefe l^eyerbeer up,to give us music, and its madifold contrivances, to 
and impedes your execution. g° 68 6 eyfl rc0Oma\ead®^ Dqhn as ate&cher in composition. Anton forget the past with its great men who worked slowly, 
Don’t abuse the nerUU - if A \ k k re urned 1° Rusbib in 1848*and wrote some operas under toward the civilization of to-day. It is good to turn 
employ them leave them alone * ^ °W Pa^r0na^e tbe Grand Duchess Helena. Here- aside frdm oar broad highway into the quieter**paths 
Doh’t skit) the diffi-nit nlir^AR • rotk f »k turne toi Germany in 1854 and later concertized in PariB in which they walked. And listening to the voices 
leg P er b ip th| easy and London. In 1868 he was appointed court pianist of a time long gone we do fitting reverence to the 
an conoert Erector in St* Petersburg and a year after- mighty dead who worked when harmony was young.” 
/ 
TH E ET TJ D®. 
PRIZE pOMPETITJON, 
Thb Etude offers (26 in prises for original articles by 
music teachers who have not before written for its col¬ 
umns. One or more articles can be sent by tie same 
person, on subjects that shall be helpful to teachers, 
young or old,' to pupils pod to parents of music pupils, 
subjects having to do with the piano and general musical 
culture. Biographical and historical article^ not ac¬ 
cepted. Oar regular contributory will nbt compete for 
these prizes. 
The first prize'will be (16 in cash, the second^jDrize 
(10 in cash. The articles must be in our office by the 
first of Maroh, 1895. They will be examined by a com- 
jnittee of three eminent writers of musical articles. The 
essays will be published in Thb Etude, but remain the 
property of the author. 
Articles longer than one page of The Etude will not 
be accepted, and about half that length are preferred. 
There are about 576 words in a column. 
tion. Here the metronome process‘la like, not making , a musician and performer on "the guitar. The con- 
one 4 fortune by forced or excited speculations, butllT--—— — * — 
THE METRONOME. 
BY ALBERT IW PARSONS. 
Ir the metronome-suggests only a glance at a certain 
conventional sign at the beginning of a piece, and then 
a mad race through the notes, heedless of everything 
save the inexorable tick-tack of the conscienceless ma¬ 
chine, then, confessedly, it is no aid to practice. 
But started at a judiciously moderate tempo, and then 
. set-master and faster by regular degrees, as practice^ro- 
gresses, it enables one to apply himself systematically 
to the working out of .a given problem, for days or 
weeks, independent of varying moods. M "Without its aid, 
the tempo of practice varieB incredibly from day to day, 
nay, even from hour to hour, according to the state of 
the weather, of one’s nerves, etc.. Yesterday, perhaps, 
everything movedon quietly ; to day, cloudy skies and 
a heavy air cause everything to drag stupidly.- To-mor¬ 
row, one’s spirits are above par, and ;qyerything fairly 
spins; but the day after, nervous restlessness induces in¬ 
jurious hurrying, and an indigestion in the fingers fol¬ 
lows, unfitting the hand for smooth playing for a day or 
two. 
In contrast to this, judicious practice with the metro¬ 
nome means steadiness and repoBe of mind and muscles 
in work. In relieving the mind of responsibility for 
steadiness of tempo, and supplying a graded scale for 
safely increasing the speed, the mental strain of pro¬ 
longed practice is surprisingly lightened. Meanwhile, 
during even the longest journey down the index of the 
metronome, interest is sustained by the record of dis¬ 
tance traveled and the possession of a schedule, of suc¬ 
cessive points yet to be overtaken? Such a record, day 
by day and week and week, of natural and steady 
growth in execution often affords solid encouragement 
where, without it, b.oth student and teacher n^jght be 
discouraging]/ unconscious of practice actually made. 
For the removal of obstructions Encountered at par¬ 
ticular points in pieces, set the metronome at a decid¬ 
edly slow tempo at the start. Execute the difficult pas¬ 
sages with decision two or three times. Then take the 
tempo one notch faster.; repeat for the Same number of 
times and advance still another notch. Renew this pro¬ 
cess until four successive notches have been' passed; 
then turn back three at once, and resume work from a 
point thus one notch in advance of the original start. 
Continue this zigzag process of advancing four notches 
and then turning back three, until the highest speed, 
with accuracy, at present attainable ts reached. If-this 
does not meet the needs of the musifc; then determine 
how far back to go in metronome tempo for a fresh 
start. This is not carrying things by storm, but achiev¬ 
ing them by regular process of sapping and mining—not 
reaching a given point by-bursts of speed, but getting 
there as certainly and as comfortably as if by horae-car. 
The same procedure iB singularly effioacious in learn¬ 
ing pieces like the ‘‘Toccata M of Schumann, Lisfz’s 
“Erlking,” etc., whose conquest involves both the mas¬ 
tering of particular claviercombinations and^a great in¬ 
crease in and ovjr all one’l previous powersof execu- 
stead going West and prosperously growing up with the 
country. 
Again, take the caa^ of auteurs under sentence to 
play something in public, and who, as the hour for .the 
execution of their piece draws nigh, sit and shiver in 
clammy terror, as if their own execution were impend¬ 
ing! Who shall describe the damage done, even to 
well-learned pieces, in the last hoars, when such tem¬ 
peraments sit wildly fidgeting at the instrument, as if 
fearing their mortal* senses would forsake them at the 
supreme moment if ever they ceased for so much as an 
instant their nervous fussing over their selections I 
Now, with such a full head of steam on in advance, 
there need be no fear of insufficient speed-when the 
time comes. Here, a carefully moderated metronome 
tempo in all further practice will regulate the operation 
of the machinery and ballast the ship for steady sailing 
when the time for setting out arrives. 
A word as tp metronomic designations of tempo in 
pieces. The increased capabilities of the pianoforte in 
point of sonority and variety of tone-color, says Kpllak, 
justify increased breadth of style and a judicious moder¬ 
ating of the speed once thought indispensable to the a quarter of an hour, will prove to have been the story 
brilliant style, for which moderation of speed, in view • of it£’‘ubpredion on the ears of the world at large at 
of the present weight of the action, the pianist's fingers the end of another quarter of a century.” 
cannot bnlj be very grateful. Hence the musician, if he 
. consults absolute metronome signs at all, does so chiefly * ^ 
with a view to comparing them with his own impressions RUBINSTEIN'S .PIANO TOUPH, 
on the subject. * "■ __ 
Does any one still hold the use of the metronome to ' ' by alex. m’arthur. 
be dangerous to musical sensibility?- If'so, it may be - 
briefly replied that without trained precision of rhythm _ To the majority of-piano students in America Rubin 
&8 a habit IQ Dlavinir. all smulaHiinn. _:_i__. , .... 
Cortina Was then , a new instrupient, which neither Mr. 
Attwood nor I had before heard. Haa the thing on 
which Regondi was about to play been a sa^box, oT*a 
marrow bone, no one who knew him could have awaited 
his appearance without pleasure. He appeared, and in 
a few" moments captivated all hearers^-among them 
eminently my illustrious neighbor. His captivity, 
however, was nbt of long duraiion; as the ,following 
running commentary, which, though addressed to mq, 
was rather, I fake it, a soliloquy than a communication, 
will show. r / 
“After a few bars (Attwood log.-), * This is exquisite.’ 
After a few more, ‘ This will revolutionize the orches- ' 
tra.’ ‘What, can you want^Vith tfrb clarionets when 
yon can have this?’ After many morff bars, ‘This 
(nSeqmngthe^miposition in progress) is rather long.’ 
Presently, ‘This (meaning the instrument in nse) is 
rather monotonous.1 Later, ‘The (composition) is 
king. Later still, 4 This (instrument) certainly 
wants relief.’ And soon after, but before the end of 
the first movement, ‘I’m sick of this! ’ I cannot h^Ip 
thinking that the story of the impression produced by 
this instrument on a highly cultivated eqr at the end of 
 rt r f  r, ill r  t  t  st r  
s lhlD ssi a n p rt* rt . I-. . * 
•f l --- —-- VV.U1VU V. 1 11J 1.11 111 
aa a habit in playing, all retardations and accelerations 
become deflections not from a straight line, but from a 
wavering one, the result being more or less suggestive 
of the crooked peregrinations of the famous crooked 
little man with a crooked little-staff down the crooked 
little lane. 
It was donbtless a recognition of this which led that 
stein’s playing has now become almost mythical, but 
those who heard him some twenty-two years ago, or who" 
have been fortunate enough to have heard him here in 
Europe of late years, will readily and at ooce agree with” 
me that the inimitable beauty and charm of his ploying 
lies in his touch. 
In c&ntabile passages he is without a rival. Under V » recognition oi trns pien led that anta il i it t  i l.  
artist who, both as composer and as pianist, made the'- his Angers the .piano sings, and the “ soul ofits sweet- 
greatest and most svste^satic use of the i,mnn mhoin „...n i, i. i•.. . j i. 1' ,   , t t t y t m ti t te po rnbato 
yet known in the history of mnsic—I refer, of course, to 
Ciiopin—to make a moreconstant use of the metronome, 
both io teaching and in practicing, than probably any 
other artist of equal rank. 
In all but the first stages in practicing a piece of 
music with the metronome, the studeDt should follow 
Chopin's instruction to play in accordance with {the 
special designation wherever a casual accelerando or a 
ritenulo occurs, and thenceforth to proceed independ¬ 
ently ol the metronome stroke until the recurrence of 
the tempo primo. 
neee ” is revealsd in its fuUest and loveliestTiprfeption. 
“ As to my touch,” he oftkn said, “ just look at that," 
and he would raise np his massive hand. “ I j^e phe¬ 
nomenal ‘ fingers and. I have gnUivated phenomenal 
strength/wito lightness. Streng&f wi£h lightness, that 
is one'Secref of my touch, the other, assiduous study in 
my early manhood. I have sat hours trying to imitate 
the timbre of Rubiai’s voice in my playing, and it is only 
with labor and tears, bitter as death, that the artist 
arrives ht perfection. FeW’understand" this, conse¬ 
quently there are'few artists.” 
On one occasion^ remember a stormy scene at the 
“FAH8” IK INSTRUMENTS. 
r- r- vu vue uc _ _ __ 
But,,pfter all, to such objections Beethoven’s answer Conservatory. Some One was playing the “ Carnival ” 
ia sufficient. It is, namely, the Allegretto to the 8th of Schumann, and as it did not go there was thunder in 
Symphony, whose motive wsb inspired by, and composed the air. Rubinstein became more and mo^e fidgety and 
to be sung to, the tick tack Of the then newly-invented impatient; now and again he brought his hand down 
metronome. Here, again, we see genius understanding with a bang in the bass, or else ran hia fingers through 
the use of tools. In this immortal poem of tenderness, hia hair; bat at list at the seventeenth number the 
beautyfgrace, aDd symmetry, all revealed inmost ex- storm burst. For a few minutes he got up and raved 
quiaite combination, the metronome received formal like a lunatic, anathematizing every piano student born 
. or to be born ; but finally he smiled, and sitting down to 
\_ T“ence‘°rth it baa only remained for. the faithful to . the piano he played the number himself. At the last 
regard it to the end of edification. , bar he struck one note, and, turning to the student, said 
_— > in triumphal scorn, while he pointed downward with his 
other hand to the finger holding down the note: “Do 
you heat^that note ? Well, that nqte is worth yonr life 
-^ And more.” Then he finished, waved his hands for the 
In these days of banjo, mandolin, autoharp, eto., Conservatory students to leave,.and with a gruff: “Do 
^which are heajrd on every hand by skilled and unskilled gvedania” (Russian for au revolr) turned to his 'easy 
amateurs, we caryiot .help .but feel that they are chair before the waiting desk and lit » cigarette, the 
short livdil and are pnly a passing fashion which will be solace'to him for all vfroes. ■ 1 
replaced by some other-equally imperfect instrument. When all the young Russians had left the room a pro- 
In this connection the following extract from John ' fessor who was present began to excuse the student by 
Hullah will be interesting :— saying: “It is wrong, Anton Gregorewitch, to expect 
‘I bad the honof, as a very yoang^man, of sitting in * so much from a boy,” and Rubinstein replied: “I 
the pit of the old Haymarket Opera House, during a expect very little, but they come here, and because they 
miscellaneous concertt beaidn f-hn sminont pat their fingers down any way on the piano think it is 
enough, and that they are players, whereas the real diffi¬ 
culty-of piano playing lies notin the playing of scale 
passages and octaves, bat in the production of a certain 
quality of tone.”—Musical Courier, 
‘ ---—J AAUUOB, UUriD t 
rt^ s e (S e e e  English com¬ 
poser, now many yeara deceased, Thomas Attwood. 
Amqng the announcements in the programme was one 
of a solo for the concertina, to be played by the late 
Giulio Regondi, then very young, but already celebrated 
40 THE ETTTDE. 
. HINTS AND HELPS. 
's*»^deauty is visible harmony.—Aristotle. 
, -t ■ . . 
“ Where there is no heart there is no music.” 
Musio is the language spoken by the angels.—Long¬ 
fellow. 
The teacher can only teaoh that pnpil who teaches 
himself.—H. 8. V. 
Think more of your own progress than of the opinion 
-t>f others.—Mendelssohn. ^ 
It is often late in life that the deeper mysteries of our 
art are revealed even to the most gifted.-^/ScZiKwiffnn. 
The mind is like a trunk; if well packed^ it holds 
almost anything ;^if ill-packed, next to nothing.—Anon. : 
One of thb principal elements of genius is strength of 
will to control the mind and command the mental ener¬ 
gies.—Anon. ' 
It is only because men are not accustomed to what is 
good, that many find pleasure in what ia common and 
tasteless.—Goethe. 
■- % 
Every artist of genius breathesVinto his work an un¬ 
expressed idea, which speaks tj/oab feelings even before 
it cap be defined.—F. List#, 
, Axl musical people seem to be happy. It is the en¬ 
grossing pursuit, almost the only innocent and unpun¬ 
ished passion.—Sydney Smith. \ 
\ <*■ 
Have you real talent for art ? Then study music, do 
something worthy of the art, and dedicate jopr whole 
soul to the belov^N saint.—Longfellow.'- 
^ Music begins where speech leaves off; through it the 
inmost spirit, all that is inexpressible and yet of most 
account in us, can give itself.—J. S^Dwight. 
While the painter or sculptor mpgt borrow the rai¬ 
ment for'his idea from the human form or the landscape, 
4he musician is alone with his imagination.—Hueffer.- 
Music is at its lowest Sbb when taken as a mere pas¬ 
time for the senses. The flood is reached when it is 
suggestive of noble thoughts and fancies.—A. W. Borst. 
One arrives at art by roads barred to the vulgar; by 
the road of prayer, of putity of heart, by confidence in 
the wfsdom of the Eternal, and even in that which is 
incomprehensible.—Chopin. 
Neither water nor art can rise higher than its source; 
if the artiBt is mechanical his works will be mechanical 
also ; if he is simply imitative, he.remains a camera. 
Ru«ENrf could by one stroke of his brtish convert a 
laughing into a weeping child; and we can color emo¬ 
tion with qualities of voice, so that the metamorphosis 
is not less sudden or more complete. - • 
The study of an art, the very nature of which is de: 
signed to improve our moral cultiye, demands many 
sacrifices. The fact that a child has to practice self- 
denial, say to the extent of giving up a small amount of 
play-time, is already a voucher for future moral growth. 
—A. W. Borst. 
The greatest practical adepts in any art, says Mb,c- 
x kenzie, are not, by any.meaus, always the best teachers 
s 0^ merely from lack of the necessary patience,- 
but from want of the power, of imparting knowledge. 
•The hone, which, although it cannot cut, can sharpen 
theTazor; the finger post that shows the way which 
itself can never go, are emblejns of the teacher. It is 
* only by a fortunate coiftohjijuce .that the capacity for 
teaching, which.ia an art sui generis, and practical ex¬ 
cellence of execution, are found in the same individual. 
There seems to be a real incompatibility between prac¬ 
tical superiority and theoretical knowledge, or the power 
of communicating it. This arises from the radical differ¬ 
ence between the s/nthetic or constructive and tlje ana¬ 
lytical or critical type of-mind. Thus, learned gram¬ 
marians are, as a rule, inelegant writers, and profound 
physiologists are not seldom indifferent doctors. Poets 
alfe, by no means, the best judges of verse, whilst .the 
Pegasus of critics is too often of the Roainante bree^ 
THE DIGNITY OF THE PIANOFORTE. 
•The popularity of the pi&Doforte is one of the marked 
characteristic features of the nineteenth century. 
The violin was invented about the middle of the 
seventeenth century, and for a hundred years that in¬ 
strument was supreme over all others. Itpliffinity with 
the human voice gave it sensuous and dmotional charm; 
and the day when music expressed herself in the dra¬ 
matic complexities of modern instrumentation had not 
yet dawned. 
With Beethoven, that mighty master, who was the 
Prospero of the mstrumental realm,.the pianoforte rose 
into an importance second only to the orchestra itself, 
and, in the solo sphere, supreme. 
Beethoven's sonatas are a landmark in the literature 
of the pianoforte, as his symphonies are in that of the 
orchestra. * 
~ The pianoforte music written before the time of 
Beethoven is meagre, compared with the enormous 
variety and extent of the compositions since that time, 
the materials now. being so vast that few, indeed, are 
the intellects large enough ttrgrasp the whole domain. 
The nineteenth centnry, with its Gottschalk, Thalberg, 
Liszt; with its Rubinstein, Schumann, and Chopin ; its 
Mendelssohn, Weber, and Beethoven, is, of a truth, the 
epoch of pianists. . s 
It is a curious fact, worthy of comment, that in art^as 
in science, those discoveries which have be^n the open¬ 
ing into a new ahd~glorious world would have been at 
first opposed with oitterest hostility. 
I The history of astronomy and geology is paralleled in 
ihe world of art by the history of the violin and the 
pianoforte ; the genesis of each instrument was received 
with doubt and disfavor. 
When the frets were removed from the finger-board of 
the viol, ajid thus the violin liberated from its rigid 
pris$K, and set.soaring, bird-like, in the free air, the 
wiseacres shook their heads; when the tiny quills that 
picked the strings of the harpsichord wef^replaced by 
the hammers of the pianoforte, it needed nearly a cea- 
tury to bring the new instrument into with musi¬ 
cians. Ears accustomed to the clear, thin twanging of 
the harpsichord found the new pifeWorte dull. 
Eveh in those days; -dexterity and the dazzle of fingers 
threading mazes *of seeming impossibility hither and 
thither over the battle grohnd of the keyboard charmed 
the world, and an Italian, Domenico Scarlatti, was a re¬ 
nowned virtuoso on the harpsichord. 
There are extant of his three hnndre^ forty-nine 
pi&es, although Ee published but thirty himself. He 
was the son of a mighty master, Allessandro Scarlatti, 
prolific in oratorios and masses, and the greatest harpist 
of his epoch. i, ' ^ , 
The son of another great mnsican, Bach^lheTupreme 
organist of his epoch, Philip Emanuel Bach, also de¬ 
voted his genius to the development and illumination of 
the pianoforte. >- < 
In each'of these instances the son, though moving in 
a sphere less lofty anymore circumscribed, affected the 
progress of art with scarce less potency than the father.* 
Even to day, we listen, delighted, to the crisp, ringing 
periods of Domenico Scarlatti, and the crystal tinkle of 
his ornaments neve^'gre^ shallow or tedious. 
P. E. Bach affected powerfully the development of 
musical form. In the latter part of the eighteenth cen¬ 
tury the sonata rose in its full glory, and it reigns still 
as the dominant form of the noblest art from the 
symphony to the solo. 
A sonata penally contains three hiovementa: A grand 
sonata is an elaborate composition of the sqnata type 
with four movements, each of an individual character, 
yet obeying a certain law ofaffinity. A three-movement 
sonata must contain an aUegro of the sonata structure, a 
tuneful, slow movement of lyrical structure, and ajondo, 
as finale, to which the grand sonata adds, between the 
-slow movement and the rondo, a merry hearted scherzo, 
which is simply & fast minuelto with a tricksy character! 
Chopin, the greatest purely pianoforte composer ever 
developed, essayed the sonata form, but did not feel at 
home in it. His great concertos, especially the one in 
E minorv niight belie this statement, were jt not that 
they are sonatas only in their general outline, while in 
their Bubstance they are *he most emotional and bril¬ 
liantly bejeweled capriccios, palpitating With melody - 
and glittering like sprites income Oriental romance. 
Mendelssohn, who, like Longfellow, tried every form 
of his art, wrote much and well for the pianoforte, but 
never pierced the deep fire-walls of passion which lie 
hidden beneath the^lacier surface of thiB instrument 
Lisst transferred to the keyboard the whirlwind spirit 
of a half-barbaric nation allied to the gorgeous East 
Schumann arose to a “mount of visionr” a sacred 
place in modern art, from the assiduous study of the 
keyboard and its involved possibilities. t 
Bach buijt a shining monument of enduring fame oot 
of the short tones of the harpsichord, and Beethoven; the 
millionaire of genius, left thrf world half his mighty 
treasury in his sonatas and concertos for the pianoforte. 
John 8. Van Clevk. / 
NEW PUBLICATIONS, 
Breitkopf and Hartkl have issued a very elabprate 
system of Musical Penmanship. It is by Emil Bres- 
laur and is translated from the German by N. Gaus. 
Every ^evice is used to make the work of learning to 
write a good mqsical hand systematic and sure. Ex¬ 
planations are fullyj^iven apd the pupil is carried along 
step by step toward perfection. 
MUSICIANS AND MUSIC COVERS AND OTHER 
ESSAYS. By Wm. F. Apthorp. Ch. Scribner’s 
Sons, Nerw York. , 
Beside the essay which gives the book' its title, the* 
contents consist of disquisitions on Johann Sebastian 
'Bachj additional accompaniments to Bach’s and Han¬ 
del's Scores, Meyerbeer, Offenbach, two modern clas¬ 
sicists (Mendelssohn and Schumann), John Sullivan 
Dwight, Some Thoughtwon Musical Criticism, and Music 
and Science. Space will not permit a complete refer¬ 
ence to all these essays ; -And it is sufficient to say that 
they are thoughtful and Interesting in the extreme. The 
discussion of persons, while it has to do with those 
already much written about, is not on that account less 
worthy of attention, for facts in their history are given in 
a light that gives them new interest; W thwart of the 
book which should be read with the greatest care is the 
essay upon “ Musicians and Music Lovers.” V 
The leaven of music is working and will eventually 
leayen the whole lump of social as well as professional 
life. Musical literature is taking upon itself a different 
character. More writing is being done for the benefit 
of readers at large, and the tone of works issued is such 
as to be of interest to people of culture who may not be 
espeqially musicians. 
Music'3s gradually acquiring a literature which may, 
with propriety be found upon the shelves of the lover of 
books whether he be a musician or not. Consequently 
any work which helpsto place muaie before unlearned 
music lovers in a clearer light is worthy of wide circu¬ 
lation, and whether its views are* altogether from our 
standpoint or not it should be helped onward. 
Mr. Apthorp has said many things in the essay under 
notice which should be widely known and thought over. 
They are alike instructive to both musician and layman. 
In speaking of the widespread ignorance of the meaning 
of common^mjjsical terms, he draws the following de¬ 
ductions: “ This jgnorance. of^jnuiical terminology im • 
pfies^far more th^p -a. mere lack of acquaintance with 
—what are sometimes called 4 abstruse technicalities ; ’ it 
implies a deplorable absence of the habit of definite 
thought on musical subjects. People who have definite 
ideas to express do not long' want for definite words 
wherewith to excess them ; and it is mainly because 
so many have no distinct and clean-cut ideas on-musio 
that they do not feei the inconvenience of not under¬ 
standing musical terms.” 
Thb essay deah clearly and vigorously with the funda 
mental essentials of, understanding music in order to its 
proper appreciation. 
The book should be read by all mnsio lovers, not once 
but many timeB. 1 , £ 
It is well printed and is reasonable in coBt. * 
A. L. Manchester, 
HJLB Mi?^1co1TH THE BE9r COMPOSERS- try to hold a pupilI bj being ready to assure the applicant »ow now pianos; bat they are uneven, irregular, Had 
This work is lhe cutcome'of “ Famous Composers and dine^n merit‘Ihuulit ^ ^ *° ‘X*" X”8 * that fi"« reeponrivenee, .which , 
. their Works, ' which was issued b, the same firm with £d“r ^ of Insert T ”°7 T Tr foragreat arlilt 10 P™*™ » ^-ito V 
such decided success that it resulted iu the publication /"““T 7 “XX graduations of tone quality of the most aubtle- 
of the one under notice. The plan of “Half Hours « f°11'"'‘"SC1'PP'°8 refereto: shades, brthe modifications of his touch, on a first-class 
with the Best Composers ” vires to those interested two , ,M . a cla?a ara fam0u8 tr,ok,ter8> and lh<>‘r instrument. A good tone in the piano itself will' fever 
instalments worth, of a handsomely gotten up library of known —“l ft" T’Xli remark»' °“ «u' compensate ior the lack of a fine sympathetic action 
music at a very low cost. A salient Lure is that elch i.rDnuLn ,o LL nl^ fg 7 ^,,“t tT “* ,? “ *** 1ct8 ** “a"7 P-oa otherwise" 
of the thirty parts ef which the work wUl be composed “X wi! , f * M,h“ eIcellea,‘ made hy manufacturers of high reputation, * 
when it is complete contains th» portrait, biographical 77“; If r P,°P make8 8ad come short of the requirements of artists, teachers, and 
sketch, and a composition by Heading AmeriLcom-' L” ImL J 7X *" W°“' IT3 7 ^ _ ’ 
poser. A facsimile of his scorn is also giX^ThTu ™ ~ f ‘"S'P?T“' • 7 ne3C‘ P°iDt ‘° b8 ia thd °< “>aa 
a commendabie leature, and in the parts at hand the . 1 oocenlrtotly of dress m the ptano itsglf, when played with a normal tonch. 
music contributed by these American composers is th T I “ “ P°Ck<)t' 88 a ™Ie, fine tone and fine actions go together. It 
worthy of the honor. ... llTZlZ ? ’ u Pr8Ta7 “T* T " "“e fiod 8 P1800 "itb 8 fcally fine, sympathetic ' . 
. The editing is done by Karl Klanser and is what weald “““ a wZL.fl 7 “7 T\ 7 ” ‘7 ‘tct,oa’ ^ it was built by a manufacturer who under- 
be expected from such a veteran in musical affairs. ^Hl a trick fnd XoLtiXof fnme m^L T , ' “HX *™7 lhe P™d-tion of a 
The selections, in addition to The American nnmbeh, .-u' • ■ t ^ , - ,. ne tone . such as the proper texture and shape of the 
are made from the works of the best masters, classic and 8tandnoint ‘Yes' that ^edaMiM r0“ »“ m mary hamrpers, the place where they ought to strike the string, 
modern, each part consisting of about forty-eight pages. LTH has my name on it • the relattve weight and tension of the strings, etc. The 
It is classical in style and brings to notice toan/short r Hi that iff* 7m * “ “7'.“7 “l* one of tie8e conditiona which cannot be nnderstood ■ - -- ! I claim that it U trebly mine since I purchased it .n and controlled by an intelligent manufacturer is the 
three ways. First, I gave a year’s hard study for the .molecular structure of, the sons ding board. The kind of 
f mid L LT“ M kW°n U T P“8i “? thildly’ r°d Whrcl1 18 m°Bt reaona^ i8 known , I paid |2S for n._ Making pupils pay for the penes but no two boards, .even madefrom the Same tree havl 
donated to the msUtution mafhot be a trick, but it Itjoka '"precisely the same arrangement of the molecules’ • the 
“k8 ono- • ______ A’ L' Masopeshb. consequence of which is, that up manufacturer can' be 
gems not so generally used. The cost is fiQ.y cents a 
part, r It ie sold only by subscription. ~ 
PLOTSAM AND JETSAM. 
^ ---iisconr 
It shows itself in many forms and naturally is tne 
A characteristic trait of human nature is discoijr 
tent. 
^anse of much trouble. 
The musician is no stranger to this foe of human hap¬ 
piness, indeed some will, perhaps, say he is especially 
its victim. It is not the unsuccessful musician only who 
feels its poweg The longiDg for other worlds to con* 
HOW TO SELECT A PIANO. 
BY JOHN COMFORT FILLMORE. 
absolutely sure of the quality of tone of any given instru¬ 
ment until it is put together. Of two pianbs made by the 
same_fifm, in the same shop, at the'same time and under' 
precisely the same conditions, one may have a mnch finer 
tone than the other, because of a difference in the sound¬ 
ing-board, vjhicti no man eandiscover in advance. And 
There are many piano pupila. and more parents of 
-  J—auu .«u6.u6 ivt umiua ffuuua Hi uuu piano pupils who do not seem to be aware that no small 
quer, the desire for the unattainable, dominates the great portion of the success of a student of the piano depends the better piano mav at 1 ~ - 
artist %s much as the humble teacher. In all probability on the choice of an. instrument. Men who know per- of ldss finish in case etc e88 mon©y to make,.because 
the latter is the more contented of the two. Ambition fectly well that, in every mechanical occupation, it is The moral of this*’ th C 
is a desirable thing; without it as a main spring, the unless to attempt good work with poor tools, Beem to ciples to buv nnlv & K°nfl °U^i ^ °B ®enerft^ P1^1* 
mechanism of our daily life does not run well and with think that when the most difficult and delicate'work of Ipari U°r 7 rst-claas makers ; or at 
learning to master the mechanical difficulties of piano- Had. by the be fiH.^ff ^ ^ pi“°“ 
playing is to be undertaken, any kind of an instrument “ch firm. L V f n l T ex“llen5e i bat « even 
will do for a beginner. . Such buyers are governed in ^thtwerTuTi f H ^ h°W 
their choice of an inatrument whoUy by considerations th™. JZ Lgrfde.'^ 1'0rk l™d out by 
well-regi^ated eflforV. But the aspiring after what is 
beyond our reach is not good. 
So great and successful an artist &s Rubinstein illqs*. 
trates this fact. He died a disappointed man because 
he was not recognized as master composer. Able, with 
his unexcelled powers as a pianist to move his audience 
to any extreme of pleasure or pain, he longqd to'be 
numbered among those whose compositions were rank<»jl 
above all others. ^ - 
It cannot and n&8*er, will be. No one can hope to 
combine, in the high&t degree, such abilities. We 
should for the sake of the power within us, in order to 
its better development, curb by our Belf-determination 
of price, or at best, they put themsejves wholly into the 
hands of a dealer, whose interest it usually is to dispose 
of a low-grade instrument, because^Ee makes a larger 
profit on it than he does on those of the best manufacture* 
Such a man would never think of buying an axe or a 
gaw or a plane on any such principle. He knows very 
welf that to buy a cheap tool of these kinds means 
harder work anfh inferior results,. ~ 
a thick axe for chopping, nor a pla 
those who have no such standard of excellence ? There 
areffealers who will tell their customers that the superior 
excellence usually accorded to certain makes of pianos 
is all a myth: that these makers have iq^rely “got a 
repntation,” and presume to charge high prices on the 
strength of it; that other makers produce just-as good 
instruments and sell them for less money, etc. All this 
rr u - . , _ *8 U6nally false, although sometimes the dealer may reallv 
__„... .XsdHfloftlror 8 Bhat he U 6aJ,Dg- II 'fl that some msnnfacl 
the tendency toward discontent, in whatever form it may Nor would he depend solely on the recommendation of thlil renoLHl! ^“‘knowledge and ability and have 
show itself. a dealer, anlees -he knew him to be both .trictiy honest HI T l “T “8Jr be dom8 ««elient, 
^ and a competent judge of tools; yet he will put himself “nscledUou8 ®otk> «rmng~th all their might to make 
Can you g.ve to all mea their due? Can you be a without heeitation, into the hands of a dealer in pianol thlZLT g0od “ ujbo^ 8‘ 8nd 8eUiEK for le“ than 
partisan and yet be just? Can yon honestly and earn- (a business in which there is perhaps more lying and Tin „ d TH"' b8caa88‘hey are obliged to do 
estly believe in yonrself, as you certainly should do-try- cheatin'g than in any other in the wLjf except horse- k d Zi & T comPetent i“d«8 
to make your method'better and more effective, attract dealing) and take his say-so with implicit confidence HLTTT^ 7“ 4 m“ufa9turer- "h.ch may be 
to yon.r studio clientage and yet be fair to your rival ? The consequence of which ie thatmany pupils of excel- ri k 1Q8tn^n®n,; vthan the -Poorer specimens 
Many of ns would not admit that we are jealous of our leut teachers are Obliged to do all their practice nnon • H T T H*8 be8t '8tandin«' B« « «tUl 
rivals, but-if we were to analyze our thoughts, words, instruments with which it is impossible to work out the f8"181”8 H 8afe way for the ordin"7 cue- 
deed, we'would be disgusted at the littleness too often fine points of touch and technic which the tcacheH TT T bel»ee“ 'h« l^e or four 
there displayed. It is far harder to praise another even expects, and on, which'all success in laying the founda- a k5bof acknowledged repntalion, ami then, if possible, 
where praise is due than many realize. An innnendo often lions of artistic piano-playing depends have b.a p,ano selected from a large stock by some eom- 
does more haem than a frank criticism, and is decidedly 'Che first point to be considered in ee’lecting a piano is TH‘ T 0” ^ p8yi“g him 8 «8»oa»l>le 
cowardly. Competition* a fiu, condition of success tbs action. The action of a piano ought to be practi “ W 
apd you cannot afford to be nnjnst in year estimate ally an extension of the nervous and muscular apparalna' ^ W HaT8’ T™ t0 bV 8n 'n8tr““ent in thie 
0(Zher 80 tb8t 8T8E tba “latest pressure produces an Xi ' a 7 ? “ d.8al8r 8 WOrd and °“8’8 
Pnpils, too, can praise their teachers without nnneces- upon the mutuality. Touch and tone are the firsHud °Wn n“t,T8 ahrawlJ,18!8.> bat !t ia‘ after U-8 »krewd. 
Curses, like most important things to be considered in acquiring a 
gbod technio. Tone-quality, so far as it depends upon 
the player rad not upon the maker of the instrument, 
ie tie resulffof touch; but if the action,«f the piano is 
,. . , - »—7--r— not sensitive to even the slightest modifications of touch 
his mannerisms for his repntatton is becoming conspiou- . If it be heavy and clumsy, no amount of praotice or 
ous by hia absence. There are stiff some musical* ttaiaing will enable the player to make a good tone to IrtistV -T • -*-- 
excrescences of this sort, and tricksters of a worBe kiiSa-"nmdnoB ’ “ art'at,° piano playing, presumes to select on his own 
abound also, but does the musical profession deservethe inartistic niancLnmrH It JTT“HT tat.a“ • crl*do nolion'! of wh« i» good, or trusts blindly to the 
repntation of “famous tricksterB ? ” v The musician lhe action be eaBV There nrl ^ en0<!gb’*llber' tbat atatQjnenta of intereeled dealers, or buys anything because 
should not be blamed for the foolishness of the plblie ptnos the aCi n of which hl h 7 a' I°m-0Dt “ ^ 8“ra lo com. to grief. The cheap- 
aod if.the pupil pin. faith to some pennliaritv of action aTLr XT.I .a , ^ l0Dg “ae e8t «>!8d08' indeed‘ •>« dear at any price. The™ 
that is the pupi.'s own lookout. P ? “spons^ tvne tITZZZ ^ ™ °f pi“°8 8old -ry year'in this coun£ 
sary denunciation of those t€ache^8, rivals, 
chickens, come home tojooat. —y 
# * A 
Happily the day of the musical “crank” is rapidly 
fading into oblivion. The musician who depended upon 
' * -'-— —*» ““W ouso u, 
common-senee way of buying a piano, if the buyer de¬ 
sires one which can be depended on for fine, artistic 
work. Lot every buyer nse the same common-sense in 
purchasing a piano that he would in buying a reaper, or. 
any other piece of machinery of which he (lid not happen 
to he a judge, and he will not be likely to go far astray. 
But he who, knowing nothing of the requirements of 
i 
a 
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i 
the weakness of body compelled him to drop the pen.' 
The last supreme effort was the composition of a supple¬ 
mental solo forVugfere, for which the latter had expressed 
a wish. *7 
“ All is gone but the head I ” he said while writing it. 
“ I never found writing so easy. I can arrange and con¬ 
tinue and listen to ideas without being called to a lesson,' 
to see a friend, to the performance of outside duties, or 
to dinner or tea I What a pleasure to be able^^to think 
consecutively l ” 
There is something pathetic in the fact t^at in all his 
busy struggling life the music lover was denied the luxury 
of uninterrupted labor till chased by malady to a couch 
of death. 
Lingering consumption, the result of a cold taken by 
passing suddenly from heat to cold, was the cause of his 
death. Always frail and slender of form, M. Godard 
had a habit of stooping his shoulders forward that-was 
not conducive to counteract any predisposition, and he 
had a little hacking habit of clearing the throat that in¬ 
dicated a weakness to those not aoenstomed to it. 
BENJAMIN GODARD DEAD. 
Almost every month we have the. sad intelligence to 
MUSICAL UTTERANCES OF RUSKIN. 
i
,impartthat some great musician haspassedaway. This 
time death strikes one^of the lesser composers, but one 
who of late years has grown quite popular with pianists. 
His u Au Matin” and “Second Mazurka” have sold by 
the hundred thousand. There is scarcely a publisher, be 
he ever so modest, who has not one or more of his com¬ 
positions in his catalogue. 
Godard was born in Paris, Augnst 18, 1839, and died 
at Cannes, January 11, after a lingering illness. The 
following account is taken from the Paris correspondent 
of the Musical Courier, Fannie Edgar Thomast 
Benjamin Godard was the son of a remarkable busi¬ 
ness man of Paris, who was also musical. His mother 
was a musician as well, and his great grandmother was 
Irish. 
He'was a born musician and played the violin in public 
at the age of nine. A pnpil of the great Vjeuxtemps, 
he made many concert tours with his master in Germany, 
and was even then spoken of as a. “ virtuoso.” He 
Btudied compositipn with Reber. 
At sixteen nis first work, a sonata for violin and piano, 
was published. From that day till the hour wEen the 
pen w&b literally taken out of his fingers by death he 
never ceased composing. The variety of his work, qna- 
tuors, trios and sonatas for different instruments, won 
for him the prix Chartier from the Institute. He also 
received the prix Monbine for his opera “Jocelyn,” and 
he was Chevalier de la Legion d’Honneor. 
- HLs operatic works are “ Pedro de Zalamea,” in four 
acts, played at Antwerp in 1884 ; Jocelyn,” played in 
'Brussels and inRaris in 1888; “ Le Dante,” four acts, 
*. played in Paris in 1890: a historic drama “ Jeanne d’- 
Arc,” played at the ChfUelet in 1891, and Les Guelfes,” 
in five acts, not yet published. Besides these are some 
’* twenty-four artistic studies for the piano, and “ Lanterne 
* Magiqne,” a suite characteristique, in five parts and> the 
, symphonies—Symphonic^ Gothique, Symphonic in B 
•flat, Scbnes Poetiqces, Symphonie Ballet/ Symphonie 
Orientale, Symphonie L4gendaire. . 
Then there are works for solos, choruses and orches¬ 
tras, of which “LeTa8se,”in 1879, gained the prize of 
la Ville de Paris, and was many times given at the 
Ch&telet concerts ; also “Diane,” pofeme antique,given 
under, the direction of the compos^ at the Pasdelonp' 
concerts. 
He was-but forty-five years old and was n6t married. 
' He lived with his mother and sister, on Boulevard de 
Clinchy, the modest, simple and industrious existence 
that marks the French artist. Inexpressibly tender and 
gentle in character,, he loved his mother with a profound 
^and ardent attachment. All,his care and thought was 
for her, and the greatest pain of^ his last days was in 
thought of the tears she must shed. 
Last autumn work on “ Vivandibre^” which he was" 
preparing for the Op6ra Comique, was suddenly inter¬ 
rupted by the onle^ of his physician to leave Paris for 
4 Cannes, where, with the will born of love for his crea¬ 
tion, he labored to bring it to completion when at^^itnes 
The best mnaic, like the best painting, is entirely pop¬ 
ular; it at qnoei commends itself to. every one, and does 
so through all ages. The worst music, like the floret 
painting, commends itself at first, in like manner, to 
ninety-nine people ont of a hundred, but after doing 
them its appointed quantity of mischief, it is forgotten, 
and new modes of mischief composed. 
***** 
Of course art gift and amiability of disposition are 
two’different things; a good man-4a not.necessarily a 
painter, nor does an eye for color necessarily imply an 
honest mind. But great art implies thetuhion of both 
powers; it is the expression, by an art gift of a'pare 
soul. (If the gift is not there we can have nO art at all; 
and if the soul, and a right soul too, is not there, the 
.art is bad, -however dexterous. But also remember that 
the art gift itself is only the result of the mbral charac¬ 
ter of generations. A bad woman may have a sweet 
voice, but that sweetness of voice comes of the past 
morality of her race. That she can sing with it at all, 
she owes to the determination of laws of music by the 
morality of the past. E&eiy act, every impulse of virtue * 
and vice, affects in any\c^eaturq^face, voice, nervous 
power and vigor and harmony of invention, at once. 
Perseverance in rightness of human conduct renders, 
after a certain number of generations, human art possi-^ 
ble; every sin clouds it, be it ever so little a one, and 
persistent vicious living.and following of pleasure 'ren¬ 
der, after a certain number of generations, all art im¬ 
possible. Men are deceived by the long suffering of the 
laws of nature. . . . And for the individual, as soon as 
you have learned to read, you may/as I said, know him 
to the heart's core, through his'art. Let his gift be 
never so cultivated to the height by the soho'ols of a 
great race of men ^it is still but a tapestry thrown over 
hia own being and inner soul. . 
./ ***** 
Music is the nearest at hand, the most orderly, the 
most delicate, and the most perfect of all bodily pleas¬ 
ures, it is also the only one which is equally helpful to 
all the ages of helpful from the nurse's BODg to her 
>infant, to the music, unheard of others, which bo often 
haunts the death-bed of pure and innocent spirits. 
. * # ♦ * * 
There is no music in a “rest” that I know of, but 
there’s the making of. music in it. And people are 
always missing that part of the life melody, and scram¬ 
bling on without counting, not. that it’s easy to count; 
but nothing on which sc much depends ever is easy; 
yet “ all one’s life is a music, if one touches the not«8 
rightly and in time.” 
v * *_***»' ^ 
But alas! in our generation, music the ideal and 
music thegpractic&l seem to have agreed in their ordi¬ 
nary rounds to part company—the practical, of course, 
in the nineteenth century, triumphantly predominating ; 
though the^e are few of us who, if asked the question, 
would not answer truthfully enough8 greatly they 
t ’ "" ’ , '• 
preferred that simplicity in mnaic in whioh-dhe expres¬ 
sions of the ideas of love, joy, oc sorrow has often 
brought tears to lhe eyes, to meaningless technical 
achievements. Must it, then, be forced npon ns th&C* 
this power of ‘j^meaning deeply” is one of the rarest 
gifts of the gods ?—that it is akin to genius, and that no 
cultivation can give it? Technical aSbieyelhents have 
laered it ont of sight lor long, but it is the spirit of 
of all true art—the power by which^Orpheus 
ron souls, which somehow cannot be got into an ex-^ 
jination paper, and which hardly seemB recognized 
when it exists. Let us in imagination reverse all this, 
make the higher ideal and meaning of music sought for 
before all in the work of onr musical students, and we 
may produce the great purpose of music, which is to Bay 
a thing you mean deeply, in the strongest and clearest 
possible way. -•*• - - ^ . 
*. *. * 
It is nearly as great an absurdity to jreqnire of any 
critio that he should equal in execution.even the work 
which he condemns, as to require of the audience 
which hisses a piec^of vocal mnaic that they should in¬ 
stantly chant it in truer harmony themselves. 
A well disposed group of notes in music will some-, 
times make you weep and sometimes laugh. You can 
express the depth of all affections by these dispositions 
of sound; yon can give courage to the soldier, language 
to the lover, consolation to the mourner, more joy to 
the joyful, more humility to the devout. Can yon do 
as much by your group of lines? Do you suppose the 
front of Whitehall, a singularly beautiful one, ever in¬ 
spires the two Horse Guards, during the hour they sit 
opposite to it, with military ardor ? 
*****. - 
Take any noble musical air, and yon find, on examin¬ 
ing it, that notone even of the faintest or shortest notes 
can be removed without destruction to the whole passage 
in which it occurs ; and that every note in the passage is 
twenty times more beautiful so introduced, than it would 
h^ve been if pUyjgd.&ingly on the instrument. 
* Vf * * 
If yon are singing, and sing, false notes, it does not 
.^natter how true the words-are. If you sinjjf at all, yon 
must sing sweetly; if you color at all you muBt color 
rightly. 
***** 
. In a well-composed air, no note, however short or 
low, can be spared, but the least is as necessary as the 
greatest; no note, however prolonged, is tedious; but 
the otherp prepare for and are benefited by its duration ; 
.no note, however high, is tyrannous; the others prepare 
for and are' benefited by its exaltation; no note, however 
'low, is overpowered, the others prepare for and sympa¬ 
thize with its humility; and the result is, that each and 
every note has a value in the- position assigned to it, 
which, by itself, it never possessed, and of which, by ' 
separation from the others, it would be instantly 
deprived. 
* * 
* * * . 
The rendering of musio by an enthusiastic and highly 
trained executant differs from the grinding of a street 
organ. And the change in the tone of public feeling, 
produced by familiarity with such work, would soon be 
notices great than in theirtqjusical enjoyment, if having 
been accustomed only to hear black Christy's blind fid¬ 
dlers, and hoarse beggars scrape or howl about their 
streets, they were permitted daily, audience of faithful and 
gentle orchestral rendering of the work of the highest 
classical masters. 
* * ' 
* " * # 
The primary question, is— Can you play 7 Perfectly 
yon.never can but by birth gift. The entirely first-rate 
musicians and painters are born ; like Mercury, their 
worjs are^music, and their tonch is gold; sound and 
color wait on them from their youth, and no practice will 
ever enable other human creatures to do anything like 
them. , . . But the matter must still depend bn 
practice as well as on genius. . , . yoor^care as a . 
student, on the whole is not to be given to the quality ol 
your piano, but of your tonch. 
, - BY'FREDERIC! a. I.AW, 
In modern piano music the nae of the damper pedal 
is becoming of more and more importance ; the technio 
of the foot, hitherto negieoted, ia receiving ita due ehare 
of attention. There ie-eventhe beginning of a literature 
on the subject j Schmitt, Kohler, Qnidant, Verrino, have 
all written treatises’on the management of the pedal- 
in KnlLak'e 11 Art of Touch" and in Mason’s "Touch 
and Technic,” Book IV, may be found valuable infor¬ 
mation aa to pedal effecta. „ 
Teachers begin to realize that pupils must be taught 
to pedal properly; it doeiTnot answer to relegate the 
question to an advanced stage of progress, which in 
many cases is never -reached. Pupils who are vnot 
allowed to uae the pedal become conscions of a lack in 
their playing soon after leaving the primary grade, and 
instinctively seek to remedy it by recourse to the as yet 
forbidden adjunct. Unffess the ear is more than usually 
musical and acute these attempts at pedaling are crude' 
and faulty, finger work is blurred, harmonies obscured, 
the ear becomes dulled to finer points of expression and 
technic. These faulti teachers of the old school Bought 
to remedy by placing a ban On the pedal; they regarded 
it with suspicion, as calculated to cause discord and con¬ 
fusion rather than a concord of sweet sounds. 
For the Hummel-Czerny school of playing, with its 
pearly scales, its modest tonic and dominant arpeggios, 
the pedal is, to be sure, far from being as indispensable 
as in the Thalberg-Liszt schpol, to SBy nothing of the 
wonderful development of tone color by the artists of 
the^present day. The mysterious violoncello effect' 
which Joaeffy draws from the piano in Chopin’B Ber¬ 
ceuse, the trumpets and violins which we hear so plainly 
when Paderewski plays Liszt’s arrangement of Mendels¬ 
sohn's "Wedding March" and elfin music from the 
" Midsummer Night’s Dream,” the bright staccato of 
flutes and piccolo which fairly sparkles' frbm the piano 
in Sherwood's playing of the "Magic Fire Scene” from 
the " Walkiye,” are all produced by the pedal in conjuqc- 
tion -with various qualities of touch. Only the virtudjb 
can bring out such effect with ease and sureness, but 
* it is quite possible for pupils no farther advanced than 
the beginning of the intermediary grades to learn to 
pedal clearly and successfully. 
The first step ia to realize the sustaining power of the' 
pedal. . Play the sople of 0 in slow tempo with one 
finger,—say the fore-finger, clenching the others into a' 
fist, in order to preclude any legato effect,—note that a 
rest must occur between every'tone, since the same 
finger is used for each onej now sustain a tone by the 
action ofjhe pedal, raising the hadd but keeping the foot 
down i it will be seen that the foot can hold, tone as well 
as the hand, and, furthermore, that a reBt must oocur- 
between each separate use of the pedal for the raising 
and lowering of the foot, preciselyj-aimilar to the rise 
and fall of the hand in playing the staccato scale. It is 
evident that if the hand and foot observe these rests at 
the same time, nothing is gained from the sustaining 
power of the pedal; whereas, if we divide them in such 
a way that the foot is down when the hand ienp, and 
vice versa, we secure a legato effect, Since the tdhe is 
always sustained either by the hand or by the fo*t. 
This, theWore, gives the fundamental rule in pedaling! 
that the pedal must be taken after the tone. The-exoep- 
tious to this rule are so few that they may be safely dis¬ 
regarded ; they only occur when it ia" desired to use the 
pedal with staccato tones or those separated by rests. 
The best way of illustrating this rule is to let the pupil 
rest the toe of his foot on the teaoher’s foot, which has 
been placed on the pedal, while'the latter gives the 
various examplea of pedaling. This little devioe can be 
applied with happy results to all usee of the pedal! the 
illustrations are appreciated with a qertainty not to be 
gamed in any other way. The different steps which 
should first be taken by the teacher before being at¬ 
tempted by the pupil are these: first, the slow staccato 
scale, then the Bcaie with the pedal rising an^b falling 
with the hand, andjpstly with the correot.aotion of pedal, 
the foot following after the hand and rising only when 
the hand falls, in such-wise that the scale played staocato 
by the hand is rendered legato by the foot. The diffi¬ 
culty is, of course, to break up the sympathy between the 
hand and the foot; the latter must, so to speak, play 
out of time with the hand ; from this we get the term 
syhcopated pedal,” applied to this manner of pedaling. 
A little preliminary practice with the foot alone is ad¬ 
visable for the pupil before he attempts to pedal himself. 
The most practical way is to count in triple measure, 
bringing the foot down on the second count, holding it 
down throughout the third, and bringing it up promptly 
ou the first. This should be sontiuued until the synco¬ 
pated rhythm of the foot is fully realized, then the scale 
can be played in the opposing rhythm, the hand brought 
down on one and rising on three, and lastly, the two 
should be combined. . This is best done at first by divid¬ 
ing the task between teaeher and pupil ; let the teacher 
first pedal while the pupil plays and vice versa, until the 
latter has mastered the double rhythm sufficiently to 
combine them successfully. It may take some time, but \ 
it is well worth the time and trouble involved; unless^ 
this independence of hand and foot bo acquired piano 
playing is bound on the one hand either to he jerky and 
disconnected, or, on the other, to be mnddy and obscure. 
The scale calf be played in octaves as well as in sin¬ 
gle notes! Played by the left hand on the bass keys it 
is particularly instructive,.since the lower tones have a 
fuller and longer vibration than those in the treble and 
thne become tbe determinjfig factor in skillful pedaling. 
For that reason moat^special pedal practice should be 
done on the middle and lower tones, and a great deal of. 
it with the left hand alone. The technic of the left hand 
and that of the foot are closely connected, as will be 
seen in considering the question of pedaling in 
higher grades. 
In passages which can be played legato with tbe fin¬ 
gers the same rule of taking the pedal after the tone 
must be vigorously observed. In legato playing the 
pedal is used to strengthen and beautify the tone by tak¬ 
ing advantage of the sympathetic vibration of related 
strings. For a full'explanation of this and many other 
ingenious pedal effects the reader ia referred to Hans 
Schmitt's exhaustive treatise—“ The ‘ Pedals of the 
Pianoforte." For illustration play the soale as before 
in triple measure but legato, with both bauds, taking 
thepedal on the first count of every measure. It will 
beTound that each tone ie prolonged into the one follow¬ 
ing, and that the only way to secure'a pure scale is to let 
the pedal follow the fingers as before. Time must be 
given for a complete cessation of vibration is,. a string 
which is struck before tbe pedal be used for the succeed¬ 
ing tone ; the strooger the touch and lower the tone, the 
longer must be the time allowed. As the higher.tones 
are reached the influenoe of the pedal becomes less 
marked and iu the Upper twp octaves it ceases entirely, 
since there are no dampers to these strings. 
It is on thjs greater power of vibration possessed by 
the long basf! afrings of tbe piano that the next two 
points depend and which have to do with playing of the 
most advanced grades. 
First, the power of one strong tone or chord iujsoft: 
erung dissonances which occur through a prolonged use 
of thfffedal. This dominant tone or chord is usually 
iu the bass and calls for a greater development of the 
left hand than pupils very often attain. It can be illus¬ 
trated by the following paesage from Schumann’s “Pa- 
pillousi ”— 
First play the right hand alone with the pedal as 
marked—the confusion of tones will be immediately 
noticed. Jhen play it with both, hands; if the fiyet 
Upte of the left hand in each measure be played with 
sufficient accent, the ear will detect nothing of the pre¬ 
vious confusion, the scale passage in octave's will sound 
delightfully clear and legato, the accented tone seems, 
aa it were, to swallowup the .dissonances. Unless the 
left hand has suffioient^ower and elasticity to bring out 
such accented tones, the pinking is apt to be weak and 
ineffective. It is, of ooursel not neoeasary that the ao- 
oenta be always absolutely Yw-fr—they must simply 
dominate in. giving the fundamental tone the solidity 
whioh is requisite, and vary with the character of the 
composition or passage. For instance, in Chopin’s 
Berceuse the Sccenta in the base jehould be merely 
strong enough to form a background for the pianissimo 
melody; in Liszt’s Polonaise in E major, on the com, 
trary, they should be given with all possible vigor and 
elasticity. Between these two extremes is an almost 
infinite nnmber of grades in force Which are often drawn 
upon for on© and the same composition. 
M i 
SHABP BUT TRUE. 
In reading the “advance” notices that are showered 
on fortunate editors it would seem as if we Ijad landed 
m a musical Utopia wherein human nightingales and 
phenomenal geniuses were as plentiful as automn leaves. 
It is Jfie triumph of optimism wEfere everything is better 
than the best. Unfortunately advertieing repeats itself, 
and under the chill of pact experiences enthusiasm sinks 
from fever host do™ to the freezing point. Where are 
the human mghtififhles of last year? Many of them 
proved to be little better than owls; some were sw&ns- 
of the voiceless kind—and some possessed talent, but 
did not possess strength enough to bear Ufeheavy weight 
of their own advertisements. The new artists, with rare 
exceptions, were marsh gas that flickered feebly and un¬ 
steadily for a time and then vanished into darkness. 
It. is a cheerless,truth that the older the world grows 
m civilization the rarer is talent of the phenomenal kind 
In the matter of intellect the many profit at the expenae 
of the few ; talent is diffused rather than concentrated 
and the artist who ie better than the beat exists in imsg- 
ination only. With the spread of education and the 
th/ }mPr"vement of taste, more ia required of the artist who. 
- is ambitious to be ranked among the famona few. It ia 
demonstrable that at the present time good pianists are 
more abundant than-at any previous era; that there are 
even many amateurs who are equal in every respect to 
some dead and forgotten pianists who once were ad¬ 
mired for their rare skill. This diffusion of skill, how¬ 
ever, results in a demand for higher skill; if we were a 
nation fif Chopins it would inevitably follow that the 
famous pianist must be a greater artist lhan Chopin. The 
ideal must always be higher than the prevailing art taste 
and at the present time the ideal is so high that very few " 
artists can reach it even on tip-toe. 
This rich intellectual soil is the hotbed in which the 
toadstools of humbug flourish; art pnff balls rise in'-' 
rich crops and the dazzling advance notice heralds their 
appearance. Good art like good wine needs no bush ; 
it is only quBckery and bad grammar that advances any 
claims to be better than the beat. In art matters there 
is no king of the Belgians who can royally award fame 
on hie own account. The pnff directjiaa become nau¬ 
seating and it is somewhat surprising that artists should 
submit themselves to its degradation. It may be that 
the advance notices state nothing more than the truth.; 
but they are lacking in modesty just the same and so 
may be justly regarded with suspicion. When a man 
claims to be better than the best, he baa no right to be 
offended with those who, while waiting for demonstra¬ 
tion, regard him as not so good as the worst.—Leader, 
, kfk _ 
- ‘' . 
—It is a common ooonrrence for pupils to appear for 
their lessons with the idea that they are quite perfect in 
the work that was given them to do. They etart in with 
a great deal of assurance to rattle off the exercise, and 
are mnoh surprised when-the teacher stops them with 
the remark that this or that note was wrong. These 
• interruptions are repeated at frequent intervals until 
finally the pupil is requested to'play the exercise all 
over 'again and very slowly. The very same mistakes 
are again made’ (it seems so natural to drop the fingen# 
inthe wrongplace, having been praotioed that way), 
and now the pupil himself hears the false notes but finds 
it difficult to correct them. Had the exercise been 
properly studied at the outset, the faulty method of 
playing would never have been contracted and much 
time would have been saved. The “slow but sure” 






















ffcglg ffumbeug of Jhe Etude 
announces with .much pleasure that he has so arranged 
*hiB engagements for instruction as to admit of his ac 
Concerns and Recitals 
daring the season of 1894-6. 
- s> 
Address for terms and dates, 
MR. H. 0. PLIMRTON, 
374 Wabash Avenue, 
- CHICAGO, ILL 
Hailet&Davis’ Pianos, 
- BOSTOF, luLA-SS. 
More than 200 pianos Sold to Schools 
and Colleges In 1891. 
A writing tablet containing ICO leaves, 7 x 10£ inches 
in size, ruled with the Btaff for writing music. 
A practical and useful article fo* both teacher and 
student, and especially valuable in the class-room for 
writing illustrations, giving some little additional exer 
t:is68, etc., etc. 
The Synopsis of Harmony, which is included with, this 
pad, hy^lc. Hugh A. Clarke, of the University of Penn¬ 
sylvania, will be found of great servt^as a reference 
chart. » 
The paper is of good quality, and to have one of these 
pads at hand will not only be a great convenience, but a 
matter of economy in the saving of high-priced manu¬ 
script paper. Published by 
/THEO. PRESSER, , 
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2.60, ” “ 
2.50, -- 
2.60, “ x 
2.60, “ 
Wo have a few of the later volumea not bound. Price $1.60, poat- 
TheM volumes contain from 18 to 20 dollara worth of mualc In 
»ch year. The various articles give s great amount of Information " 
of permanent value. It la a peculiarity bf fhe JBtndo that its 
trtlolfls are of saheUntlal and lasting worth. 
Eight Measure Piano Studies. 
WILSON G. SMITH. Op. 60. 




Frederic W. 'Root, 
the highest authority on Voice Cul¬ 
ture in the United States, will write 
a series of articles on 
TO TRAIN 
MY VOICE, 
beginning in the February issue of 
The Musical Messenger. 
« 
The articles will furnish new ideas, 
thoroughly practical. 
No such opportunity for self-eulture 
has ever before been giVen to the 
public. 
Subscription price, $1.00 per year.' 
Fillmore Bros., Publishers, 
This work Is especially designed to meet the 
want of the popular student with mediocre ability. 
It contains all the ideas of recent pianoforte play¬ 
ing. The author is a well-known practical teacher, 
and author of a similar work for the Keed Organ, 
which is now generally used for instruction on that 
instrument. It will be well for every teacher to 
examine this new work, Which will be ready in a 
short time. 
Bible House, New York. Sixth Street, Cincinnati. 
The Musical Messenger is a live musical monthly con¬ 
taining1 the musical news, original articles, and new sheet 




COP YRIQHT8, etc. 
-- lteto 
York. 
vswwo. viueau iyr securing patent* in America. 
Every patent taken out by na la-brought before 
tbe public by a notice given free of charge in the 
> 
/ of,811/ scientific paper In the 
I world. Splendidly illustrated. No Intelligent 
* “an ohould be without it. .Weekly. S3.00 a 
yearj »U«) six months. Address Mc!nN a CO* 
tcBLiBHEBd, 361 Broadway, New York City. 
The Introduction furnishes a concieo outline of musical history aa a 
background for the chronological record of evento given in the suc¬ 
ceeding pages of fhia pamphlet. Ttda booklet of $ pages give* a brief 
but clear mention of the date of birth und death, with the special work 
and plade in the development of musical art, of every noted musician, 
and of the first production of famous works of mualc, oratorios, opera*! 
etc., and of the organization of famous musical aocietiee, school*, etc. 
This pamphlet will be valuable to the student and leat her in that It 
gives the salient facts with which every mimical person should be fami¬ 
liar. To the teacher It will be found helpful in presenting at a glance the 
anniversaries of all important data in musical biography and hiatory in a 
form which will enable him to mention them in his dally leaeon gjwiag. 
T5JE LATIQT AND BEST WORK FROM THI3 O^XS&IAL COMPOSES. 
These studies are intended for daily practice and for 
ine Bpecial development and equalizing of the third, 
fourth, and fifth fingers of each h^nd. They will mate¬ 
rially modify-the monotony of practice, and add musical 
interest to an otherwise perfunctory task. Supplemen¬ 
tary to the author’s 8cale Studies, Op. 65, about the 
fourth grad© of difficulty. 
Method for the Piano. 
By 
OHAS. W. LANDON. 
PRICE $1.50.' 
THEODORE PRESSER, Publisher, 
I !.AI>>;i.PlIIA, PA. 
24 MELODIC STUDIES 
. SELECTED FROM THE WORKS OF 
v J.vCONCONE. 
REVISED AND ANNOTATED AND WITH BIOGRAPHICAL 
SKETCH BY 
C. B. CADY. 
PBICE 81.25. 
Observations of a Musician. 
By-LOUIS LOMBARD. 
Price BO CeSyits, bound in Cloth. 
A neat and valuable book of special value to musical students, but 
abybody can peruse'It with entertainment and profit. Though a 
firat-claw artist, Louis Lombard ia that rarity among irtlsta, a prac¬ 
tical man, and his advice-And «Tery-day philosophy are full of sug- 
geetion and merit. He has been an extensive traveler, and some 
chapters communicate the results of his observations abroad. Mr 
Lombard is thoroughly imbued with American Ideas, which he 
happily applies in his effort* to cultivate hia art among the growing 
generation. His little volume ia a gem.—Rochester {N. Y.) Herald. 
THEO. PRESSER, Publisher, 
1708 CHESTNUT STREET, 
,, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
MELODIOUS AND EAST STUDIES 
FOR ... 
EIANO AND REED ORGAN. 
BY OHAS. W. IzANDOlJ. 
/ PRICE tt.OO. 
Perhaps the moat popular set of Eaay Studio* everiiaued. 
^ - .1 
fhi8 volume contains the best of this composer’* 
melodic piano studies. They are on the style of Stephen 
Heller studies, aud somewhat lees difficult technically. 
They are beautifully printed on good paper and bound 
with flexible cover. 
THEODORE PRESSER. Publisher, - 
PHILADELPHIA^ PAs 
AMUSING AND INSTRUCTIVE. 
MUSICAL AUTHORS. 
A GAME 70S EVERY MUSIC STUDENT. 
_ PRICE 30 CTO., POSTPAID. 
The game, which consists of 48 cards, can be plajed by 
any number of players. The object of the game is to 
impress on the mind of the players the Important event, 
in the liVea of 48 .composers and musicians. 
Address Publisher, 
TSEODOBBTEESSEB, 1708 Chestnut St., Philadt, P*. 
NEAT AND SUBSTANTIAL 
4MUSIC FOLIOS.j. 
e' 
^ OUR OWN MAKE. 
Price $1.00. $9.00 per dozen, by Exprets. 
This folio ia without spring back or arhamontal work. It la a simple 
folio In doth, with thr«oatringvlzi lldwhe opon ends. 
Mdrem THEO. PRESSER, PhHa., Pa. 
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SELECT LIST OF PUBLICATIONS 
FROM THE OATALOOUE OF 





Hollander. V. Lor* Romance, Op. 07. 
pieces, carelully finrered 
No. L Ball-room Whfipen,.........:V... 
3. Serenade........... 
8. On the l0e..^M.„M..M................... 
4. LoT®.1Fhleper«..... 
B. Paternal 8e»oriiBO«.....„......... 
8. Engagement...... 
7. Brutal Bone...................... 8. Wedding March........ 
flolat, EA. The School FoatlraL Six eaaj and InatmotlTe 
pieow:— . * 
No. 1. March-- ..H«H..:HH«.JL4I) 
8. Polka......!..’..7.^ .40 
4. Mjyrarka.-...-...40 
B. GftTOtto........—-----40 
8. Menuet.     40 
Norara, L. Mualcal Cameo*, Op. 76. Easy pieces:— 
No. 1. Spinning Wheel.................—I 
2. Gip*7 life.................. 
\ Mario 
STANDARD GRADED 
CNN III Mil 
I 
* —-FOB THE- 
PIANOFORTE. 
«• -f. 




MR. W. S. B. MATHEWS. 




“4.- Garotte Antique..., 
6. Little Bolero....... .«/ 
6. Neapolitan Danoe.... .40 
Smith, Wilson Ch Polka Rococo, Op. 4L....- .60 
Chase of theButterflie*, Op. 46-.—.... .76 
Cradle 8ongwOp. 47. No. 1...... .60 
Danse Melodieuoe, Op. 47, No. 2......... .60 
Sylvan Dance, Op. 47, No. 8...... .60 
vales Caprice (Straom-Tauaig), Op. 61..... LOO 
Oaprloe Eepagnole, Op. 63........ .76 
Third Valee ae Concert, Op. 58....;..... .76 
Sternberg, C. Frlrolette, ValsoMo Salon, Op. 48.„.. 7ft 
Italian 8oenea, Op. 49:— m 
1. On the L&goon.;............ .66 
2. Tarantella......70 
8. Lullaby... .60 
4. Punch and Judy........ .60 
Love 8ong, Op. 60, No. 1.-.... .60 
Hletorietto Mualcale, Op. 50, No. 2.................... .60 
Btaccatella, Caprice, Op. 60, No. 8......'... .60 
Arabian Night* Nocturne, Op. 64 .......... .60 
Patto-Chatte, Morcean de Salon, Op. 66......... A0 
Btreleahl, A. Mosaic, Album Mtulcale, Op. 60 
No. 1. Minuet........... .40 
2. Chanson Trltte.-..40 
8. Petite Mazurka.......t.~............ .40 
L Little Secrets...........40 




3. Doll’s Walt*..w..... 
10. Little Ballade.... 
11. Melody....... 
12. Ennui Val»o.....««..._ 
18. Spring Song............ 
14. Marche Triomphale........... 
IB. Fairy Tale.... 
16. Valae Rococo. 
17. Bock Me to Sleep... 
18. Tarantella..........4....W.... 
19. little .Theme....... 
90. Valee Gracleuee.... 
„ * FOUR HANDS. 
Ri oiling:, C. Bo8ebuds.Op.81S. Twelve Instructive pieces with¬ 
out ootaree' 
These studies consist of st^bdard etudes and 
Studies arranged in progressive order, selected from 
the best composers, for the cultivation of ». ■ 
■'TECHNIC, TASTE, and SIGHT BEADING,' 
■ , \ 
carefillly edited, fingered,'phrased, and annotated, 
and supplemented with complete directions for the 
application of Mason’s “System of Touch andTech- 
nic,”for tlieproduption of a modern Btyle of playing. 
Mr. Mathews has had the help of other noted musi¬ 
cians and teacherB,,and they have taken the whole- 
field of piano studies and selected therefrom such as 
are most useful for meeting every necessity in a 
teacher’s experience. Teachers will he delighted 
with the sterling musical and useful .technical 
qualities of these dtudes. §t 
There are ten' grades, a volume to each grade, 
each containing about thirty pages. Every'difficulty 
is prepared by being first introduced in its most 
simple form. >■ 
8. iEolian Harp........ 
... .46 
6. Out In the Green..... 
S;. Savoyard Shepherd Boy...................... 
............. .40 
11. Cossack Pence........... 
*12. Ball-room Memories...... 
.. AO 
-.. .60 
PIANO STUDIES, ETO. 
Blemann, Dr. II. Comparative Plano School, theoretical and 
practical. A guide to the study of themoet Important educational 
works for the Pianoforte, completed by the addition of selected 
material. Materials in four books:— 
Book 1. Elementary School.. 81.60 
2. Preliminary Technical 8tudles for developing strength, 
Independence, and fluency In the fingers, for produdng 
the various kinds of touen, and for Insuring oontrol of 
» dynanalo shading..............$1.80 
8. Melodlo Ornaments. Directions for executing the orna¬ 
ment* of melody oorreotly and in. proper style.81.60 
4. Rhythmical Problems, Triplets, Doublet*, Quartettes, h t
Quintettes, etc.....__ 
VOCAL STUDIES. ' 
Hauptner, TI». Voice Culture. A new theoretical and practical 
school of-singing for the use of all voioee acoording to the most 
approved prlnoiples......82£0 
ORGAN. 
The Organist?* Album. A collection of classical and modern 
music for the organ in the church and home, selected ahd 
adapted by D. F. Stillman. „ • 
Two volumes, each...........uV.flJH) 
The flratr volume oontalns 78 different choice pieces on 82 page* 
Of music. „ 
The second 78 pieces on 87 pages of musie. 
Complete catalogue of. nubUeationa furnished free of charge 
on application. r 
Any of the foregoing mentioned oompoeltioss sent for exami¬ 
nation. _ 




I must express my great pleasure in Mr. Mathews’ 
new piano book in ten grades. It is the be3t book 
that ever came into the piaoo .teacher’s hands. 
Mathews’ has brought light out of ‘ the chaos of 
piano instructors and pieces. Every grade contains 
the lessons appertaining to it, besides a list of class¬ 
ical and popular pieces of the same grade. Every 
iiano teacher must have it, to succeed. -Mr. 
Vlathews, as well as Mr. Presser, the publisher, 
have given us a boon for which we cannot be too 
thankful. . ^ ’ G-ko. Doklkeb. 
The “^lathews1- Standard. Course of^ Piano 
Studies,M with its valuable suggestions as^o suit¬ 
able pieces, will be a relief and joy to tired teachers, 
who heretofore have been obliged to spend much oi 
tbeir rest time reading over new music for their 
classes. Mrs. M. K. Branham, 
•,5» l y .. 
I have received Mathews’ “ Graded Studies,” and 
after carefully examining it, find the work to be an, 
admirable addition to the preceding parts. Mr. 
Mathews certainly deserves crqdit and praise- for 
presenting such a splendid graded work to thd 
public, and every conscientious teacher ought to 
examine and make use of it, as it advances the 
scholar very rapidly, also produces good players. 
- . • E. Sfohk. 
I am very much pleased with the “Graded Course 
of Studies ” by Mathews. It is just -what is needed, 
and I, for one, Will adopt it in my future work. • 
Addeb F. Lee. 
! I am delighted with the “ Grkded Course; ” it'is 
by far the best collection of melodious studies, and 
the best selections for equalling the work of the 
two hands' that I have ever seen. They seem to 
ilease the pnpil immensely.' 
Mbs. Geo. 'Williamson. 
^^OULD you get a Piano if you 
knew you could get a FIRST- 
CLASS INSTRUMENT for $175? 
Our plan is to sell direct to you. NO 
BIG PROFIT for the dealer, no com¬ 
mission for the friend who introduces 
you or the solicitor who calls on you. 
We have no agehts, and do not em¬ 
ploy any solicitors, and consequently 
save you all this expense, which does 
not improve the value of the Piano, 
but certainly does increase the cost. 
You have nothing to show for this 
useless dealer’s expenses and agents’ 
commissions, but in buying from 
them you must naturally pay all this 
additional expense, for which you get 
no value whatever. Our Piano6 are 
known throughout the civilized 
world. We manufacture our own 
Pianos, and send them to you on 
thirty days’ TEST TRIAL if you 
desire it. We make the terms of sale 
to suit all pocket-books. Write to 
us for catalogue and prices, and any x 
further information you may wish. 
- - Hi 
• s 
Factory, Wareroom, and Offices, 
HAZLETON, PA. 
Kellmer Piano Co. 
46 THE ETUDt. 
PUBLISHER'S ROTES. 
Tbachirs would greatly facilitate their work if 
list of all the good pieces was systematically 
kept. The list should be graded, and include 
volumes^nd the cheap editions of PeterB, Litolff, 
etc., with tljio price and discount. A place for 
’ studies"and good music should also- be had. We 
have had in mind for a long time to make Buch a 
tittle book for the convenience of oqj patrons. In 
our own teaching we have found this repertoire of 
teaching the greatest assistance. No teacher can 
be expected to carry in memory all the material 
that might be'available for the various pupils. If 
any one will send us information and views on how 
best to record these lists, Ve will appreciate it. 
***** J 
design of the tablet is for the us^ of harmony stu¬ 
dents to write their exercises upon. There are 
four times the amount of writing paper In thiq 
tablet compared with regular blank music p^pjer 
or blank writing bookB. Theprlceis only25 refits' 
each Tablet. We recommend them to all who are 
now using blank, music paper in any form. 
***** 
or ^ 
In ordering any of our sheet music it is only 
necessary to give the number, thus: “Novelette 
in F,” Op. 23, No. 1> Schumann, can be ordered 
by simply writing “Wo. 1704.'* The number will 
always be found on the first page of the music; in 
our earlier editions this was omitted, but the cata« 
logue always gave the number. 
of first, so that those ordering promptly will 
receive the best quality as long as they1 last. 
Mrs. Murray, whojwas one of the teqchprs of the 
last summer's Musie School, will accept;, engage¬ 
ments after lEaster to lecture on Touch and Tech¬ 
nic. See her card in Special Notices. 
The Prizes we have offered for Essays, we are 
pleased to state, have resulted in our being deluged 
withEssays of all descriptions. Mostarenotavail- 
abie for the purpose. The competition is confined 
to those who have not hitherto written for Ths 
Etude, and precludes many of the experienced 
writers. As soon as this competition is over, 
we will oiler prizes for those who have already 
written There is always disappointment where 
prizes are concerned. In thie case, those whose 
Essays have been returned need not be discour¬ 
aged ; they all have merit and originality, an^ the 
writers have been benefited, as the subject written 
upon is forever made clear to them. A student 
once asked Qauptman a question on a musical 
subject; he replied that he did not know anything 
about it but intended writing a book on it. The 
main motive (which is by no means a poor one) 
Bhould be self-culture. These Essays for which 
the Prizes are offered, are for Ths Etude, and from 
this point of view only they ate judged. The 
competition will positively dose March 1st. 
We call attention to a full-page advertisement of 
some new works, which will be found.in another 
partof this issue. These works wedo not publish, 
but kecj> on hand in quantities. They are not all 
new, but are of recent date, and unknown to 
many. The songs are such that sell daily, and 
have acquired some popularity on their merit. 
The left-hand music is a complete list of all there 
is good in this line. This music will not be Bent 
otrthe On-Sale plan, and therefore is not return¬ 
able. We mean, in the future, to keep before our 
readers all the valuable works wherever published. 
These lists are thoroughly reliable, and are placed 
there on tbeir merits. 
» * ♦ * # 
We are still troubled daily by receiving postal 
card orders unsigned. We send our patrons blank 
postals directed to us, and a printed Differ blank 
on the other side.. At first we had printed at the 
top of the card “ Don’t forget to sign your name 
we found in many cases this was not seen, so we 
had printed in larger type at the bottom, another 
reminder; still many do not sign, their jpames.- 
This causes delay and annoyance. We trace a 
great mapy by the postmark, and handwriting, 
but there iq an element of uncertainty in this. 
We trust greater care will be exercised in the 
future. Some of our patrons may not have these 
cards; if not, we will send one with the next or¬ 
der. Our plan is to send a-blank card with every 
order received >ritten on a card. In this way a 
teacher always has a card on hand, directed. 
***** V. 
• We have just published a Writing Pad, or 
Tablet, called Clarke’s Writing Tablet. It consists 
of blank music paper put In tablet form of one 
hundxqd pages, about the size of commercial note 
paper, 7 x 10J inches, ten blank staves on a page. 
On the inside cover Dr. Clarke has Written a 
•Wear synopsis of harmony. The paper is of good 
quality and can be written on with ink. The 
We would call the attention of our readers to the 
advertisement in another column, of the book en¬ 
titled “ Stories of the Opera, by Chesney ”—it ia 
of the usual pocket edition size, and its 300 pages 
give the Btories or plots of ail the world renowned 
operas in a clear, concise, and interesting manner. 
It is an EDgllsb publication, and we have secured 
ail the copies .now in''print; when these (y;e 
exhausted no more will be obtainable. It has 
always sold for 50 cents—while our stock lasts we 
make the price 35 cents postpaid ; they'are going 
rapidly; those who desire a work of this kind 
should send in their orders promptly. 
* * ' f 
We would like to^know that the majority of our 
readers had the benefit of.the use of “Grove's 
Dictionary of Music." This is themoet complete 
work of reference on music and musical subjects 
published, and is Invaluable to teacher, student, 
or any one interested in musie; it is handsomely 
bound ifi brown cloth, gilt tops, and is in four 
volumes, with separate index. The regular price 
/is $25.00—ourjprice of $18.o0 is lower than It can be 
purchased opy.where. To responsible parties we 
are willing'to make the payment easy, and will do 
all we can to assist them in possessing this &rand 
work. • 
***** 
Now is the time to hkve your supply of On-Sale 
music replenished with a fresh package, for the 
spring term. We have published rhany new knxf:' 
interesting subjects during the past few inbnths, 
and we will gladly send them to any patrons on 
request. Many are beginning to arrange and 
select their commencement music, for these we 
have many novelties in duetts, trios, quartettes, 
etc., which we will send forlnspection if desired. 
Remember, it w not necessary to return your first 
package (if you already have one) In ord$r to get 
a fresh supply. We do not require the return of 
On-Sale music before'June or July, and then 'o/J 
not sold can be returned in one package, so do not 
hesitate about taking advantage of our offer, but 
let us help you in selecting good and instructive 
muaic for your pupils. . 
'**•*• 
We have just manufactured another iotof 600 
Pocket Metronomes. The sale of-*these little 
instruments is wonderful, and it is a pleasure to ub 
to know that its usefulness and practicability are 
appreciated; the small price at which they are 
sold (50 cents, postpaid) bring them within the 
reach of all. ^ 
* '• -****» 
v ^ 
We are receiving many orders for Fowler’s 
F$kible “Gem " Music Binder;, they are a really 
practical and durable-binder, and tUHhe very low 
price at which we offered them in last, month’s 
Publisher’s Notes should soon all be-eold. The 
cheapest hoye never been sold for less than $3.00, 
and they run as high as $4.50. We have placed 
them all together, and all will go at the one price 
of $1.50, postpaid ; the finest ones will bd disposed 
This is the time of the year to raise clubs for 
Thb Etude. We have put up a large number of 
' rolls of samples, ten and twelve in aTbundle; these 
we will send to any ofie who will make an effort 
to get up a club. Every teacher should canvass 
hia^ whole class; it will’ result in good to both 
teacher and pupils; Itwilljielp to hold the interest 
Of the pupil and be an Impetus to more diligent 
study. It will show thatthe teacher has a personal 
interest in the welfare of each one pf’bla^puplls, 
and will greatly lighten the drudgery of study. 
At a trifling expense a whole year of pleasure can" 
be had. If objections are-.made on tbe ground of 
expense, these-can be easily.overcome by calling 
attention to the saving a subscription to The Etudb 
will be on the sheet music bill. The plates of the 
music which appear^ in The Etudb are the same as 
those u§ed for sheet music, and out of the $15 00 
worth, and .mche, which -appears in the journal 
during the year, su/ely some will be found adapted 
to the needs of almost every student. 
Our cash deductions are liberal. For one sub¬ 
scription-We allow no discount; for more, tbe rates 
are as follows—for 2, $1.35 each : 3, $1 30; 4,$1 25: 
6,.$1 20; 8, $1,15; 10, $110; 15, $105S and 20 of 
more, $1 00 each. 
If musical premiums are preferred we will allow, 
just double this in any book or books we publish ; 
t.e., for two subscriptions the cash premium is 30 
cts. or 00 cts. if taken out in pur books. On three 
subscriptions the cash deduction is 90 cents,1 or 
$i'80if taken out in our books, and so on to the 
end. 
It must, however be understood that we do ndl 
give both the cash deduction and musical; or book 
premium. Jf the latter (thejnusical premium) is. 
desired,*the full annual subscription price, $1*^0. 
must be sent with each name. _\Ve will publish 
the names of parties getting up clubs of 10 or more, 
no objection is made,' * 
In the Publisher’s Notes, some time ago, we made 
mention of blanj^music paper of extra quality which 
we had manufactured. We ipish to say that this paper 
has given undoubted satisfaction wherever need, so 
much indeed, that we have had copying books made 
from the same quality of paper, believing that our 
patrons are willing to pay a little more and get a book 
which, for quality is not to bd compared to similar 
books which are already on the market 
For particulars see our advertisement in another part 
gif the Journal. j 
) "I. < ***** 
MUSIC BOOKS BELOW COST. 
In going over our Books at the beginning of the year, 
we find that we have much surplus stock that must be 
disposed of at any price. We have made a list'’of the 
Sunday-School works, which we give below. The goods 
are enfiml f new, but perhaps in some cases a little dust- 
worn. -.—. • 
Every volume contains plenty of good music for the 
homo circle; it-ia well tq always have on the organ or 
piano a variety of music for sight reading. We want to 
place the works where they will do more .good than on 
our shelves. The sacrifice we make in price, we feel, 
will clear oat the whole stock in a few days after this 
issue-is in the readers’ hands. 
price/-* » • • i- 
One fifth price and postage. The postage ranges from 
four to seven cents. We will^average it at five cents. 
Thia will make the price of 86-cent books, 12 cents each, 
delivered. 
The sacrifice in price can be seen at once. The price 
bjthe hundred on the 86-cent bojjkeJe 80 cents. 
If the selection is left to as we will spnd five of the 




yesterday. 1 am 
greatly pleased with it, on(y one of tie 6tudes had J 
ever saw* before, and that being sncfi a dear old friend I 
taining concise biographies of more than 1600 composers 
(over 160 American authors) and 3000 musical terms. 
An excellent work to use in making up biographical 
programmes, i 
Mr. A. R. Parsons, New York, writes r “ H^vingtieen 
was delighted to aee it in its new appurano,. I refer-to ** V H^dbodt of Mylo" fo. 
the Rev&lutionarj Study by Chopin. I am more than 8,°T ‘,me pMt- \ taie 4Ple“n“. “ com“end.,n* lt t® 
satisfied with eve^ one of the ten numbers. student, as a neat, practical, and comprehensivb wort 
„ - 85 Cents Eiob. K. L, Bradi.kt. ^ Krail Lieblirg, Chicago, endorses it as follows: “There 
8 Brilliant. Giffe. 18 Pure Diamonds, 1 am always anxiously whiting for this dear fcaper, and haal>een for some tirpe an urgent demand for just s^ch 
1 Budsof rromise, Wight. ^Murray. , I am invariably so captivated with its previous contents a Work as your * Handbook of Music and Musicians.’ 
1 Christian.. 9 Royal'Gems, Murray. that classes are usually neglected £ day or two wh^e It oontaina in convenient shape a vast amount of, vain- 
1 Crowp, Root. 1 Singing on the Way, devouring Thz Etudb. Fb. Georg* Kguo-i^able information, and I shall take pleasure in using and 
G^rrfJ ’ ' } Song Evangelist, Shook. ' weTl^le^TnibeSnlly phrased and’fin'^eredand . The PhOw&phia Ledger says: “While for ^haostive 
1 Garlands of Praise, l'Songe of Beulah, Bar- ably edited, which reflects great credit,to Mr. Calvin B. lnf°rtaation an encyclopedia like Grove must still take 
» Gamer, Sweeney. .23 Son^f Faith, music, ^ “d ^ ‘tSst ^ 
1 Glad Tidings, Emerson.. Hoffman, Bds. * * Mathews, Music (Chicago), writes: 11 The strength of 
6 Golden Rhys,/ Arm- 6 Songs of New Life, Allow me to add my name to those who findV'Math- the little book is the presence of a number of recent 
strong. Rentley. ewe'Graded Studies ” most excellent. ^names’, which, having come to prominence very lately, 
1 Golden Rule, Straub. 1 Songs of Redeeming Hamilton E. CoqswelL. " are not found in older works.'’ 
1 Good News, McIntosh. Love, No. 1. * . Such a veritable feast of good things as Mr. Presser Herman’. Handbook of Bbric,1’price $1.00 (usual 
8 Goaps of Joy;Speck. 1 Songs of Redeeming has been setting belore his patrons of late. Among d'*connt to teachers), can be ordered of any dealer, or 
2 Gospel Singer Ptilbps. Love^ No. 2 them “Twenty-Tour Selected Etudes from Concpne.’t °t Tn. Peusses. 
20 Heavenward, Bliss. 1 Song Treasury, Kurzen- which before its arrival I had fears of surfeiting myself. —-*-—- 
rfew ®0?gf’rMl,JJ,‘?'' J.ak“beV_A_ . But its reception became .‘joy, once I lost myself.in the A LADY OF CULTURE, HAVING TAKEN 
i ljignt ana Late, Mein- 4 Songs of lnuto^ ^accession of beautiful melodies. Being both finely -4*- .Irfrge apartment9, beamifully loca’ed, desires a 
k r\8rii j tt Kirkpatnck. fingered and annotated, they are, of course, well adapted few students in languages. Christian home influence. 
6 Uur Glad Hosanna, - .4 Spicy Breezes, Prior. 4o teaching purposes. By its use one gets variety in one’s Refers to editor of The Etude. Address Elisb von 
0 ft p '^ntf • i— 1 Starry Crown, Perkins, teaching material. mes. S. BtfrFOM. Zelswski, 2 Obstgarten, Zurich, Switzerland. 
M rearl, Jueffer,s . f. 1 Sunny Side, Perkins. , _;_p___ 
1 Peerless Praise, 2 Wells of Salvation, 1 pave carefully examined new “ $ight Measure : 
Sweeney. Kirkpatrick. * Studies,” Op. 60, by Smith, and am sure they will prove "jV/TUSlC TEACHERS, BANDMASTERS, CHOIR 
1 Pure Delight, Case. 2 Wondrous Love, Case, of great value to all who use them. 1 have played them Leaders, etc., it is useless toil and waste of time 
all through, and some of them several timeB as a test, to sit writing MSS. over and over again all the day long, 
in i. tv » * r and find them excellent in more ways than one. when you can d$Ms much, and do it better, by a few 
l Beacon Light, Hoffman.... -80 W, B. Colson, Jr. minutes’ use of “The Express Duplioatob,” a prac- * 
? ch.^ :8 Howard-, course hw which you .elected 
1 Ga™e“ Q&we«ey::::::::::::::::::::::: S Co-63 N“" 
1 Gates of Praise, Loren?,..... the best works; admitting nothing of the trashy 8Qrt. . ’_]_^_. _ 
8 Gems of Praise,words only..... Whenever chance affords I recommend yonr house. mnn t nwni'Yxr pm r mttqtp vylu 
1 Glad Hallelujah, Sweeney..... • „ Anna M. Spenoir. T™ LONDON COLLEGE OF MUSIC. EXAM-. 
3 Good as Gold word* onlv , . , . . _ , _ T" ' • X inations in America- The examinations of the 
1 Hopkins’Sacred Sonss^ *.*. -d have received the 4 Celebrated Pianists of the above well-known College during Jnne and July vtere 
2JPearla of Gospel Songs’Ogden inaDeri. 25 Pa8t aD(^ ?r€Be°t» and,we are delighted with it. I think highly successful in America antr Canada, an4 already 
2 ii -»» ii 8* ®(,e \.every music student should have one. ^ oyer 160 Local Representatives have been appointed in 
8 Previous Jewels, Mahaffev.............! ’ . Mes- M’ M- Pee!it' H. S. A. uloue, and examinations in both practical and 
6 Service of Praiee, Phillips (paper)...Received my volume of “ Celebrated Pianists ; ■■ am !“ 
1 Snl™..lo “°r6.^“?ie“.e± , To® “rtainlyreeeivethe thankeof Mttroh ftnd pr,otical «amtaationa (piano, violin, vicj“ 
2 Song, of Bliss, Biis,.... .. to advance their inteEreet, in the rCkablyTow prfce ““ 1 
1-9 Songs of Faith, Hoffman, worils only, (paper)... . 6 yon offer vonr publicationa. Mrs; Hattib Comptoh. ' represented. For all details, requirements, lists, etc., 
1 songs olFkith Hope, aidjbove, Hilden......... .40 - ■ address The Organizing Secretary tor America and Can- 
1 “ “ Grace and Glory, Vail,.. I consider the “ Eight Measure Studies” of Wilson ada- Stocks H.mrokd, Mas. Doc., Readiog, Pa. 
1 “ *' the Bible, Ogden.. . G. Smith remarkably good. They benefit to a very great-7-- 
6 Spirit of Praise, Arthur.:. extent the advanced pupil aa well as the beginner. A NY0NE CONTEMPLATING STUDYING MU- 
1 Tried and^True, Lorenz... ^ • Mbs. F. D. Meigs. sic in Boston can have $76.00 worth.of'tuition at 
\6 White Robes, Munger.£... . .. ■ ' i_. . * . * a discount. Good for the New England Conservatory 
1 Winnowed Hymns, Macfarlan,.  80 . ^ Celebrated Pianists ' esme just m of Mosic. Address The Etude, Philadelphia, Pa. 
2 Word of God, J. A. B...... '. tune for Christmas. It is.an interesting and valuabl _ 
Addre8a THEO PRESSER '. \ TEACHER, WITH NINE YE ARS’ EXPERI- 
1708 CB.STSUT St., PeiLin^rnra. ple“iD«aDd We“ graded ColleCtion- ,M' G' wishes'tachaVrone four ^s^di^ZVoHfoi 
eight months’ Btudy in musio or art. For particularBnud 
references, address G, Etude. 
CLUBBING RATES WITH “THE ETUDE.” 
‘ We will send any of the following periodicals and 
The Etude for the price named in the necopd.column;— 
Pub. 
Century Magazine..$4.00 
St. Nicholas-.  8.00 
Vick's Illustrated Monthly... 1,25 
Independent (N. Y.)... 8.00~ 
Peterson’8 Magazine. 2.00 
Frank Leslie’s Popular Monthly..cTfe.OO 
“ Pleasant Hours. 1.76 
Harper’s Magazine....  4?00 
**' Weekly.  4.00 
11 Bazar...  4.Q0 
“ Young People. 2.00 
Yohth’s Companion (new subscribers only) 1.75 
Domestic Monthly..  1.50 
Lippincott’a Magazine.8.00 
Music r.'.. 8.00 
Atlantic Monthly (new subscribers only)... 4.00 
New York Observer (new subscribers only) 3.26 
Home.Journal (New York). 2.00 
Scientific American-... 8.00 
Scribner’s Magazine... 8.00 
Demorest’s Magazine..  2.00 
•Voice Magazine (Werner’B). 2.00 
Wide Awake..u ... 2.40 
Leisure Hours.i..X.00 



























I now have the whole ten grades of “ Mathews’ 
Course,” and I consider the whole work a rnc^st valuable 
and indispensable aid to my teaching. 
__ Miss I. M, Spears* 
Cbncemh2g the game of Musical Dominoes we have 
received theTollowing lines. 
It gives me much pleasure and - is an excellent idea* 
Through repeated playing the eye must gain great prac-/ 
tice in recognizing at a glance the value of the notes, 
especially the groups of notes, whereby “s?ght reading'*’- 
is extraordinarily facilitated. Simply the appearance of 
these value-signs as compared with the tiresome spots 
Another song byjphe composer of" 
the“Year’8 Sweetheart,”—“The Beautiful Isle 
of Nowhere.” Published by Mautais, Y69 Market 
Street, San Francisco. Price 25 cents. 
T ECTHRES ON “THE'MASON TOUCH AND 
-LJ -TECHNIC ”—Mrs. Mary Gregory Murray, whose 
endorsement by Dr. William Mason will be found in an¬ 
other column, is prepared to take engagements for leo- 
1.1 __- v *• M ... tores, with illustrations in this Method, and to teach in 
many an exhilarating incident while playing. - 
Wilh. 0. A Thielepape. kjIIo tuned bio lyre 
The Domino game onght to become popular. 
Robirt Thalloh. 
• I have found “ Celebrated Pianists of the Past and 
Present,” received by Christmas mail, so able a rival to 
Christmas festivities that I have devoted the day largely 
to-examining it. *- Mas, W. W. Biox., • 
, SPECIAL NOTICES. ’ 
Notice* for thia column Inserted at S oente a word for one insertion, 
pyable in advance. Copy moat be received by the 20th of the 
previous month to insure publication in the next number. 
When sreat Apoll 
To cbaroD tbe world with song, 
• Fair Cupid came, by Ids desire, 
And moved upon the throng. 
rrfti: 
X 
IRD THOUSAND JUST PUBLISHED—“ HER- 
man’s Handbook of Musio and Musicians,” con- 
' • , 
Sweet^natdens sighed and vrept.and smiled. 
The swaina were llkewlae moved, v 
'Till every strain, by loVe beguiled, 
A Cupid’a dart bed proved. 
Bat when he ceased a cry nproee, 
'• Ob! leave,thy gift with uS, 
That every heart that's in lore throee » 
May find a healing thus.1' 
He iaid. “My gift to one la Bent, 
Who in the tature ages 
Will make a better instrument, 
‘ The marvel of adl eagee.” ^ 
•So, maidens, boy tbe IhaVument 
That baa thia wondrous gift— " 
The maher'a name ia Geo. P. Bent a 
It will your haarta uplift; % 
■v 
1 
m '■& 'c»|Sr4’.- 
,48 THE, 
VALUABLE MUSICAL WORKS PUBLISHED Bf THEODORE PRESSER, Piiiladelphia, Pa. 
How to llndepstand fllusie, Vols. 1 and 2 
BY 
' W. S. B. MATHEWS. 
Price, $1.50 each. 
^Tbis work shows how to perform Intelligently, and with ex. 
giession. It unfolds the beauties of the better gradeB of moSc, 
so that the muatcaliy-uneducated listener can enjoy them. ^ 
tnrf^i^UTh9i nv^j.t^e8irable material—Biocraphlcal, HIs- 
I^fsPwS^lV^i S^.^i^t/0vr pUPIL8~ MTJ8IOALE8. 
KT^UPIL ABLB 40 ^ PR0G"ESSIVE TEACHER and EARN- 
PRACTICAL HARMONY FOR STUOENTS 
BY 
X5r. S'. Xj. RITTER 
Price, $1.00, in Boards. 
‘ to^^Son. Ca'CUlated teax5h Art of Composition and 




«nn?^!IJillR,1fratood’ tatereatlng, thorough. Shnplo oxplana- 
Ttons In plain language. New features of practlcaJvalueV Pn- 
^HiaSuBJBOT17 lndlcated‘ A DEADIiJg TEXT BOOK ON 
IS Whys and Wherefores of Music. 
Elementary. 
By- sc. s. vx3srrbTa-- 
Price, 50 cents. 
Should be Id the Hands of Every Pupil of Maslo. 
ABeneaof questions and answers whicbduvolve the elements 
Tvl9. b0Pk 4over8 lhe of a primer on music! 
*nd givesan introduction to the Science of Harmony. 
_ V?nta^U8 a school of embellishments, and answers most of tbe 
queetlous constantly coming to the Inquiring pupiL 
~ MUSICAL STUDIES AT HOMEj 
BV 
MARGARET B. HARVEY. 
Price, $1.25. 
bound. Suitable for presentation. A Help In the 
Home study of Music for Parents andTuplla. K 
-TRE STUDY OF THE PIANO. 
By H. Phront. 
- Translated by M. A. Bierstadt. 
Price, $1.00. 
hundred and twenty-seven pages. One hundred and 
«wSLtW2f elaborate and clearly-expressed an- ■Wers. MANY y ALU ABLE TABLES AND RULES. 
PIANOFORTE INSTRUCTOR, 
JAMES HAMILTON HOWE.' 
Price, 6x 50. 
RhS^ulf60^! -explanations. System of Touch and 
Hnythm. Easily graded Interesting and pleaalne. Dned and 
torle^J^ en^oreed By the best musicians, teachers and conserva- 
Class and Account Book for 
Music Teachers. 
-By E. M. SEPTON.— 
Bevised Edition, fries, 60 coats. 
Hoorl i-qp.lB* Sheet Music Accounts Account with 
|„D.V I4 aoa «yh*dta nieet every want of a. 
music teacher In keeping accurate and systematic accounts. ' 
Carefully keptaccomus prevent dlsputeShlllsat end of teims. 
THE MUSICIAN. 
In Six Grades, Each 70 cents. ‘ 
By RIDLEY PRENTICE. 
of 
tbe pupa interested and teaching him to enjoy Beauafufhmaic.8 
RtArTa^?<ua!iSf-ofThemo8k de8lraW® and useful Classical and Standard Music for Teachingand Study. u 
- Analyses, Explains and Annotates the Pleoea. It is 
t^fnT«S!r^n1fr.rlTihel?fu!iU8ge?,Io^s and information. Con- jauasjmany Interealiag inoidenta in the lives of the great com- 
PUPILS’ LESSON BOOK sowum mibuir 
CnttinllArl fiv n__ Price, 10 cents; $1.00 per doz. 
' Systematizes the pupils’ study; has a record of lesson 
a&yg, hours of practice, and other practical helps*- 
SPENGLER’S SYSTEM OF TECHNIC^ 
FOR THE PIANOFORTE. - 
By A. SPENGLER. 
Price, half cloth, $1.-80. — 
InteleluDg^Ne^imd^P^jiTcmive.118^^01^' kept hand la hand- 
Addrem for fall description, or for sample copy, to the Pub- 
NEW UHSSOflS IH HflRlWOflY. 
By JOHN C. FIDDMORn. 
Pelee. *1.00. 
.. PeiB™?51 ve TeacUora. * wort based on the ed. 
vaUMd theories of Dr. Hugo Rtiniarin. Send for descriptive cir* 
eular or sample oopy to the Publisher, ^_ 
A Standard Work. * 
LESSONS- IN HDSICAL HISTORY. 
By John C. Fillmore. . 
Price, #1.50. 
INDISPENSABLE TO MUSIC PUPILS. Por Sohoola 
SfiSc n'aan<l,F‘.nmI readlns. Dseful and entee 
talnfng. Send for fall description or sample copy to Publisher. 
Compiled by Theodore Presser. 
Price, In Board Cover, $1.00. 
pleoes 118 Pawing ca valuable. A favorite 
lh,e Progressive teachers and pupils. IndiSDeufla- 
forPiatlon flBd cultivaUou of taste. Valuable a* Read- 
pianoforte JVIdSIC. 
By JOHN C.OMFORT FILLMORE. 
Price. $1.50. 
he ,'Ker°,I1’LbooS.of Lhl< ktod ln English. Endorsed and used 
Conservatories. Oomprohen^; 
interesting CsefnL Abocdt for study or general reading. 
Six fRUtions have already been printed. “ 
WHAT SHALL WE PLAY, or, 
music inth.e Home. ’ 
By CAjftli EKIfTEmE 
xifty examination questions. 
FOR PIANOFORTE STUDENTS. 
' . BT ALBERT W. BURST, 
Prloe, ff cents; 60 cents per doz* 
■ i. _ -AND—— 
duve^lle Examination Quostiens for Younn 
" Pianoforte Pupils. 
ohttsch. 
Prtoe, 10 oentej 01.00 per doz. 
stud en to. music should try to answer these a nastinns tv» 
CUltlMovercomfi6]} the v.el/f°D^^encearliSng fromdifB- 
Em,e^ftnId 10 tho8e who they will plainly indicate 
Bpudy l8s ne22^ar>- T6 answer th£n will lSdto 
^^^Ma^HuatlonriTWeqoiies thorough and comprehen- 
a subject to enable o^e to write out concise fthu accurate answers to a series of questions. 
JBRU 8 A T.T^TVT 
__* grand oratorio. / 
By HUGH A. CLARK. Mus. Doc. 
Price, $1.50, Bound In Boards. 
an^niu,mi*lli8,0rak)rio Is taken from the Bible, and 
the taking of Zion by 
studies in Measure and rh7thm( 
By E. W. KRAUSE. 
PORPmvATB, dLASSORSELF-INSTRUOTION 
Price, 81.50 in Boards. 
A Graded Course ol Study for Cabinet Organ. 
J BY M. &. MORRIS. 
Priory lO cents. 
vnlnr^ri^1« Ists ofFlccea and studies, volumes of 
voluntaries, arranged in systematic order for inference. —-- ——-- luuBivwu nuu tcacuer to a imw« 
Directly calculated to lead' to better work and a fuller appro- ----1-—a-—~ ~ 
Witten for pupils of all grades.*!nvaluable to young teoohers, PIANO TEACHING. datioi . . ..^__ .^f.PO U*  c>l a .
and It especially appeals to the progressive teacher of experience. 
The pieces named in the book can be had from the publisher. 
SYSTEM ©W PIANO TECHNIC* 
By JAJ^ES HAMILTON HOWE. 
fluttiop ef Pianoforte Instrejotoa, 
Half Clot fi, Ox.SO. r 
Exercise*. 8cbool of Embellishment 
Complete Technical Material. Interesting ana Thorough. - 
•PLAYS AND SONGS. 
Price, 50 cents. 
For Kindergarten, Private Primary Schools 
and for Families. 
4 U,0LItamslated Kindergarten SoDgsand Plays from 
g^d mSi4r 7 chlJd:‘116' chiul« and beautiful. 
NATTJHH or BAHMONT ? 
By DR. HUGO RIEMANN. 
•*’ Translated by J. C. FillmobS*. 
flPrloe. 25 cent*. 
of °rf8°me modern Ideas of Harmony. A pamphlet 
22f#iSn£?a5?8«St®f<«,er> and "advauced students, abwlng the 
*SaJ!HSLe?-. -ta'h™- 
ADVICE JO T0TO3 STUDENTS OF THE JIANOFOBTE. 
By ALFBED AY. BOKSI. . 
Price, 10 centa^keh; 81.00 per doz. 
8me Good Advice for Everyone Studying the Piano. 
valuable and practical Ihougbta, 
be frSKSni rt-v el8bl puhy and pungent maiima. Should 
re«chql. St ^ refd 'Vjroungpupiaaud bo on thelrplanoa within 
K,'*’ ?i“lentmonltorAu keep them from forming bad hablta. 
tapuplla, for It Is admirably calcn- 
lated to inspire the pupil to enthusiastic and superior work. 
FELIX LE COUPPEY. 
Tro.jaailu.ted. 'ey Si. bieb.bv>. tvt. 
Price, FB cents, (fhslpald. 
PRINCESS SNOWFLAKE 
OR BEYOND THE ICEBERGS. 
By Benjamin cross, Jr. 
. _ Price, «1.28. 
"counterpoint and canon. 
By E. E. AYRES. 
Pfrioe, - - *1.00, Postpaid, 
hImIthtaeS2?uSf£,?f't ,he st?d®nt'8 -ork for him, and assigns nun ms definite writing exercises in eanh r-hprAtzap Tiioaa 
tollIn wlr pfcper pl8<^ tbe ^ud'ent may not be ia doubt as to his work for a moment. 3 
~ PROH0UKCIHG DICTIOHiRY OF HUSIC. 
¥; W. S. B. MATHEWS. 
’J Price, $1.00. 
Brides giving defipitiona of terms a short sketch ofr 
all modern musicians is included. ’ 
ELEMENTARY PIANO INSTRUCTOR 
. * ■ OR 
THOUCHTS FOR TESCHERS AND PUPILS, 
By ALOYS HEXNES. 
TranshiUxl from t/ie Sermon by F, Jr. THOMPSON. 
Prlo®, 15 oents. . 
* A^ pamphlet of 20 pages. -< ^ 
TEACHING AND TEACHING REFORM. 
BY 
Parsons and Constantin Sternberg. 
*■>5^ Price, sg cents. 
Two Lecture*.of unxisual merit. 
METHOD OF STUDY. 
By J. C. A. Madrono. 
Pricey xo cents. 
«• treated in thls lltUe pamphlet are' 
^ a,Good Touch/' Repose im Flaying/* •• MagneUnnln PlaJ- 




BY STEPHEN HELLER. 
♦ 
Selected from Opus 46, 46,-and 47. 
^RICE Sl.50. 
Revised by Albert Rom Parsons, Calvin B. Cady, 
Arthur Foote, Edward Baxter Perry, John 8* Tan 
Clove, Wilson 6. Smith, and Charles W. Landon. 
These 6tudea are carefully fingered and phrased, 
metronome marks given, use of pedal made clear and 
concise, and each one is described, named, and anno¬ 
tated, the remarks containing valuable hints and sugges¬ 
tions as to touch, style, a?d methods of study. This is 
the finest edition of these valuable 6tudes ever published. 
Address Publisher, 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1708 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
THIRD SEASON, 
1908-4.' 




‘‘History of Music,” “Famous Symphonies.” YStabat Mater," 
“ Oratorio* and Their Writer*,’’ “ Beethoveniana, “ Richard Waguer’s 
Heroinee,” “ Amencau Music, Past, Present, and Vat are,” etc., etc. 
. For terms and dale* addreea 
FREDERIC DEAN, A. M., 
No. 9 East 17th Street, New York. 
MADAME A. PUPIN, Concert Pianiste' 
(JANKO KEYBOARD), 
will accept engagement* for recitals in drawing-rooms and sohoola. 
Private JANKO KEYBOARD Recitals. 
. Those wi.hiog to see, hear, and test the merits of ihe new keyboard 
inay arrange, for imrtiw of teu. for an hour at Madame Puciti a resi¬ 
dence, a hen a iintgrauinie of nine pieced will be giv»-n, and opportunity 
for full explanation of the advantages of the new invention. 
Fee, 91 no tor ih** hour, for teu persons or lew t ban ien. 
Appointments should be made by letter several days in advance. 
Residence, No. 22 East 20th Street. NEW YORK CIIY. 
WM. KNABE & CO: 
GRAND, SQUARE, AND UPRIGHT 
- # qbtbs. 
-A-— * S 
These Instruments have been before the Public for over 
fifty years, and upon their excellence alone 
have attained an ^ , 
UNPURCHASED PRE-EMINENCE, 
Which establishes them as nneaualed in tone, touch, 
workmanship, and durability. 
Every Plano Fully Warranted for 5 Tear*. 
WM. KNABE * CO., 
22 and 24 E. Baltimore Street,<- ^BALTIMORE. 
148 Fifth Ave^ ne*x-20th St* NEW TORE. 
817 Penney!vania Avs. WASHINGTON. D. O. 
TEACHERS WANTED 
for every' department of Instruction by the Southern Educational 
Bureau, Memphis, Tenn. Large number of vacancy* reported bom 
the beet schools of the South and.Southwest. Operates In all Staten. 
HUGH A. CLARKE, Mus. Doc., 
_ S83 South 38th Street, 
PHILADELPHIA, 
lessons by 
TOUCH AND TECHNIC 
Mrs. Murray will be prepared to accept engage¬ 
ments after Easter with colleges, con vents, and 
Schools for lectures, with illustrations in the Mason 
Method of' Touch and Teclmic. 
The following is her endorsement by Dr. Wm. 
Mason:— 
** In answer to (he many requests and invitations I have received to 
lecture upon and give Illustrations^ this Method, and, tbo proper way 
of teaching and practicing it In accordance wlih the principles upon 
which It 1ft branded, I have to aay that, on acoount of a precarious state 
of health and nervous disorder, I find it quite impossible to respond 
favorably, as under other circumstances it would be a pleasure to dtf 
I have, however, in Mrs Mary Gregory Murrey a pupil whom I hold 
In very high esteem, and who thoroughly understands the system and 
is abundantly able to explain it In all of it*details, as she has had large 
experience as a teacher of the pianoforte, as well as a lecturer, and la at 
the same time an artistic and finished pianist of a high degree of excel . 
lence. Mrs. Murray is open to engagement* to lecture upon and toaelTT 
the ‘Touch and Technic,’ and I have full confidence In her ability and 
faithfulness, and am sure that in her bands the Method will Have a 
thoroughly intelligible and adequate interpretation and illustration." 
Address. . ‘‘ 
MRS. MARY GREGORY MURRAV, 
ROOM 19, GREBLE BUILDING, 
1708-10 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
PIANO CONVERSATIONS. 
Miss Amy Fay desires to announce that she 1. ready to receive en¬ 
gagements for Piano Conversations next season. Miss Fay promises 
fine programmes, selected from the beet works of both classic and 
modern composers, and embracing a wide field of musical literature. 
8he la in the habit of prefacing each piece with short comments, 
biographical of the composer or descriptive of the composition, 
which render it clear to everybody when played. These “convorea- 
tiona ” are heartily erjoyed by audiences, and serve to bring them 
into a pleasant persouaJ relation with both the planiste and the 
musio, and arc a great itlmoJoa to musical students. Addreea, 
MISS AMT FAT, 
88 West 81st Street, ■ • New York. 
ORGAN OPENINGS, Etc. 
MR. ALBERT W. BORST, 
Teacher oi the 
ORGAN - AND - PIANOFORTE 
8602 Hamilton St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
Mo Charge for Organ practice. Fall arrangements made tor 
students studying tor the .profession. 
EDWARD BAXTSB PSBBT 
, CONOERT PIANIST AND LEOTURER. 
Lwtnr* Bscitsls it Schools And Musical Societies a Specialty. 
Address: Care Meson 8 Hamlin, 146 Boylston St., Boston. 
Mr. Perry make* an annual Western tour from October 1st to the 
holidays, and a douthera trip in January ami February. 
menta In the Eastern States during the spring months. 
MRS. CLARA E. THOMS, 
Coxtcext Pianist© * 
„ •> and Plan,© Teacher, 
Makes a spedalty^of Teaching: Fine Tone Production, 
aud in Forming: au Arti-SIc and Relined Touch 
upon tbs Plano. 
Fingers Developed aud Strengthened. 
Wrists Rendered Flexible aud Powerfhl. 
Special attention to tbs Iinprovemenlof Faulty Technic. 
Interpretation and Phraaiug: according to all the latest 
Practical instruction in the Important Art of Teaching: Chili 
• dreu’und Advanced Ciames. Address, 
341 East Nineteenth Street, New York. 
DANA’S MUSICAL INSTITUTE 
i^ND CONSERVATORY OF MXTSIC3* 
WABBHN, OHIO. 
, On* of ttio oMeat and most Influential School! of Music In 'North 
America. Catalogue* froa. * ( 
JUNIUS DANA, Secretary. 
STANDARD WORKS. 
« Haxxoity.. DAJtA’a.FXAOTICiX I 
Dajha’s Pxaonoax Thorough Baas... 
Tkx A*t oft Fnennie- 
NanoaaL Bohool vox Oomnrr.— 
Paoeuaaivx Brunos vox Violix_ 
.— a 60 
..Ash 1 oc 
Address the Publishers, 
DANA’S MUSICAL INSTITUTE, 
"ST‘ WARREN, OH O. 
MR. PERLEE V. JERVIS, 
TEACHER OF PIAJNOFOBTE 
AND TBCHSIC." 
STUDIOS - / BTEIIIWAX EALI, ^JSW YOBE, 
* 1843 CLIKTOir AYE., BHOOKLYN. 
MISS CLARA B/HARRISON, 
TEACHER OF PIANO 
(^fEoscai Systsm of Teclmic), 
1019 O Street, N. W., > • WASHINGTON, D. (h 
With, 9 Largo Faculty of Superior Instructors, and 
a splendid building for its exclusive use, the Oberlin 
Conservatory offers unusual advantages for the Btudy of 
Musio.^,699 students last year. Total expense for one 
year’s study (86 weeks) need not exceed $800. 
Terms begin Sept. 19, Jam 8, and April 4.. 
If you are intending to study Musio in any of it* 
oranchea, send for catalogue to 
7. B. RICH, Director, 






,The**Npw Eduoatlon • 
applied to muaic. 
NORMAL TRAINING; * 
PUBLIC PERFORMANCE! 
MUSIC 1H 8CHOOLS; 
composition; etc. 
Catalogue Free. ^ 
GEO. H. HOWARD, A M., 
DIRECTOR, 




"CROWN” PIANO is now ready with the 
“Crown” OrchestraJ Attachment 
and Practice Clavier. 
OTHER PATENTS PCNDINQ. FAT. OCT. 16. *S4. 
A perfect piano, which has four pedals and 
with which the Harp, Zither, Mandolin, Guitar, 
Clavichord, Spinet. Harpsichord, Barrio and 
Bag Pipe can be imitated, and with which a full 
piano ^keyboard, for finger praotice, without 
tone, dr with very slight tone, but with regular 
piano touch la had. 
OEO P. BENT, ©ole MIT,, 
*•3 to 333 B. Canal Bt., CHicAffo, Ill 
SELECTED OCTAVE. STUDIES 
vox 
Equal Development of Both Hands. 
4 x wrrH 
PREPARATORY STUDIES BY THEO. PRESSER. 
PRIDE 75 CENTS. 
These Octave Studies are of medium difficulty, and selected from 
Spiodlerl Hun ton, Bertini, Knllftk, etc. They are of great educa¬ 
tional value. 
50 THE ETUDE: 
NEW ZRIAAisTO 3VETJSIO 
BY RUSSIAN COMPOSERS. * CUSSIC GEMS FOR FOURHINDS. 
A Splendid Collection of Piano Duets. 
In the preparation of a book pf this character*lt is desirable to have 
not only works of a standard grade and attractive style, but, also, com 
positions In which the difficulties are equally shared by the performers 
and the Interest maintained by both. This, we think, has been accom¬ 
plished. A glance at the list of composers will Satisfy the musician as 
to Its musical merits. The contents have been chosen wjth a view of 
having the greatest variety possible in such a volume, and an effort 
made to harmoniously contrast the selections, thus making the collec¬ 
tion applicable to all tastes. It has been our aim to avoid compositions 
of extremely difficult nature, yet to sustain a standard worthy the at¬ 
tention of players of average ability. 
As each plate con talked In Classic Gems for Four Hands has been 
specially engraved for the book, there is a uniformity about Its appear¬ 
ance that is not to be found in any other work of the same character. 
It is printed on a fine quality o£.toned music paper and bound In two 
styles. We ask a critical examination—a comparison with similar pub¬ 
lications. We are satisfied that such examination and comparison will 
make hosts of ^friends for our book. We print the 
CONTEITT^. t 
Air de Danse.v ..Wbae 
Andante and Rondo—from Seoond Sonata...Bohm 
Anitra’y Dance (“ Peer Qynt"). Op. 46, No. 8.-.Orieg 
Blissful Dream—Intermezzo. -Op. 8fi...Meyer-Uelmund 
Bride’s Song—Wedding Music. Op. 45...Jensen 
Oanzonctta. Op. 85........Godard 
Dance of the Bayaderes (“ Feramdrs ")...Bubinttein 
Gavotte from “ Mlgnon”.......Thoma* 
Qipsey Dance. Op. 820, No. 2....a....Kirahner 
Hungary. Op. 23, No. 6 .........a................Monkowtki 
Marcia Fantastical 0p./31......&.„.............. Bargiei 
Menuett, from “Mozart's Symphony In Eh”...~.......Schulhof 
Pas Bedoubld. Op. 86...~...Baint-Baiiu 
Polonaise. Op. 11, No. 1.....Mosnkoioeki 
Prelude. Op. 19, No. 1.J.... Hofmatm 
Serenade. Op. 16.   Monke\ctk\ 
Tannhiuser March (Wagner). Op. 94~....~.Bpindier 
Toreador et Andalouae (Bal Costumfi). Op. 108, No. 7.HubituUin 
Yalse Impromptu.—..........D'OurvilU 
Paper, Cloth B&ok, $1.00. Half Cloth, (1.26. 
POPULAR GEMS FOR 
FOUR HANDS. 
Four-Hand Music by Popular Writers, 
In the preparation of this book, the great object In view was to pre¬ 
sent a work that would be of the mobfctpleaslng, varied, and interesting 
character; otfe wboee contents would prove entertaining to the listener, 
rifri- __ “_ .- — —;—& —* and which, in the performance of the music, the players would feel that 
Jills principle, the pieces, etc .recommended for the successive steps are, ^ ... .. y J ice. 
as nearly as may be. exactly adapted to the'grade of technical ability1 -the{r effortB bad h*®11 worthily expended. All tastes can be pleased— 
.1.1.1. rt.« »,Kii 1... .k. «— , .. 3 whether sombre or gay. The numbers are all of the best In their claw, 
as evidenced by the list of composers, including Flotow, Gounod, 
Scharwenka, 8ydney8mUh, Scotaon Clark, Spindler, Delibes, Bohm, aDd 
Bachmaun. The works, while brilliantly arranged, ore not too difficult 
—a very desirable feature in books of this kind; and yet they are not 
trifling In character, possessing difficulties enough to luiereet without 
overtaxing the performers. 
Popular Go ms Is printed from new plates, engruved expressly for this 
book; hence it presents a uniformity of style not to be found'ln-worka 
of a similar character. The paper,printing, and blndlog are all that 
.could be desired—In fact, a most casual examination will show the 
many points of mechanical excellence. Popular Gems is offered with 
the greatest confidence that it will meet with hearty appreciation and 
excellent sale. We print the ** 
Af Arensky. Op. 8. Scherzo...-...JO BO 
A. Borodin. PetiteSnlte: Reverie. 
- Petite Suite: 86r6nade... 
:- Petite Suite: Nocturne.. 
B. Grodsby. Op. 1. Trois Morceanx :— 
\ Petite S6r6nade ....-.. . 40 
1 Barcarolle....... 60 
Alex. ll)iut»ky. Op. 18. Berceuse (Lullaby). 
Oenarl Kargaooir. Op. 4. Tarentelle. 
--—- Op. 20, no. 8. Valae, in A-flat-mujor.... 50 
-- Op. 20, No. 11. Berceuse ..4-.. 
 Prfes. d’un Ruisseau (By the Brookaide). Morceau. 76 
E. Napravnlk. Op. 48, No. 1. Notturno. (La R5minb- 
cence de Chopin;..... 50 
- Op. 48, No. 2. Scherzo.i.... 
Anafole Lladoff. Op. 6 £tude, in A-flut-majur. 
H. paehnlakl. Op. 1. ' Variations.... un..... 1 25 
-Op. S. Trois FiCces: — 
Chant sans parolee... 
La Fileqge (Spinning Song)........ 6U 
Impromptu . 
- Op. 8, No. 2. Prdlude, in F-mlndh.....^.  40 
 Op. 8, No. 4. Prelude, in F-nwJor. 
Nicolais Mnbluetein. Op. 11, No. 2. Mazurka. — ....'Dvr.... 60 
Baslle Wranirell. Op. 1. Six Places:— 
Pifice et Fugue....... 40 
ChatiRon naive...«..... 25 
Arabesque.....TT.... 
Pe tiU)^......... 
Serge Youferoff. Op. 1, No 3. feldgio, in F-m^jor.w 
- Op. 1, No. 6. Fileuae, in G-major....?7 50 
JULIUS HANDROCK. 
Mechanical Studies for the Pianoforte. 
A selection of indispeuaable exercises, from the first rudiments to the 
highest development, progressively arranged in strictly methodical or¬ 
der, with explanatory notes. 
SCHIRMEK’S LIBRARY, VOL. 299. 
PRICE 1M.8S, NET. 
This Method supplies the teacher with the material necessary for a 
complete courso of mechanico-technical instruction on the piano, be 
ginning with “ the first rudiments." In an introductory “ Analysis of 
Contents " the Author explains, systematically and in detail, each step 
in the piano student's progress (Le., from the technical point of view) 
in a practical, concise, lucid style, quite free from superfluous verbiage. 
Pat allot with these valuable retnaiks go references to other exerolses, 
6tudes,ahd practice pieces to be taken up, in connection with these 
studios, at each and every stage of advancement. Useful written trea¬ 
tises bearing upon the subject are also referred to in thrir proper place. 
The maiu title, “ Mechanical Studies,” plainly shows that the author 
believes In separating the purely mecharfieal drijl of finger® and hand 
^from the ffisthetical (or purely musical) side, of musical training. The 
author further recognizes it as “a pedagogic principle to keep the pu¬ 
pil’s, mechanical training as nearly as possible abreast of his mental 
ngualcal development in all grades of advancement” Bolding fast to 
40 
40 
f ELLIS & GO., 
937 PennsylvaniaAre., Washington, D. C. 
Musio Publishers, and Dealers in Pianos, Organs, 
Small Musioal Instruments of all Kinds, . 
Strings, Trimmings, Eto. 
We select the- following of our publications, to whioh we call your 
special attention. Ask your music dealer to send you thik music for 
selection. Every first-class music store has our publications In stock; 
but If, for any reason, your music dealer cannot_£r will not furnish 
same, writs direct to us and we will send promptly, with the privilege 
of returning what you cannot use or do not care for. 
VOCAL. 
The Children. Mezzo-Soprano. Words by Chas. 
Dickens. Muaic by F. Fanciulli......$0 40 
This Is one of the most tendbf and exquisitely touching 
songs we havaever published. 
If You Want a Kiss, Why, Take It 1 Mezzo-So¬ 
prano. By Hubbarff T Smith. 
A cute little song by this popular writer. You will like it. 
Kiss While We May. Mezzo-Soprano. By F. 
Fanciulli.... 
This Is another kissing song, and la specially fine. Words 
of either of the above aw perfectly unobjectionable. 
Laughing Song. Soprano. Words-by E. A. Roes. 
Mueic by ErneBt Lent. 50 
With Violin or ’Cello ad lib.. 60 
Dedicated to and sung by Miss Ellen Beach Yaw, the phe¬ 
nomenal soprano. Humorous words finely set to music, and 
will convulse an audience with laughter If well sung. 
U Nellie Ray! Mezzo-8oprano. By Felix Mc- 
Olennon.. 40 
Popular ballad by au English composer of great renown. ^ 
Faces of the pear Ones. Mezzo-Soprano. By 
Anton Strelezki...  40 
A lovely song in this composer's begt style. . 
The Old Days Were'Best. For low voit^p. By H. 
W. Petrie.  60 
It Is Too Late. Mezzo Soprano. By H. W. 
Petrie...   .40 
These two songs, by a uew,.popular writer, we can speci¬ 
alty recommend. 
1 Love to Wander Quite Alone. Mezzo-Soprano. 
By Carl Richter..... 
Beautiful melody, with fine piano accompaniment. 
I Would that I Could Quite Forget. Contrallo.' 
By F. M. Lillftbridge.•.. 
Good words, well set to music. 8urc_to plaase. 
Cottage by the Brook. Mezzo-Sopreno By Carl 
Hin'Z..... 
Easy ballad. Sweet, gentle melody. 
36 
40 
which tho pup l has reached at the time. •» \ S. £ 
Thus the Method is the teacher’s “ mentor and friend’” at eVlyturn 
not necessarily presupposing wide experience on his part, but giving 
invaluable advice at every juncture. 
MODERN SONATINA ALBUM. 
(Voi 305 of Schittrier's Library.) 
. * PRICE 75 CENTS. ** 
A valuable and interesting collection of fifteen Sonatinas and as many 
short, miscellaneous, characteristic pieoes, all by modern masters ■ fairly 
unrivaled as uractice pieces in the grades •* easy ” and “moderately 
easy,” especially in alternation with similar composition* of the older 
school. The list ' 
SONATINAS. 
Rachmann, G. Sonatina No. I. G-major; No. 2, C-major. 
Bohm, C. Sonatina, Op. 117, G major. ^ ** 
Forater, A. Sonatina, Op. 42, No. 2, F-major. 
GurUit, C.. Sonatina, Op. 64, No. 4, D-major 
Mraaae, A. Sonatina, Op. 24, No. 1, C-malor; No. 2, E-mlnor. 
Lange, G. 8onatlna, G-major. ^ 
Llchner, M. Sonatina, Op. 4, No. 2, F major; Op. 266, No. 1 C- 
. major. ’ 
Belnaeke, C. Sonatina, Op. 136, No. 1,0-n»jor; No. 2, e-ejor 
No. 4, A-minor. 
Spindler, F. SoMtioa, Op. l6T, No.'*, C-major; Op 281, No.2,G- 
major. ’ 
* MISCELLANEOUS PIECES^ 
Becker, G. Sad 8tory, Op 9,iNo. 2. G-minor. 
- Hunting 8ong, Op. 9, -No. VEmajor. 
Ellmenreicii A. Hunter’s 8tart, Op. <14, No. 1, E-flat major 
- Spinning Song, Op. 14, No 4, F-major. . 
.Forster, A. Allegro, C-m<vjor. 
Bland rock, J. Scherrino, Op. 68. No. 1, G-major. 
Iri«hner, H. Maxurka, Op. 270, No 6. A-mlnor. 
l4>eseliborn, A. In the Gloaming, Op. 138, No. 7, B-fiat-major. 
- The Rover, Op. 138, No. 10, D-major. 
Merkel, G. Hnmoreske, Op. 76, No 4, A-mlnor. 
Reinecke, C. Cavatina, C-major. 
Rbod«s E. BeloFe-Mosart’s Portrait, 0-major. 
- First Violets,’F-meJor. 
 Scherzo, D*maJor, 
_ Streabbog, E. ^Artist’s Life Waltz (Strcuug), O-major. 
C03JTTE3JTXS. 
At the Spinning Whee](, 0p^3W, No. 3.'.... 
Ballade, Op. 318, No. 6..A.....mw 
Danse Hongroise...^.. ... Loe^hhom 
Danse Napollt&lne, Op. 33.........Smith 
Dodelinetto—Lullaby...  Gounod 
Fairy Dance (Danse des Elfs), Op. 107_.. 
Harlequin et Colombine—Marche Mignohns..Herbert 
Hungarian Dance, No. S...„...~~JBrahnu 
Im Resen, Op. 108, No. 18.-.... ...Huber 
Italian Serenade, Op. 21, No. 2.....,;.Doebber 
King’s Hnasare—Marche Brilllante. Leonard 
La Grace Valae, Op. 207...  
Lee Sylphefl—Caprice Walts.......Bachmann 
Marche aux Flambeaux, Op. 164.^.....(Jar* 
Naila Valse..—.......Delibes 
Polish Dance, Op. 3, No. I......Scharwenka 
Pnck Polka, Op. S95, No. 2....f.Behr 
Sleigh-ride, Op. 37, No. 11-....Trcht&koyiky 
PIANO 
The BattleStld. By S. A. Strother-. 1 26 
New edition. Revised and fingered. Fine descriptive piece. 
An ol<f favorite in a new dress. 8aie has been phenomenally 
large. 
Od&lisqae Wabz. By Hubbard T. Smith. 
As its name implies, a beautiful waltz in the dreamy style 
of the East. 
•U. S. 8. Columbia Mareh By F. Fanciulli. 
Letter Carriers’ Marcb: By F. Fanciulli. 
The above two marches are by the Musical Director of the 
U. 8. Marine Band, and are specially bright and pleasing 
La Tanda By Edward Holat..... 
Spanish dauce; medium difficulty ; very pleasing. 
Hunting the Lion. By Edward Hols*. 
About Grade IV in difficulty. Good for concert. 
Wilhelmine. Metmet a 1’Antique. By AntoD S rel 
ezki...3.  
Classical In style. Worthy of a place In every good mu¬ 
sician’s repertoire. 
Flatninia. . SaltareUo. By Anton Strelezki. 
A companion piece to the above. Try It; yon will like It. 
MANDOLIN AND PIANO. 
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^PTJBLTSHKD BY 
G. SCHIRMER, NEW YORK. 
FOB SALE BY ALL MUSIC DEALEBS. 
Slumber 8oog, Op. 260a, No. 2.. 
Song to the Evening Star, Op. 94. 
Stredella—Overture... 
Swedish Wedding March. 
Valse-.. 







Paper, Cloth Baok, $1.00. Hall Cloth, $1.25. 
/ THEODORE PRESSER, “ 
1708 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa 
F. Fanciullf.,^i... 
‘ ^Delicate, rippling melody, that will remind you of the 
sweet breeree of the South. 
Love’s^ifita.^ Reverie. By H A. Burr. Arranged 
for Mandolin and Piano by T. J. Armstrong;.'... , 60 
We consider this one of the prettiest piece* of the kind' 
. fver published. 
l5oris Waltzes. By F. R. Gillis. Arranged by F. 
M. Lapetina ......76 
A good, flowing, melodious, dreamy waltz,"wbll arrangod. 
Sure to please,. 
PIANO STUDIES. 
Bryant’s.Tirst Lessons for the Piano. Op. 19. By G. W. Bryant.Sl 60 
Bryant’s Syetem of Scale Practice. Op. 20. By G. W. Brvant. 160 
A New DincoTery. Foundation 8tudies for Pianoforte. 6y Thor- 
&ld Jerlchau.... .J*. . 1 60 
OPERETTAS. 
A New Tear’s Reception. By Hubbard T. Smith..... CO 
The Lottery Ticker By Hubbard T. Smith.1. 60 
Brambleton Fair. By Chas Q. Hoitinger......... 60 
A fine assortment of the-beat American-made Banjos, Guitars, Man¬ 
dolin*, etc., always on hand.'Slt lowest professional prices. 
JOHN F. ELLIS & CO., 
117 PEIISmilllA HE. I. W.. WlSBIICTIk, 0. G. - 
/ 
' "N '. 
A'-- * • ‘ 1 . ' " 
T HE ETUDE 51 
BOOSEY * CO., 
Musio Publisher* and Musical 
Instrument Manufacturers, s 
9 E. SEVENTEENTH STREET. 
NEW YORK. LONDON. 
JTJST rUBLISKED. 
“The Swan and the Skylark,’’ 
n 
* CANTATA. 
Wordi by HEMANS, KEATS, and SHELLEY. 
THE MM8IO 0OMPO8ED BY 
A. GORING THOMAS. 
(POSTHUMOUS WORK.) 
To be performed for the first time at the 
BIRMINGHAM FESTIVAL (1894), ENGLAND. 
Sample Copy, post-free, * - 75 Cents. 
NEW EDUCATIONAL WOBK. 
Now beine used by the Leadlns Masters In 
America. Also at Royal Academy, Royal 
College, etc., London, England. 
+ 50 SOLFEGGI. * . 
By F. P. TOSTI. 
IN TWO BOOKS. PRICE $1.00, NET, EACH BOOK. 
These Solfeggi have been written by Signor Tosti for the middle reg¬ 
ister of the voice, and are therefore equally suitable ter all voices. 
Tbsy will be found most useful stuSes, and so melodious in charac¬ 
ter as to be practically songs without words. 
ALBUM OF TWENTY NEW SONGS. 
(ENQU8H AND GERMAN WORDS.) 
By JAQUES^LUMENTHAL. 
Those Songs are consideredAo be the finest work ever produced by 
tJjj^Emlnent Composer. 
Paper Cover, $1.50. Cloth, $2.00. 
GEORGE GROSSMITH’S SONGS. 
CAXTJLIA. JTOJt CniLDRKN, 
“THE SWEETEST SONG,» 
By J. L: ROECKEL. 
LATEST ADDITION TO ROYAL EDITION. 
SONGS FROM THE ORATORIOS. 
A collection of Soloe for all voices free standard works. All In orfg 
j/ Inal hoys, with original accompaniments. 
Write tor our CataloguesFree on Application. 
SOU A6F.]j[T8 FOB- 
ENOCH & SONS, London, 
PATTERSON & SONS, Edinburgh, 
JAMES BATH, London. 
T 
CLAYTON F; SUM MY, 
MU8IC - ; 
+ PUBLISHER .  ^ 
AND IMPORTER, , 
And General Dealer in Sheet Music and 
Music Books of the Better 
Class, ’ 
174-178 WABASH AVENUE, 
CHICAGO, 
A GIFT FOR SINGERS. 
A BOOK OF SONGS, 
EDGAR AHP; NEWCOMB. ' 
RECENT PUBLICATIONS. 
PIANO SOLO. J 
COLE, R. 9. NoyeletteJn ti-flat Major. ' 
This can be classed as a song without words, 
as it is a distinct melody throughout, with chord 
accompaniment in rapid succession alternating 
between the two hands, moat of the time under ' 
the melody, part of the time over it. 9-8 meas¬ 
ure; Grade V to -VI. The treatment is novel, 
and the. practice excellent. V 
COLE, R. 9. Novelette In A Minor. 
A Largo in 4-4 measure, partly massive, broken 
chord writing; later, the melody in single notes, 
with Arpeggio Acc. Grade IV. 
HARRIS, H. W. The Child's Revel...$0 40 
An allegretto movement in dance-,form. with_ 
occasional one-measure passage work. Key of 
F, 2-4 measure. Grade I to II. 
HARRIS, H. W. Idyl... 26 
A melody not restricted in compass, yet of ex¬ 
treme simplicity. It is a two-voice composition 
for the most part, with the work nicely divided 
between the two hands. Key,of C. Grade I. 
LACE, TH. Song of the Brook. 60 
This is a melody with figural passage work al¬ 
ternating between the' two hands, giving it the 
character of tfce running brook. . Edited by 
Emil Liebling, and contains some slight changes 
from the original. Grade IV to V. 
MERKEL, 9. Butterfly .... 86 
Edited By Calrin B. Cady. A composition in 
'6-3 measure; the right hand has double notes, 
octaves, and some scale and arpeggio passage 
work. The left hand has considerable arpeggio 
•work, but'in short figural groupings. Grade IV; 
MERKEL, 9. In Green Fields.. . . 
3-8 measure. The theme is a dotted eighth, fol ¬ 
lowed by three sixteenth notes and developed in 
the natural order. There is very little ornamen¬ 
tation. The left hand has the single note and 
chord work most of the time. One part gives the 
left hand some figural and melodic work. Edited 
by Calvin B. Cady. Grade II to III. 
PFEFFERKORN, OTTO. Kindergarten March 
In the hey of C, common time, strict march 
rhythm. It hastone passage in oc'aveB, but these 
are not obligatory Grade II. 
PFEFFERKORN, OTTO. Song of the Nymphs 
In the style of what is termed “ ballet maBjerl! 
This is in waltz form, but the nature of the com¬ 
position admits of,—and, in fact, demands,—that 
some liberties be taken in the tempo in order to 
give it its intended effect It has the “between” 
* grace note and high chord effects, which give it 
the ballet “ flavor.” Grade III. 
ORGAN. 
WEST, J. A. Melody for the Organ. 60 
- In the key of C, common time. The melody 
lies in the ldft hand most of the time, with chord 
accompaniment in the right. There is very little 
figure work and no elaborate treatment in any 
part. In difficulty it would ^classed in III to 
iVgrade. Mr. Clarence Edayplays this at all 
his concerts* throughout the country, and pro¬ 
nounces it very- effective. w,s- 
AU of the above will be senf on selection If 
desired. The dhdkI discount Is allowed on alb 
orders for music. CLAYTON F. SUJtMY’S Unite* 
fin or ttnslc will be sent Free to all applicants. 
ADDRESS, 174-176 WABASH AVENUE, CHICAGO. 
All singers who are familiar with. Mr. New¬ 
comb’s widely-known songs, “Celeste." “Two' 
Maidens,” “ Slumber Song,’.’ “ At Twilight 
Time,” “ Here- and There,” and “ Dainty Lit¬ 
tle Love,” will welcome this new collection. 
It will be published in a most attractive manner 
and printed'on the best ’paper. Will be a most 
snitable Christmas Gift to mnsical friends. 
ThiB collection should be in the repertoire of 
every vocalist. > 
Send orders at once, that copies of the first edi^ 
tiOD may be secured. 
PRICE $1.50, NET. 
40 
60 
A NEW WORK ON HARMONY. 
PRACTICAL HARMONY 
ON A FRENCH BASIS. 
BY 
HOMER A.. NORRIS. 
In response to a general demand for a text-book 
on harmony, based on the French system, we take 
pleasure in announcing the publication of “Prac¬ 
tical Harmony on a French Basis,” by Mr. Homer 
A. Norris. Mr. Norris was associated for four 
years with the’most eminent theorists and musi-^ 
ciana of Paris. During that time he devoted his ' 
attention chiefly to the stndy of musical compo¬ 
sition. 
We feel confident that “ Practical Harmony ” 
meets .the demand for a text-book which'makes the 
study interesting to the pupil. The exercises are 
musical, and there Is an absence of the- u ps^lin- 
tune ” monotony usually found in text-books on 
this subject. 
As many students object to a bulky volume, 
bound in boards, a student’s edition will be issued 
in two parts, bound in flexible covers. Price o£ 
each1 part, one dollar. 
The preface, giving a general idea of the-scope of 
the work, will be mailed on application. 
PUBLISHED BY 
H. B. STEVENS COMPANY, 
BOSTON, MASS. 
Complete Graded and Descriptive Catalogues sent 
free upon application.^ Mail orders solicited 
and promptly filled tb all parts of the country. 







Arthur p. Schmidt, 
146 B07LST0N ST., BOSTOR, MSS., 
\ MUSIC PUBLISHER, 
SOLI 1S1XT II. TH. UHTTHD EUTH TO* 
Henry Litolff, Brunswlok, Germany; Edition Ohanol 
(Violin Music), and the Vienna Oomervatory 
Edition of tha __ 
PIANOFORTE CLASSICS. 
KHED ESTABLISH IBM. 
Cur Factory is the Home ofYJie Seven-Octave Organ 
MUSICAL NOVELTIES. 
PIANOFORTE SOLOS.. 
Brttll, Ignace. Sonata in D-minor.,.;„.$2 00 
Carlton, Cyril. Coriolanus-March..... 
Gibson, Ifcnacc. Intermezzo in D... 
-Value Impromptu.. 
-Valse Interro pue. 
KIrehner, Frilz. Op. 473. Consolation. {8ot)K without 
wordd)... 
■-Op. 405. Feodora. (S< herzo Vslse)..... 
-Op 523. Fo 1. Sonatina in C.  
-Op. 623. No 2. Sonatina in G... 
-Menuet from Sonatina......X... 
Lynes, Frank. Air from *'Samson and Delilah” (Salnt- 
SAfins), “ My Heart at Thy Soft Voice '*...;........... 
NellBon, Cecil. Santa Kona. (Grande Valj^).„.. 
Smith, Seymour. Marche Nuptials (Wed'dior March). 
-The Old Garden. (Interfne^)..,..^....?.'.:.’..':!..'.. 
-The Wayside Brook. (Idjj)..„. 
VIOLIN AND PIANO. 
Allen, Chaa. Bf. Op. 17. Petit Boldro... 
-Op. 18 Andante et Allegro caracteriatique ... 
-Op IS. Barabande Ct Dourree...  
Tolhnrttl. Henry. Prayer to tbs Madonna... ... 
-Chant of the MiuotreL...’ ’ 
. SONGS. 
Bassford, Wsn. IC. I’m a Blithesome Maid. (Waltz Sode ) 
High Voice or Low Voice. Each...f _ 
Beach, Mrs. H. H. A» Op 20. Ylllanelle. (Across tho 
World)... 
-Op. 19. No. 2. Ecstasy. Soprano in E-flat. Alto In i) flat 
with Violin Obligato... 
Hanscom. E. W. Song Album. Six Songs for High or Low 
Voice. Each.......* 
Hay', Clarence E. Laas o’ Carlisle.... M 
Lasig. Margaret Ku ill veil. 8ix Scotch Songs. Op 20 
1. Bonnie Bessie Leo..... ... . * 
2. My Ain Dear Somebody.f... 
3. Maggie Away...  
4. Love’a Fear..... 
6. Menle... 
8. Jock o' Hazeldean. ..."i'."" "* 
Pllmj^n, A* L. Good-night, Dear Heart..... 
Sawyer, H. I*. Across the Dreary Sea.. 
Slumber Song.......... 
NEW EASTER ANTHEMS. 
Beach, Mrs, H. H. A. Alleluia I Christ ia Risen I.. 
Bunnett, E.t Mus. Doc. Chriat qnr^tteeovcr.. 
Hamer. G. F. He is Risen I.;.’4 . 
Fear not^Yo Seek Jesus.... . 
Lansing:, A. W. As it Began to Dawn .. 
Nichol, H. E. 8ince by Man Came Death... 
Sehnecker, P. A. Jesus Livee! No Longer 
Wlrts, Conrad. Why Seek Ye the Living?. 
Send for complete catalogue of Euafer Aftuie. 
ANTHEMS, PART SONGS, ETC. 
(Men’s Voice*.) ^ 
Mrs. H. H. A. The Minstrel and the Ring. Ballad 
for Chorus and Orchestra. Solos for Tenor and Baritone.... 
Brewer, John Hyatt. Cavalry Song. 
—— The Aatuuin Song.... .. 
-The Katydid....i!.’"!!”"”.* 
-Woodland Morning.....*.. 
Cu“"'Q«ct"l)- ■>*>»«’■ IMughter." Billid. (AVto8<iio; 
. (Ladies’ Voices.) 
Brewer, John Hyatt. Hesperna. Cantata 
-Treachery..... .— 
-Street 1 t The Swallow’* Song).-.... 1 .'.’.'."..’.".’. ’.’"7.! 
Plane. A. W. Sweet and Low... 
t-Cupid's Lottery...... 
(Mixed Voices. Sacred ) 
Cotter, Benj. The One Hundredth Psalm....._ 
Fooie, Arlbtir. Te Deum in D-minor_ *. 
—— Jubilate in A'-flat mujur. .*.. 
Hamer. G. F. Jublllt^Deo... 
-»i* Responses.....s'. _ .*. 
It orlginatod with ua. and we brought it to perfection 
Don t confuse it with the oheap Imitation* 
that flood the market. Bend for 
- Prioe and'Catalogue. 
LAWRENCE ORGAN MFG. CO., 
320 South Tenth St., Easton, Pa 
-The Night is Far Spent.. ~ . ,._7 ■■■ 
*>_ .i . f Babylon.-.f . By the Waters of  ... 
Porter, H. T. Bread of the World. (CommliDlon Hymnj^ 
Re*Hl. W in. Thio’ tl»j Day Thy Love has Spared Us 
-Seven Keeponsca."__ 
Sehnecker, P. A. 0 Lamb of God ! Still Keep Me.12 
Tebhn. C. *1. My Heart is Inditing. * , , 
' —— The Lord Is My shepherd... . j • 
8ra4sd Novelty List and other Oatalogae, .ent upon 
application. 
Mall Orders solloited^and promptly-ftiled 
to all parte of the Country. 
DO NOT WEAK YOUR MUSIC OUT BY 
CARRYING IT IN A MUSIC ROLL. 
This SATCHEL la the very latest and 
most ponvenient manner of carrying 
musio, and does not necessitate the rolP1 
ing of it. It Is. superseding all others on 
the market. 
Made of Sinooth-Grain Leather, urr^ 
lined, Assorted Colors/ price $1.50. 
DISCOUNT TO THE PROFESSION,.. 
_THEO. PBESSEB, PHTT.A , PA. 
THE 
Davis Spring Back Chair* 
FOR PIANO PLAYERS. 
The perfection in spring back chairs. It preserve, 
the health, prevents round shodlders, and cores weak 
backs. One can practice twice as long and accomplish 
three times as much with perfect comfort. 
Ia twelve styles, ranging in price from $5.86 to $18.6o. 
Send for complete descriptive catalogue, and send all 
orders to 
THEO. PRESSER, 
1708 Chestnu^ Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
Unsurpassed for comfort for those who sit at their 
work for any length of time. 
J-IFE SIZE, 22 X 28 INCHES. 
Prioe $1.00. Pottage and Tube, 10 ots. Extra. 
“ $5.00, with Frame, Antique Oak. 
Puked te |« by Express si purchaser's altar,,. 
The following are now ready i— 
BEETHOVEN, MENDELSSOHN, MOZART, 
WA&NER,-HANDEL, OHOPIN, LISZT, 
SCHUBERT, AND HAYDN. 
OTHIDES TO FOLLOW. 
The elegant porffiSta have given the greatest satdsfao- 
ben wherever introduced. The former price for these 
was $4.60 each, without frame. Suitsble for the most 
elegant Studio, Music Room or Parlor. 
THEO. PRE8SER, PHILADELPHIA. 
"*1 
- »' The best EaBto.pw®ohg we have seen for many years." 
—MUSICAL COlTBlEJt^NEW' YORK. 
t 





„ 0/© ’§m wit triibfa Rimpa"). 
MUSIC BY 
MARTIN ROEDER. 




(with Chorus ad lib., parts 2S cents each), 
Alto. 
t/ 
PRICE 76 CENTS EACH 
ftqf- Another sttccess of tills renowned and favor¬ 
ite composer. Effective and within reach of every 
siDger, inspiring listeners in the house of worship 
or happy households on the day of joy and gladness. 
EVERY ORGANIST 
SHOULD hAe A COPY OF 
Stillman’s Organist’^ Album for the 
• / Church and Home, 
-s _ 
containing the finest collection of Classical and 
Modern Music to be found in book form at the 
moderate price of $1.50 each, Volume I and II. 
(Liberal discount to Organists.) 
WM. ROHLFING & SONS, 
Publishers and Importers. 
MHjWATJK.EIB. 
